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Student Farming Enterprise History of the Project 2012 marked the 6th year of the UMass Student Farming Enterprise program at UMass. SFE began in the fall of 2007 with two students growing kale and broccoli through an independent study. In spring 2008, it was established as a year-long Plant, Soil, and Insect Science class - spring and fall semesters, with a summer farming component. It has been developed and taught by UMass Extension vegetable specialists Ruth Hazzard and Amanda Brown in collaboration with Kyle Bostrom, farm manager and Neal Woodard, field manager of the UMass Crop and Research and Education Center. The Student Farming Enterprise startup has been funded by the UMass Extension Vegetable Program with assistance from the College of Natural Science (formerly College of Natural Resources & the Environment), the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, the Northeast Farm Credit Ag Enhancement Program, UMass Auxiliary Services and the Stockbridge School of Agriculture. Since 2010, income from vegetable sales on campus has covered production operating expenses including farming supplies and summer labor done by SFE students.



A Great Opportunity The Stockbridge School of Agriculture provides students with a strong science based academic background. This knowledge base, combined with the hands-on learning that the Student Farm provides, is making UMass Amherst the place to be for research based, innovative, creative, and student-driven experiential learning in agriculture. Our students have a variety of backgrounds and come from many departments on campus as well as from the other five colleges. Many are Plant, Soil, and Insect Science majors, but other majors have included Environmental Science, Natural Resource Conservation, Journalism, Anthropology, Art, Sociology, Nutrition and BDIC (Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration). Graduates of the Student Farming Enterprise have moved into jobs growing, marketing, teaching and managing at farms throughout New England. Some have started their own farms, and others have worked with non-profit ag-related organizations such as the Massachusetts Farm to School Project based in Hadley, Growing Places in Clinton, and the Green City Growers in Somerville MA.



The Handbook This handbook builds upon the work of each successive year’s student farmers to plan, grow and evaluate their vegetable crops. It represents the culmination of planning and analysis from the 2012 season. It is meant both as a testament to the year’s successes and shortcomings, and as a guide for incoming students of the 2013 season. Our hope is that this handbook will form the foundation for an ongoing record of the Student Farm’s practices, allowing future years to add information based on their own experiences.



Our Mission Statement As UMASS student farmers, we commit to providing our campus community with nutritious, organically grown, local produce. We cultivate student empowerment through hands-on agricultural production and by educating our peers about the importance of creating a healthier food system.



Big Y has partnered with the Student Farm Enterprise to bring its customers local organic produce. The Student Farm Enterprise is run by University of Massachusetts students from the Stockbridge School of Agriculture. As part of their program, each student is responsible for three different types of crops and creates a plan for how best to grow them. The farm program gives students the experience of running their own farm since they plant, harvest, clean, package and sell the vegetables they grow locally to Big Y. The Amherst Big Y World Class Market, at 175 University Drive, sells organic beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots, kale, leeks, onions, red and gold potatoes, sweet potatoes, swiss chard, and butternut squash grown by the Student Farm Enterprise. Student farmers started the Student Farm Enterprise six years ago. The program started with only two members growing kale. Today, the program includes twelve to fifteen students per year and has grown to over ten markets and thirty-six crops. The program allows students to be able to take what they learned in the classroom and apply it to their fields. After they graduate, many students have chosen to continue to work at local farms. Big Y has been committed to sustaining local farming and supporting local farmers since its founding over 75 years.



Big Y Website, http://www.bigy.com/OurStores/Produce/UmassStudentFarm#.URvGV6yKzTo



Student Farm Enterprise Farmers’ Market open through Nov. 18 By: Steffi Porter | September 20, 2012 | ShareThis Tables full of fresh, organic vegetables, fruits and herbs can be found in the University of Massachusetts Campus Center every Friday thanks to the Student Farm Enterprise Farmers’ Market. Offering students organic produce through Nov. 18, from 12 to 4 p.m. on Fridays, the farmer’s market has expanded since its inception in 2011. The market now offers 38 varieties of crops and its Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) membership has grown to 50 shares. The farmers set up just outside of the UStore. But that is not the only place students can find fresh farm goodies. Student-grown vegetables are now also available in Franklin Dining Commons. Student Farm Enterprises has joined forces with UMass Permaculture and Auxiliary Services to bring the farmers’ market and organic produce to the campus. Small amounts of their produce can now be purchased at Big Y grocery store in Amherst. Nell Finnigan, a member of the Student Farm Enterprise, and one of the organizers of the farmers’ market, told the Collegian last year that the market was established in an effort to increase students’ exposure to sustainable food at the University. Selling everything from tomatoes, squash, salad mix and beets to jars of tea leaves, hot peppers and even necklaces made by an African tribe, the farmers’ market strives to offer healthy and affordable food to the UMass community, according to their website. It was created by Nathan Aldrich, the sustainability Specialist for Auxiliary Services at UMass and a co-leader of UMass Permaculture. “Part of the point of this market and the sustainability work we do in general is to show students how much power they truly have at UMass,” Aldrich told the Collegian last year. “Students can create a lot of change … and by focusing locally, (they) can make a huge impact.” Aldrich also said a farmers’ market on campus will give recognition to the three sustainable food organizations on campus in one location, and offer interactions between students and the farmers’ who grow their food. The market is the perfect spot, Aldrich said, to “stumble upon sustainable food.”



University of Massachusetts Student Farm Enterprise effort teams up with Big Y supermarkets to deliver locally grown produce By Jim Kinney, The Republican on October 06, 2012 at 8:29 AM, updated October 08, 2012 at 9:53 AM







John Suchocki, The Republican South Deerfield, 10/5/12, Staff photo by John Suchocki - University of Massachusetts Crop Research and Education Center. Umass student Megan Whitford separates a type of tofu bean during the early morning picking.



AMHERST — Students in the Student Farm Enterprise class at the University of Massachusetts here are doing more than feeding their minds – they are feeding Big Y Foods shoppers. The Big Y supermarket, located just off campus at 175 University Drive, is for the first time selling organic beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots, kale, leeks, onions, red and gold potatoes, sweet potatoes, Swiss chard and butternut squash which has all been grown by the class. It’s a relationship that helps train students how to run their own farms and keep buyers – both retail and wholesale – happy. “It’s giving students an opportunity to work with a mainstream retail market that is off campus,” said Amanda Brown, a professor in the university’s department of plant, soil and insect sciences. “It’s really helping to train the next generation of farmers.”



Students in the class earn 10 credits, five in the spring and five more during the following fall. Each is assigned three vegetable crops in which to specialize. They learn about those vegetables and meet with potential buyers in the spring. They then plan how to plant their crops in a 2.5-acre plot at the UMass Crop Research and Education Center in South Deerfield and get their seeds in the ground at the appropriate time. Up until now, the class had been only selling their vegetables at a weekly farmer’s market in the Campus Center Concourse, at an on-campus organic market and through farm shares marketed to students, faculty and staff, Brown said. The relationship with Big Y now provides real-world experience dealing with a demanding buyer, Brown said. Those demands go beyond the quality of the produce to how and when the produce is delivered to the store, according to Claire D’Amour Daley, vice president of corporate communications. “In other words, we don’t want it at 4 in the afternoon,” she said. “It’s got to be here when we are setting up our store for the day.” The stores also must be careful not to order too much of one type of produce or too little of another type, Daley notes. “We don’t want corn from everywhere (for instance),” she said. “We need green peppers and squash and cucumbers, but everyone can’t be growing cucumbers. There is an awful lot of communications that has to happen. Those are all skill sets that (the students) will have to master when they have their own farms.” Brown said the class started in 2007 with two students growing mostly kale. Now, there are 12 students in the class. Besides growing and selling vegetables, they must write a paper at the end of the second semester which will become the guide for the following class. Brown said it surprises her how only a very few of the students come from farm backgrounds, high-school Future Farmers of America or horticulture programs. Very few are even majoring in agriculture, she added. “A lot of our students have gone on to work with farms, or to work with farm-to-schoollunch programs,” Brown said. Melanie Black, 23, of Centerville is a UMass senior in a program that has allowed her to create her own major in holistic health and farming. She’s got a strong interest in community-supported agriculture. “It’s been great to learn about where food comes from and all the hard work that goes into it,” Black said. “People go to supermarkets to buy their food.” That food now includes the food she grows.



UMass Sustainable Food & Farming A link to "what's happening" in our program



The Big Y is selling vegetables grown by UMass students Posted on September 3, 2012



Today was the kick-off of a long-term commitment from the Big Y grocery store in Hadley, MA to sell produce grown by UMass students in the Student Farming Enterprise class. UMass instructors, Amanda Brown and Ruth Hazzard, were out in front of the store today with several of their students displaying fresh vegetables grown at the Student Farm. Please check out this short video about the partnership with the Big Y World Class Market! 2012 Marks the 6th season of the UMass Student Farming Enterprise program at UMass. SFE began in the fall of 2007 with two students growing kale and broccoli through an independent study project to sell to the UMass Earthfoods Cafe. In spring 2008, the farming enterprise project was established as a year-long university class. This year the farm will increase production again to allow more students to participate in the course and serve more diverse local markets.



The class is sponsored by the Stockbridge School of Agriculture and currently listed under the title PLSOILIN 498E – Student Farming Enterprise. The project has received support from the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, UMass Auxiliary Services, and the Sustainable Food and Farming program. The Student Farming course is limited to 10 students (there is one opening remaining for this semester), and takes place both on and off campus. Students are responsible for identifying markets for the produce, planning out in advance for the crops, visiting farms in the immediate area, managing plants in the greenhouse, using market strategies to achieve desired yields, and learning farming methods. All produce grown is United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) certified organic.



In addition to selling to the Big Y, student farmers sell produce to the UMass Dining Services and directly to customers through their Friday afternoon farmers market in the UMass Student Union as well as a membership CSA. In the fall of 2012, the Student Farming Enterprise will offer 50 shares of local, organic produce to the UMass community. Members include students, faculty, and staff. Shares include over 15 pounds of fresh weekly organic produce over a 10 week period (September through November). The cost of a share is $325 for the season. Anyone interested in purchasing a share may contact the student farmers at [email protected] For more on the UMass Student Farming Enterprise class, see this short video: This entry was posted in Education by jgerber



Season Analysis Chapters



1. Development and Public Relations – Brooke Dillon 2. Equipment and tools, weed management & cultivation practices – Rebecca Drew 3. Disease and insect pest management/prevention/scouting/spraying – Joe Salisbury 4. Harvest, Storage, Post harvest care – Steven Cognac 5. CSA – Melanie Black 6. Farmers Market – Rose Boyko 7. Wholesale – Astrid O’Connor 8. Record Keeping – Megan Whiteford 9. Finances/2012 profit and loss statement – Liz Altieri 10. Season Extension/ Hoophouse – Morgan Dugan 11. Nutrition and Recipes – Kathryn Post



Brooke Dillon



Public Relations This year, the student farm put a lot of time and energy into its public relations. We were involved in an impressive amount of events on and off campus. Consequently we gained some visibility that allowed us to increase production and revenue. With the help of Umass Development, we partnered up with Big Y, which has been a great opportunity and experience for everyone. Here is a timeline of the events that the SFE was involved with in 2012. Jan/Feb BIG Y: Weeks prior to our first class, we were not sure that the student farm was going to happen in 2012. As we all know, the student farming enterprise is not endowed by Umass, which requires us to raise money so that we can operate. This year, we were on a quest for an endowment that would ensure the continuation of the program for years to follow. Tom Hastings of Umass Development, was been working with us to explore our options for possible funding. In February, Tom arranged to have representatives of Big Y come to our class and have a meeting about working with them in hopes of creating new outlets for revenue, while also branching out beyond the university to create other valuable relationships. The idea was for us to sell some of our produce to them for a certain number of weeks during the harvest season, in exchange for their sponsorship.



EPAC MEETINGS: A few of us attended the EPAC meetings which allowed us to involve ourselves in various on-campus events AMHERST WINTER FARMERS MARKET: Amherst Winter Farmers Market; we were present for a couple weeks and sold transplants and some row cover at our table



March/April IGNITE: Amanda presented a five minute powerpoint about the student farm. BIG Y TOUR: On the 5th, some of the student farmers went to Big Y in Springfield to meet again with Kevin Barry and the other representatives, and to tour their facility. PERMACULTURE TRANSPLANTS (W/ SIGN): We planted seeds for Permaculture, who agreed to post a sign in their garden stating that these plants had been started by SFE.



EARTHDAY: Earth Day is celebrated at Umass with events and activities. The SFE signed up to take part; we had a table with pamphlets and flyers about the program and sold basil from aquaponics. Also as part of the Earth Day festival, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. came to Umass to give and Earth Day keynote address. Some of the student farmers went to his speech and got to meet him in person! There was also a dinner before the keynote address with Rich Bonanno and his wife, which some of us also attended.



WOMEN FOR UMASS AMHERST GRANT: Amanda applied for the “Women for Umass Amherst” grant, which we did not receive this year, but we’ll try again next year! VERMICOMPOSTING WORKSHOP: We were asked to co-sponsor the friends of permaculture vermicomposting workshop. Some of us attended and helped with set up. May/June



VOLUNTEER DAY: A volunteer day was held at the farm to have other students come get an idea of what the SFE program is all about. They also helped us plant a lot of potatoes and onions!



BIG Y AT THE FARM: Kevin Barry and some of his colleagues came out to the farm for a tour. We also had lunch with them and discussed which kinds of vegetables and how much of them they planned on purchasing from us. July/august WGBY: In July, WGBY came to the farm to film us for their TV segment “Connecting Point”. They interviewed Ruth and Amanda and several of the student farmers about the course. The footage was aired in October. BIG Y COMMERCIAL: Big Y also came to the farm to film us working and interview some of us about the class and learning experience. The commercial was to promote Big Y’s new partnership with the SFE. There was also a short Big Y commercial that featured a nutrition representative for Big Y interviewing Amanda about the SFE. FARM BUREAU MEETING: On August 1st, some of the summer crew went to the Farm Bureau meeting at the new Agriculture Center site on N. Pleasant Street; we mingled with Umass professors and bureau members, and Eric represented the SFE with a speech about the course. NOFA: There was a NOFA conference held at Umass this year that the SFE tabled at. We had info about the program, stickers, and some of our beautiful produce on display.



September/October



BIG Y: Labor Day weekend Big Y celebrated the return of the Umass students with an event at their Amherst location. The SFE had a table and we sold some of our veggies out front. Another commercial was shot to promote the new partnership between the SFE and Big Y. LOCAL FOOD DAY: The Umass dining commons held a local food day, which featured menu items consisting of local food. We tabled at Berkshire and Franklin Dining commons, encouraging students to check out our program, and some of our impressive produce. PHONE-A-THON: The Umass phone-a-thon was a fundraiser for our program. It raised $11,000 that was put towards funding our needs. VOLUNTEER DAY: On September 27th, the SFE and Permaculture arranged to have another volunteer day at the farm. Rides were offered to the volunteers along with t-shirts and tea.



KEVIN BARRY: Kevin came to a Friday market to see our set up. Tom Hastings set up another lunch with Kevin, which we were also invited to. Kevin took home a sample share. UMASS PRESIDENT VISIT: Robert Caret, President of Umass, came to Joe Czajkowski’s farm for a reception that aimed to support UMass relationships with local farmers. The SFE got the chance to be a speaker at the event, and the Mr. Caret went home with some of our lovely vegetables. CSA MEMBER VOLUNTEER DAY: Another volunteer day was organized for our CSA members.



NATIONAL FOOD DAY: We provided 175 pounds of our produce for the dining commons that was to be served as part of the national food day dinner. We also tabled at this event. CO-OP DAY: Co-op day was an event that celebrated co-ops, local businesses and student run initiatives. We tabled at this event. FOOD DAY: Another event that we tabled at! SPEAKING TO OTHER CLASSES: Amanda spoke about the SFE program in both Sustainable Living, and Botany for Gardeners, to get the word out about this program and draw more people into it. SPRINGFIELD PAPER: A photographer form the Sunday Republican came to the farm one harvest morning to document us in the harvesting process. We were featured in the paper with a section about the course.



November/December BULK VEGGIE SALE: We organized a day to have a $1/pound sale, to get rid of our extras. We set up a table outside, a la the farmers market, and successfully sold about $300 worth of veggies. The sale was advertised on our facebook page.



Other Forms of PR FACEBOOK: The SFE has a Facebook page, which is probably our most effective way of connecting to our peers and supporters. On our page we let our friends know what we are doing, when, and how others can get involved. Of course we also have pictures to show everyone the cool things we do! BLOG: We also have a blog, which is a great way to keep people posted on our progressions in greater detail. We attended to the blog in the spring semester, but failed to keep up with it later on. Also, I think the facebook page is easier and more visible, making it the top priority. Perhaps there can be a link on the facebook page for the blog, so that both can be continued. TABLING: We did a lot of tabling; at almost all of the events we were involved in, we were tabling. This allows us to hand out information about the program to people who don’t know about us, and to those who want to know more about us. It advertises our CSA shares and farmers market, which we were able to expand this year. MERCHANDISE: In the spring semester, we made SFE T-shirts, which we proudly wore to events. We also screen printed canvas bags to sell at various events. We ordered a lot of stickers this year, and they have been a big hit! Originally intended for selling, we mostly gave the stickers away. Even though they were expensive, the stickers spread our name and logo throughout the campus, boosting our visibility.



Becca Drew



Equipment Clean seeder:



This device is how we handled most of our direct seeding in the field. It uses a ground-driven wheel to turn the seed plate, connected by two sprockets and a chain. You can calibrate the rate and number of seeds by switching out different wheels in the machine. When assembled with the correct rollers and gear settings, the clean seeder was very efficient, but we did have a few mishaps where the seeds got crushed and ground up instead of being actually seeded (the carrots!). As long as you can master the assembly of it, the clean seeder is very helpful, though it’s a bit difficult to walk in a straight line; the rows can be marked with string to provide a guideline. Walk-Behind Rototiller:



The rototiller is helpful in devastating weeds in between rows; though it can be too wide once the plants grow large. It was useful, too, when clearing rows of harvested crops, like the garlic and unsuccessful cucumbers.



Allis Chalmers G: (“The G”) An orange non-diesel gas tractor from the 1940s. There are basket weeders on the bottom, and the vehicle is small enough to straddle a bed of 2 rows and weed in between and on either side of the rows of plants. The G can also be fitted to mark rows, and, if done properly can make cultivation easier. The tractor is rickety and is tricky to steer and shift, but effective against weeds if you can successfully navigate the row.



International Cub: A small non-diesel (or unleaded)gas tractor from the 1950s. We used the cub this year mainly to mark rows, and haul equipment and harvested crops to and from fields, via an attached trailer. We also used it this season to hill leeks and for side dressing. The Cub is a bit tricky to drive, but manageable.



Massey Ferguson 2615:



New tractor, acquired fall 2011. We used this tractor about as much as we used the 2040; they were our regular utility tractors. It has a slightly different shifting mechanism than the 2040, but easy enough to figure out. This is the tractor used to hook up the tractor-mounted sprayer.



John Deere 2040:



Two-wheel drive diesel tractor from the 1970s. Easy and fun to drive! Used for things like mowing, disking, fertilizing.



Implements



Plow: We use a standard moldboard plow; it slices and inverts two furrows of soil per pass of the tractor. This helps to kill weeds and loosen up the soil, though it disturbs soil structure and organisms.



Disc Harrow: The disc harrow usually follows the plow, breaking up any larger clods of dirt, and creating a more even surface. It can also be used in place of a plow when preparing to plant a cover crop, to mow down overgrown weeds, or incorporate fertilizer.



Williams Tool: This tool is a tractor-mounted cultivator that uses many long tines to scratch the soil surface. The relatively delicate process helps to rip up tiny young weeds. It is useful when preparing a stale seedbed, something we were going to try, but never really saw it through.



Drop Spreader:



The drop spreader was used to spread fertilizer in a bare field before planting. It consists of a hopper that is 8 feet wide, with holes at the bottom out of which fertilizer drops. The fertilizer is turned by a tine inside that is powered by the movement of the wheels. The size of the hole can be adjusted by a dial, which can change the rate at which the fertilizer gets dropped.



Grain Drill:



The grain drill is the same basic principle as the drop spreader, in that it spreads large quantities of little particles all over the field. In the case of the grain drill, it isn’t dropping manure pellets, but seeds of cover crops: Namely oats, rye, and vetch. There are settings on it that allow you to control the rate per acre of grain being dropped.



Plastic Layer:



This machine is truly cool, and awesome to watch in action. As it passes through the field, it brings up earth and flattens it into a perfectly formed raised bed, then quickly wraps it in black plastic. We kept shovels on the back to bury the edges. You end up with rows and rows of perfectly shrink-wrapped beds, ready to be planted in! It technically only requires two people, one driving the tractor and one sitting on the rear seat to monitor to roll of plastic, but we had one person driving with the rest of the class walking behind oohing and aahing at the magic of the plastic layer. Tool Bar:



A simple bar that contains two small spades that can be moved to any desired spacing. It is used to mark evenly spaced, straight rows.



Middle Row Buster (Potato Digger): This mechanism is essentially a large spade that digs through the middle of a row. It works especially well for potatoes, as it loosens the potatoes and the soil around them up.



Plastic Lifter: We did all our plastic lifting by hand! But a plastic lifter exists, and it is designed to straddle a row of plastic and lift the edges, making removing it from the field much easier than digging buried plastic out of compacted or frozen soil.



New! Some of the new items we got for this season include: Root washer (thanks Franks Mangan!):



Tractor-mounted sprayer:



Hoop House: (We plan on having ours look like this one day…)



Needs Our own vehicle: We went through quite a saga with the transportation of our crops this year; we were at first hoping for a van courtesy of Auxiliary Services, but we are still waiting. For a while (and all throughout the semester) we utilized students’ cars and vans (ahem). We then got to use the farm’s fossil of a van for the beginning of the season until the brakes died. Then, luckily we got hooked up with a truck by Edgar Foudray, who let us use the truck that is owned by the UMass Extension Fruit Team that he sometimes used at Cold Spring Orchard. That became our primary vehicle for the rest of the semester, but it was horrible on gas. We are grateful to those who help us out by loaning us vehicles…but we need our own!! Irrigation supplies before next season: This season we used up pretty much all of the header pipe and drip tape we had, since we relied on mainly drip irrigation during the hot, dry summer. Some beds even had multiple lines for the rows within. We will definitely need more before next summer, because we like drip irrigation! Greens machine: A new fancy one costs $1850, a new washing machine costs $328 or so… Plastic Mulch: Crops that were planted on plastic definitely had less weed issues, just those that would pop through the openings. Not incredibly sustainable, but the less weeds you have to pull, the more you’ll like the plastic, and it saves on labor. Greenhouse supplies before next season: -Potting soil: We start all our seedlings in potting soil from Vermont Compost Company. We used quite a bit of it this year, especially with our 70ish trays of onion starts! -Landscape fabric: This was helpful to us this year. We had pretty heavy duty stuff that was laid under the benches in the greenhouse to prevent soil and other debris dropping onto the gravel floor, causing weeds to grow. It was also used on top of the benches when we were curing garlic, onions, popcorn, and squash, as it kept dried plant material from falling through the mesh. -Seal holes in foundation: We had an evident rodent problem in the head house and in the greenhouse. Poop was found; along with rotting veggies that had been gutted by tiny little teeth. It’s pretty gross, so to prevent that it is recommended to seal the holes in the foundation of the green- and head house. -Replace inflation vents: This is a dryer vent system that can be found at any hardware store that helps regulate the temperature of the greenhouse. -Don’t forget about fish emulsion! We could always use that.



Recommended: 5-foot Drop-spreader: Having a smaller width of fertilizer being spread would allow for fertilizer to be incorporated within the rows. It would be more efficient than our current method of carrying large buckets full of chicken manure pellets and soybean meal and walking down the rows shaking out the fertilizer, while someone follows with a hoe to incorporate it.



Improved tomato staking system: Most of our tomatoes were lost to late blight this season, which sucks as a loss, but thankfully we hadn’t staked them before they got the blight. Staking the tomato plants will help them stay upright and grow strong stalks, but we mainly just let ours flop over onto some straw. The row we did stake and weave was in C and proved to be a treacherous endeavor. We used some medieval-looking thing to slam down on the tops of the already 8 feet or so stakes. This meant standing at the top of a ladder, perched on the soft soil of the field, and lifting a 20+ pound metal cap over the top of a stake, and repeatedly slamming it down until the stake is firmly in the ground. SO FRIGHTENING. I recommend a sledgehammer, and maybe shorter stakes? Also, a more efficient weaving method.



We used a device like that black thing she’s holding, only on top of a 6-foot ladder.



Fertilizer Injector: Dosatron- $245 for 11 gallons per minute is a good option, it allows for fertilizer to be injected straight into the drip lines for irrigating.



Joe Salisbury



Disease and Pest Management Integrated Insects and Disease Management is a series of approaches to effectively target and control pathogens. IPM incorporates a variety of methods to scout, identify, and treat insects, plant pathogens, animals, and weeds. This approach is effective in that it utilizes multiple actions to combat the problems that arise on the farm and is also environmentally friendly. The IPM method takes advantage of the vulnerable life cycle stages of insects and other pathogens and treats them in a way that is least harmful towards plants, animals, and humans. The IPM principle in the United States is based off of six basic components. 1. Defining the threshold of acceptable pest levels. Complete eradication of a pest or pathogen, especially by non-conventional standards, is near impossible. IPM focuses on control of the pest rather than complete elimination, as an ecological safe environment is also important. 2. Preventative cultural practices include removal and sanitation of diseased or host plants, selection of disease resistant cultivars, crop rotation, good weed management, and hot water seed treatments. 3. Monitoring and identification of potential plant threats. 4. Mechanical controls: which include weeding, hand removal of insects, traps, tilling, and row cover. 5. Biological controls: which include beneficial insects and biological insecticides (predatory bacteria, fungi, and nematodes). 6. Responsible pesticide use (Nicotine Pyrethrum, Entrust). We observed many pests and diseases on the farm and in the greenhouse this year but I will highlight a few that were a particular nuisance: [Phythophthora infestans on Tomato]



Phytophthora infestans Late Blight of Tomato Late blight is a very destructive disease of tomato and potato. Once the signs of pathogen are discovered, control becomes very difficult. Disease is caused by the Oomycete (water mold) Phythophthora infestans and is most effectively spread by favorable conditions of a moist and humid environment. Late blight wiped out nearly all of our tomatoes this year quite rapidly over a period of a few weeks. Selection of resistant cultivars and high monitoring are the most effective IPM strategies against this pathogen as most strains are highly resistant to pesticides. We did not observe late blight in our potatoes, but that does not indicate that it is not a threat. This goes to show that there is a very strong distinction between resistant and immune.



[Fusarium oxysporum on Squash sp.]



Fusarium oxysporum Fusarium Wilt of Squash Fusarium is an ascomycete fungus with a wide host range that primarily causes vascular wilt and necrosis in the fruit. Fusarium reproduces asexually and its spores can survive many years and severe environmental conditions, limiting the capacity to eradicate by crop rotation. We observed fusarium wilt (among other fungal and bacterial diseases) on our spaghetti squash and a small fraction of other squash cultivars. All of the spaghetti squash was heavily infected over a rainy weekend and resulted in a total loss. Selection of squash varieties based on disease resistance rather than market value is recommended for the Student Farm year 2013 (which means definitely no spaghetti squash!).



Alternaria porri Purple Blotch of Leeks Purple blotch is caused by the fungus Alternaria porri, an ascomycete. This disease can affect all Allium species including leeks, onions, garlic, and chives. The disease is characterized by brown and purple lesions appearing mostly on older leaf material and on the bulb portion of the plant. We also found out quite fast that it also causes a very unpleasant sour-onion odor! Alternaria can be controlled by planting resistant seed, elimination of cull material, and by practicing a minimum of 3-year long crop rotation of all Allium's. For this reason we planted onions very far away from garlic.



[Alternaria porri on Leek leaf]



Thrips tabaci Onion thrips Thrips are tiny (roughly 1/16” in length), winged insects that feed on onions (among other plants). Thrips use their rasping mouth parts to tear wounds in the cuticle and feed on vascular photosynthates. Populations grow during hot weather which is typically when onions are at their most vulnerable juvenile stage. Alfalfa, clover, cucurbits, and brassicas may harbor thrips and it is unwise to plant onions near them for threat of migration. Thrips are observed feeding between the protective layers of onion leaves and may by hard to see due to their light yellow to black complexion. An organic pyrethrin-based insecticide (Pyganic) was used to control populations. Thrips were also observed in the greenhouse on seedlings and were controlled using biological control agent Gnatrol.



[Thrips in Onion leaf crevice] Mus sp. Field Mice Field mice and other rodents typically create nests between and inside beds and can be a serious nuisance. Mice cause a lot of damage to root crops such as sweet potatoes and are not observed on a regular basis as they avoid humans and predatory animals at all costs. An effective method of control was not implemented but fortunately there was not significant crop loss to warrant investment into heavier methods of control.



Alticini g. sp. Flea/Crucifer Beetle Flea beetles of brassicas are tiny (roughly 2mm in length) insects that feed incessantly on brassica crops. Adults can overwinter in woody landscapes outside of the field and invade in the springtime, damaging early season crops. Larvae may be unobserved feeding on root hairs underground which is also where they pupate. Once the adult stage has been reached, flea beetles ravage foliage for late summer crops. Recommended pest management for flea beetles is heavy crop rotation and separation of early and late season brassica crops to discourage transitions from larvae to adults.



[Various flea beetle species] Leptinotarsa decemlineata Colorado Potato Beetle CPB is a small (1/2”-3/8”), oval insect with a rounded back with yellow wings decorated by 5 black stripes. CPB is very distinct looking and are unmistaken in the field. Larvae are slightly smaller, have red to orange abdomens, and will be found clustered on the leaves. These insects also overwinter in the adult stage in soil, woody, and brushy areas surrounding the field. Once infestation has occurred it is hard to eliminate CPB because they lay many (30-35) eggs that hatch within a week. The best method for control is heavy crop rotation and separation between plants in Solanceae to make sure overwintering adults are delayed in reaching the crop. If desperate, CPB will fly to find a meal.



[Colorado Potato Beetle adult (left) and larvae (right)]



GREENHOUSE PESTS Damping Off Diseases Damping off can refer to various fungal, bacterial, and viral based diseases that stunt or completely inhibit seedling growth. These diseases are typically seed-borne, meaning that spores, bacteria, or viral cells were present on or inside the seed coat of germinating seeds. Damping off diseases can also be the result of poor greenhouse sanitation and infected potting soil. The best way to control and limit damping off is to observe high standards of sanitation in the greenhouse including bleach washing of seed trays, use of new potting soil, and hot water treatment of seeds. Hot water treatment of seeds can kill off many unwanted pests but can also drastically lower germination rates.



[Damping off in seedlings]



Rodents were also a pest in the greenhouse this year, especially to our harvested root crops being stored in the head house. Make sure all doors in the head house are closed when leaving and it might be a good idea to invest in a tarp to cover harvested crops.



Sources: • Howell, John C. New England Vegetable Management Guide. USDA, 2011 • "Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Principles." EPA. Environmental Protection Agency, 9 May 2012. Web. 01 Dec. 2012. .



Steven Cognac



Harvest, Storage, and Post-Harvest Care 1. Harvesting Methods



a. Current system i. Materials – knives, hands, sheers, black toes, white laundry bins, gloves ii. Crop Transportation – tractor wagon, blue van(), student vehicles, red truck, any farm vehicle iii. Harvest Time Frame – We harvest 7-9(-10ish)am Tues/Fri. (A few students usually stay longer depending on the day) iv. Crop Specificity – Each crop depending on usage, temperature, storage ability, and damage (pest/insect/frost) have different harvesting methods and should be accounted for during morning harvests b. Suggested techniques to help harvest go faster &smoother i. When bunching a crop (kale, collards, chard) with elastics in the field and you need a specific number, pre-count out the number of them you need (with a few extra in case any break) so you don’t have to be counting in the field. ii. When harvesting something that requires 3or 4 for each CSA member (beets, carrots, turnip, etc..) and you’re supposed to count them out you could harvest them in groups of 10 or 20 that you place on the ground for easy counting at the end. iii. Who’s ever harvesting a certain crop should know exactly how it should be harvested. Do you cut the roots off, do I leave the top leaves on, do you take the whole plant, what tools should I need (knife, clippers, hands!), what size should it be, etc…



2. Washing



a. Current system i. Root Washer – potatoes, carrots*, rutabaga*, storage turnip*, parsnips* (*means topless) ii. Rubbermaid wash bins for dunking – kale, leeks, carrots, beets, radishes, bell peppers, kohlrabi, lettuce mixes iii. Hose – dirty bins & used to hookup root washer b. Suggestions i. Greens washer 1. We can transform an upright washing machine by taking the middle agitator out of it and using mesh laundry bags for filling with greens. Cost – $175(avg. price on craigslist) or $350 new at home depot. We could see if we could use the washing machine that’s in our new room on the farm!!! 2. We can get a 5 gallon Dynamic Salad Spinner from JSS. Cost $274.00 3. Another option is a Vegetable Washer and Spin Dryer which could cost anywhere from $2000-$5000. The company Electrolux-Dito has a greens machine, 20 gallons capacity, for $2000 at etundra.com (good site for scales)



3. Post-Harvest (ID, Crop Placement, and Packing/Storage) a. Current System for On-site Prep i. For CSA we will use whatever bins/totes that are available/clean. ii. For Big Y we would only use the gray bins and make sure they were carefully labeled and very clean. iii. For Earthfoods we only use the gray bins with lids iv. Proposed system:



1. Earthfoods – gray bins for all produce (usually kale) with green tape 2. Big Y – gray bins with orange tape 3. CSA – gray bins, blue bins, black totes with yellow tape 4. Dining Commons – Gray bins with purple tape v. We tried to coordinate each market with a different color tape but had problems because the tape would not stick if the bins got wet so we gave up with that. vi. Packaging/Storage 1. Plastic bags – used for pre-bagging salad mixes, brazing mixes, potatoes, and bok choy, if time permitted, otherwise it was bagged on-site by CSA members. Also used for farmer market distribution of vegetables. 2. Red Mesh bags – these were 25lb bags that were used for onion storage at the UMASS Cold Storage facility 3. Craft Brown Paper bag – these are a 3-ply, 50lb capacity brown paper bag that was used for storage of potatoes at the farm. b. Suggestions i. Buying some clean rags for drying bins and drying vegetables would be great to have around. ii. Some of these supplies can be purchased at www.globebag.com such as tshirt bags, 25lbs onion bags, 50lbs potato bags, and some tear-off header bags. c. Storage Sites i. Head house – *squashes, *onions, potted herbs, *popcorn, sweet potato, seedlings (*for curing) ii. Bowditch Cold Storage – mainly used for leftover CSA/FM stuff and long-term storage items (cabbage) iii. UMass Cold Storage – Onions d. Storage suggestions i. Building our own cold storage unit. 1. Supplies – We would need wood, batt insulation (R-15), foam board cover, screws and bolts, exterior plywood, Coolbot® unit, and window air-conditioner. 2. Cost – The Coolbot® unit comes from storeitcold.com and costs $300.00 new. The other materials should also cost about the same amount of money. Labor and assembly would be the hardest part the way I see it. a. Here is a link attached that is very helpful. http://www.ca.uky.edu/agc/pubs/aen/aen96/aen96.pdf 3. Coolbot® info a. Works with AC unit from LG Brand, Samsung, Haier, GE Brand (post Aug 2010) ONLY if we don’t want problems!!



4. Post-Harvest & Storage Activity Recordings



a. What was done: i. After each Friday CSA pickup and Farmer Market whatever was leftover was recorded and a weight estimate was made. This was started a little over halfway through the semester. ii. Periodically I was also check on the condition of the crops that were in the headhouse and compost any that were beginning to rot. b. What should be done for the Future i. Crop conditions should have been monitored much more frequently than once a week. They should be checked upon 3-4 times during the week for signs of decay and pest damage. It would also be great if there was a more centralized storage unit because checking 3 different places can be difficult. ii. Conditions for long-term storage items like potatoes, sweet potatoes, carrots, and other root crops should not be stored wet. It should have been my job to inform people of this. iii. Keeping track of the quantities of certain cold storage items like onions should have been monitored more closely. iv. Keeping a dry erase board outside of Bowditch cold storage would be a great idea to keep track of what’s inside.



5. Harvest Suggestions (Vegetable Management Guide) GREENS Basil- First harvested 60-70 days after planting. Harvesting should take place in the morning, after dew has left the plants. Can be harvested every 1- 7 days; basil can grow up to 1” per day and can be harvested 1- 5 times throughout growing season (depending in how much harvested each time). Should be harvested before flowering. Herbs- Pick off buds as they appear, harvest before herbs flower. Can cut leaves or pull entire stem. Bok Choy- Non-heading cabbage. Harvest about 50-60 days after planting when leaves reach 810” tall. Cut the plant at the root right at, or above the soil. Chard- 55 days after sowing. Long bright stem, with foliage 6” to 1ft in length. Include good section of stem when cutting. Lettuce- Heads should be about 6” in diameter. Pull head from ground and either carefully cut off roots from head or cut off roots and leave in the ground. Kale- Harvest leaves of kale, pack tightly into storage bins (to make maximum weight) store in cold storage up to a week. Salad Mix- Hand trimmed. Can be stored in bins with holes in cold storage, avoiding excess moisture @ 34-40 degrees. But should be sold as soon as possible. Spinach- Harvest 37-45 days after seeding. Entire plant can be cut off just above ground level when there are 5-6 leaves. Should be kept cool and shaded after harvest. Spinach harvested early in the day and then iced will have a better shelf life.



TIME SENSITIVE- We put these crops in the time sensitive section because they have small windows of harvest time and do not store well once harvested. Edamame- Harvest edamame when the beans are plump and almost touching each other in the pod. If the pods turn yellow, you have waited too long and will taste starchy. To harvest, cut entire plant at base and then yank off each individual pod. Edamame can be sold/distributed still in the pods or outside of the pods (you don’t eat the pods). Cucumbers- Cucumbers can be handpicked from the vine when they are the mature size for each cultivar. They do not have a long storage window, so they should be washed and distributed/sold right after harvest. Eggplant- Eggplant should be harvested when the fruit is firm and the outside is glossy but before the seeds change color. This needs close monitoring- eggplant can get over-ripe quickly! The fruits can be stored for up to 10 days at 50-55 degrees F, 90-95% humidity. Tomatoes- Ripe tomatoes are very hard to handle and store, so tomatoes should be harvested a bit before they are ripe to ensure safe travels (although they taste the best when vine-ripened!)



Tomatoes harvested before completely ripe should be stored at room temperature (65-70) to ripen completely and turn a nice color. Peppers- Pick peppers by hand by twisting the pepper slightly and pulling from plant. Peppers should be washed in water that is not too cold, because it could increase bacterial infection risk. Strawberries- Pick strawberries by hand when bright red, pack in pint or quart containers.



HEARTY Broccoli- Cut to harvest (about 8”-10” down the stem) when the broccoli heads are dense and individual buds can be distinguished. Store in the cold to slow down flower development. Broccoli does not store for too long, it will start to become limp after a couple of weeks. If heads in the field are flowering, cut to stop the signaling of nearby heads to flower. After the first cutting, more smaller florets will grow and can be harvested. Brussels Sprouts- Harvest with a knife; cut down entire stalk when sprouts are the desired size. We could distribute entire stalks or pints/quarts of the individual sprouts. The stalks can be stored for up to a month in cold storage. Cabbage- Cut at base of head when the head feels firm and is the desired size for the cultivar. The heads can be stored for long periods in cold storage (32-40 degrees F) - maybe we can experiment with wrapping them in newspaper? Carrots - Carrots can be harvested using a fork to loosen the soil around the desired carrots and then pulling them out of the ground by hand. They look nice in bunches with the greens still on (maybe for CSA?) but if they are going to be stored they must be topped off. Fully mature carrots can store for a while (4-5 months) around 32 degrees but not below and at RH under 95%. Cauliflower- Vegetable Mgmt. Guide recommends “blanching” cauliflower by gathering the outer leaves over the forming white head and tying twine or rubber bands around to keep it covered. I’m not sure if we will have to do this for ours, but apparently it produces a more attractive head. Veg mgmt. Guide also recommends to harvest cauliflower when the head is “compact, clear white and 6” in diameter.” Kohlrabi- Kohlrabi can be cut at soil level when it is the desired size for the cultivar (I have seen some basketball sized kohlrabi!). The leaves can be trimmed off for easier packing and better storage. Kohlrabi can be stored in cold storage for a few weeks at 34-40 degrees. Salad Turnips- Salad turnips can be harvested when they are about 2-3” in diameter. They can be pulled out of the ground by hand. The greens are edible- maybe we could give them out for the CSA in bunches and recommend a way to cook the greens? It looks nice to bunch and band them with the greens still on. They can be stored in cold storage (34-40 degrees) for a few weeks, but not with the greens on (they will wilt).



Melanie Black



Student Farming Enterprise CSA



What’s a CSA? Within the past 20 years, Community Supported Agriculture has become a popular way for consumers to buy local, seasonal food directly from a farmer. The idea is that a farmer offers a certain number of “shares” to the public, and the public pays to receive fresh veggies coming out of the farm on a weekly basis through the seasons. It is an agreement where consumers financially support the farm, and in return, they are exposed to a variety of vegetables, and can begin to build a relationship with their food and farmer on a local scale. The shareholder also buys in on the risks of production with the farmer, accepting the results from unexpected weather and diseases. SFE CSA The CSA program is the main source of revenue for the student farming enterprise. It exposes students to local, organic produce that is grown within the UMass community, and encourages them to explore foods and cooking methods they may never have before. This past year, we had 43 shareholders (groups of about 3-4 people per share), which was the most sold in the history of the program! We sold each share at $325 for 10 weeks (a $100 deposit from each helped us to pay for seeds and other materials at the start of the season in March). Three of our student farmers worked off a share in the summer time. That’s the bulk of our business—we made $13,000



from our CSA sales. Each week, shareholders received 15-20 pounds of produce, and about 11-12 vegetables per week. CSA Coordinator To keep open lines of communication with the shareholders, we developed a CSA Coordinator position, whose main roles included sending a weekly email detailing what members would receive in that week’s share, recipes, volunteer opportunities, events around campus regarding agriculture and sustainability, and basic logistics. While the CSA coordinator is required to check and respond to emails on a regular basis and keep contact with the members, they are not the only person interacting with the CSA shareholders. We all help to harvest what we’ll be offering, and also plan the harvest together based on our knowledge of our own specialty crops. On pick-up days, each student farmer is intermingling with our members, sharing the responsibility of setting up, restocking veggies, and taking down the displays. *Suggestion: Over the summer, there was no one checking the SFE email ([email protected]: farm4life), and we had lots of inquiries from members who had signed up or others who were interested in buying a share. Because no one was looking, these emails were left unanswered for months! It would be great for this position to be assigned in the spring so that the coordinator could keep on checking the Gmail account, maybe even on a weekly basis. It is unprofessional to leave our members up in the air. CSA Applications I think that recording new members should be a job for this position. It would be helpful to have a spreadsheet on Google Docs where this person could record the name, contact information (email & phone number), payment status, and any other useful information. As we receive payments through mail, this spreadsheet could easily be updated. This past year, Amanda took care of all of the payment information, which could potentially become another part of the job for the CSA coordinator—especially someone who will be working in the summer. As payments and applications come in, this person could be responsible for collecting applications, updating the spreadsheet, and keeping track and/or depositing money into our account. Once a member is recorded, the CSA person should send them a confirmation email and let them know that they will be contacted about the first pick-up as the date draws closer. You could even attach an informational email with the basics: pick up day, location, time, how it will work, etc. Another portion of the position includes keeping in touch with the harvest organizer, logging down what is being offered to the CSA each week (this happens in Tuesday’s seminar class). In planning what veggies are going to which markets, it helps to document how many of each plant we’ll need for easier harvest on Fridays (ex. 1 bunch of beets per share  3 beets/bunch x 43 shares = 126 beets total for CSA, x amount for rest of markets). Then you can include this info in the emails sent out typically on Thursdays (see end of section for an example email). Suggestion: It is important to document what is offered each week so that we have records for future generations of SFE farmers. It would be easiest to start a spreadsheet at the beginning of the semester and have the CSA coordinator record what was actually offered at the CSA pick up each week (recording that information on Friday). Also, what we planned and what we actually offered often didn’t match, and I was sending out emails that were inaccurate of what CSA members were receiving. I would suggest sending out a list of produce that are definitely going to be offered, and leave the questionable items for the day of.



Logistics of the 2012 Season Advertising The target markets for the CSA are groups of students or faculty who live off campus, or are not on a meal plan. The shares provide a lot of food (suitable for about 3-4 people)! We did not offer half shares for simplicity, but we left it open for people to find others who would want to split a share. Spring: The first half of the course was spent planning what we’d be offering our CSA and other markets. To promote the fall CSA, we tabled on a weekly basis in the Campus Center and in Earthfoods beginning early April (we alternated weeks). When we tabled, we used the student farming enterprise banner, the Tri-Fold, an email list, and handed out stickers and literature (brochures, “What’s a CSA?” handout). To plan these sessions among our group, we designated time slots and had SFE members show up to chat with students interested in our program. It helped to have someone organize the schedule, sign people up in class, and email that list out. We also put fliers up around campus (I think we could have done better on this one), and in Earthfoods. See example flier at the end of the section. Summer: No direct advertising. Intercepted emails, received applications and deposits for interested members. Fall: By the fall, we had received the bulk of our members—probably around 37. We decided not to table or flier anymore in Earthfoods, hoping that we would get a couple more interested people once we started up with the market and pick-up. It worked—we ended up getting about 5 more people to sign up! CSA Pick-Ups On the first day of member registration, have somebody collecting money and checks, and signing people off. Make sure that the registration sheet has a column for payment—money or check (include check #). The most hectic part of the distributions was usually at the beginning. It was tricky to coordinate enough people to help set up, and we were surprised to see so many of our members ready for pick up at noon, which left us scrambling at times. We owe it to our CSA members to be ready on time! It’s important to designate roles as a group: Who will be meeting at the head house to pick up onions and potatoes? Who will be getting other crops from cold storage? Who will be meeting at the campus center loading dock to help bring everything up to the market? Who will be making the deliveries to Big Y and Earthfoods? Who will be making the signs so that members know how much of each crop they’re allowed to take? The little things that we forget about tend to create stress when it is preventable! That being said, if everyone is vocal about what is working and isn’t, then as a group you can get everyone on the same page.



Also, there were too many times when we were lacking in people at any of these steps, and the workloads were shifted on to just a handful of SFE farmers. It is crucial for everyone to give 100% so that the workload is manageable and evenly distributed amongst farmers. All in all, when we worked together, the pick-ups were fun and successful! The CSA pick up takes place across from the UStore in the Campus Center, in the area where they just redesigned and put in new panels. The area is small and there’s a lot going on (Permaculture table, farmer’s market, and the CSA) but manageable. For CSA distributions, we put two long tables together and had the members circle it, taking an allotted amount of vegetables from wooden baskets. For space efficiency, we put bins of extra produce under the table so we could have easy access to them when re-stocking. It helped to have people just keep an eye out for when things were running low. In the end, we all had an awesome time with the CSA and beyond. Our markets drew a lot of attention from UMass students passing by, and we even had a faculty band, Industrial Waste, come and play for us one market (I’d highly suggest getting them again! It was great!). We grew so much delicious, quality produce, and it was truly an amazing learning experience to share it with the UMass community. It was a realistic view into how a farm would really do this; I feel confident I could run a CSA at any farm now. Put in the time and effort (it’s worth it!), have fun and spread the veggie love!  Shareholder Survey Results Asking for and getting feedback is critical for continual improvement in the student farming enterprise. We emailed out surveys for our members to fill out and send back at the end of the semester and also had a stack for people to fill out at the last pick up (see attached marketing materials). We received 13 filled out surveys out of 43 members, which was a little low, but I think we got some valuable suggestions from them. Here’s what they said in summary: The Good



Our shareholders seemed to really appreciate the food they received each week. They wrote about the high quality, easy pick-up location, reasonable price, and the fun challenge of working with vegetables they had not seen before at a grocery store. They also loved that they knew their farmers; for many it was the first CSA they had been a part of. They liked being involved with the farm—the email reminders and veggie of the week were a plus, and they liked the idea of a volunteering opportunity. Loved and Unloved Veggies People generally liked the variety and amounts of what they received. Apples, kale, onions, garlic, and sweet potatoes were among the most cited veggies they liked, but people also liked leeks, butternut, Brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, rutabaga, herbs, beets, and lettuce. Kale seemed to be one thing that people began to get tired of by the end of the semester. Their least favorites include beets, kohlrabi, fennel, and turnips. Obviously, our data is not representative of the entire CSA so it’s a little difficult to draw definite conclusions. Some other suggestions included growing sweet corn, tomatoes, and having the option of bagging greens more often. Things to Improve The feedback we got encouraged us to think about some new developments for the future. A couple members cited that they wanted the pick up and market to start on time at noon, and there was question among the group about whether we should change location entirely to encourage more foot traffic. Another member suggested getting new signs for display at the market and pick up, because the ones we have tend to fall over a lot. One member said that a friend was disappointed with the amount of food they received each week, which is the exact opposite of other feedback we’ve received. In nearly all of the responses, we got requests for more apples (they also sell great at the farmer’s market). The option of a half share was requested more than once for small households. Lastly, we received some useful feedback from Wes Autio about our varieties: “We have many opportunities to purchase “standard” vegetables in the Pioneer Valley. The SFE CSA gives us some interesting different vegetables but could also offer different options for the common species, i.e. potatoes, squash, and onions. Fingerling and blue potatoes come to mind, and I have to say that butternut squash is just too common! Be adventurous! Customers will appreciate it.” Suggestions for the Future  More interesting varieties of crops; fingerling potatoes, sweet corn, heirloom tomatoes  Half share option (They could pick up at the same time, or one could make a half box and leave the rest to be picked up by the other member)  Start pick ups on time with better organization (this should be solved with the addition of a lab starting next fall on Fridays)  Perennial herb or flower garden—there’s talk of incorporating native pollinators into the student farm and the bees would love this!  Sell more shares! 60?  Document what is offered each week more efficiently through a continuous spreadsheet



MARKETING MATERIALS SFE CSA Application



SFE CSA Flier



Example Email- CSA #3 Hello Veggie lovers! We are coming upon our third pick up of the UMass Student Farm CSA share! You probably already know, but tomorrow, September 28, the farmers market and CSA pick-up will be open from 12-4pm in the Campus Center, where we have been posting up. This week you can expect... Kale, edamame, leeks, swiss chard, onions, hot wax peppers, potaters, squash, fennel bulb, garlic, and radishes. Some reminders/notices... 1. Please remember to bring your bags! Help us save the world, one plastic bag at a time! :-) 2. Next week you will be receiving a potted herb plants, so prepare as needed 3. Mark your calendars: On Tuesday, October 23, from 4:30-6:30 in the Cape Cod Lounge there will be a celebration for cooperatives and agriculture. It'll be a great way to eat some free, local farm food, listen to live music, network and learn about some amazing things going on at UMass and in the Pioneer Valley! RECIPES 1. Fennel Apple Salad- Yields 4 Servings Ingredients: • 1.5 cups thin-sliced Swiss chard • 1 bulb of fennel, thin sliced • Fennel fronds (greens) • 1/4 cup roasted shelled pistachio nuts, walnuts, or pecans (optional) • 1 apple • 1/4 cup crumbled goat cheese Dressing: • 3 tblsp olive oil • 2 tblsp lemon juice • sea salt and fresh ground pepper (to taste) • 1-2 tblsp honey • Wash, dry, and slice the greens (with or without stalk). • Thinly slice the fennel bulbs and/or fronds. • Slice apple into matchsticks. • Mix in a large bowl with the pistachios and crumble the goat cheese. • In a separate bowl, whisk the olive oil, honey, and lemon juice. • Drizzle dressing on the salad to your heart's content, and enjoy. 2. Radish Dip- Yields 1 cup Ingredients: • 2 cloves garlic, peeled • 3 radishes, quartered • 1 (8 ounce) packages cream cheese, softened Directions Place garlic in the container of a food processor (or blender), and pulse until finely minced. Add radishes, and mince. Add cream cheese, and mix until well blended. Transfer to a serving dish, and chill until serving. Serve with crackers or veggies. Remember that you can improvise if you don't have certain ingredients or appliances! Don't have a food processor or blender? Cut by hand with a sharp knife! Looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow, Melanie and the SFE crew



CSA Questionnaire



Rose Boyko



MARKET ASSESSMENT



Summary of Market We had an extremely successful market for the Fall of 2012! Some of the most effective sellers were: Apples, Leeks and Kale. We made a large profit from apples as they were easy to sell and desirable!



Set-up of Market The market would get set up while the CSA was being set up/organized. We usually had one table to work with so being efficient with the space was important. Our planning from the Spring accounted for produce for the farmers market but it often came down to what was successful and plentiful in the field. What was to be harvested on Friday was discussed earlier in the week and added to the harvest list. We also sold what was left over from the CSA harvest. The display was extremely important. We wanted to look ‘farmy’ but at the same time professional so it’s best to have organized bins or baskets. We began the season by having piles of produce on the table. It looked disorganized and was tricky to restock. Bins and baskets made the table look fuller, created order and made the table look clean/sanitary.



Record Keeping We ended up creating a list of what was offered in the market each week and tallying what was sold after each purchase. This may not be the most effective way but worked just fine. Some sales were certainly forgotten/missed but it didn’t seem like too many!



Approaching the Customers: It seems like the one of the main purposes of a farmers market is to connect with your consumers. For this reason, it is best to remain attentive and alert for interacting with the consumers. Most people who work at farmers markets in the area spend all day on their feet because it is most professional and effective to assist customers. It makes the SFE look like it is on top of its game and therefore we could sell more product! We should be sure to have at least two staff at the market table in the future. When we have a bunch of customers, we can assure the process is efficient and we can be sure to keep filling the display while another student farmer is helping the customer.



Pricing We organized a price list of the consolidated prices from farmers markets in the area. Following that price list was another story. We often priced our produce a bit lower than markets around the area. This could primarily be because we didn’t have competition at the market (we were the only ones!) and our main goal was to sell to students. We needed to sell at a price they would buy!



Future In the future we could begin to sell other, yet related goods from campus. We could sell eggs cultivated by students who have chickens or perhaps research produce, etc. We could also find nicer bins or wooden crates to show the produce in.



Aquaponics We were offered UMass Aquaculture produce every once in a while for no charge. Emily Hart with Aquaculture was great about informing us when to come harvest (or just showed up with a trash bag of basil!). She often needed help to harvest though and future students will find how difficult it is to add another task to the hectic Friday mornings! The future of this relationship can be discussed amongst the incoming crew.



Market Price List for 2012 Basil: 2.50/bunch Beets: 3.00/bunch Bok Choi: 2.50/bunch Broccoli: $3.00/lb Brussels Sprouts: $5/neck Cabbage: 2.50/head Carrotts: 3.00/bunch Cauliflower: 3.00/lb Celeriac: 2.50/head Chard: 2.50/bunch Cucmber: 3.00/lb Cut Flowers: 1/stem Edamamae: 2.50/bunch Eggplant: 3.00/lb Fennel: 2.50/head Garlic: 1-1/50/head or 3-6.00/lb Head Lettuce: 2.50/head Herbs: 2.50/bunch Kale: 2.50/bunch Kohlrabi: 3/bunch (1-2 heads/bunch) Leeks: 3.00/bunch Onions: 2.50/lb Parsnips: 2.50/lb Peppers: 3.00/lb Popcorn: 1.00/bag (3/4 cup) Potato: 2.00/lb Radish: 3.00/bunch Rutabaga: 2.50/lb Salad Mix: 10.00/lb, avg. 5.00/bag Salad Turnips: 3.00/bunch Spinach: 10.00/lb Storage Turnip: 2.30/lb Strawberries: 6/pint Sweet Potato: 3.00/lb Tomato: 3.00/lb Winter Squash: 2.00/lb



Astrid O’Connor



WHOLESALE During the 2012 season, we had quite an increase of Wholesale customers and sales. We sold to Earthfoods Café, Big Y, and Auxiliary Services on a weekly basis, and to Greeno Sub Shop sporadically. In general, our Wholesale sales made us a good amount of money. On Tuesdays, we delivered to Franklin Dining Hall (Auxiliary Services) and Earthfoods Café, and on Fridays we delivered to Big Y, Earthfoods Café, and Greeno Sub Shop.



At the end of the 2012 season, these were our up-to-date wholesale prices:             



Kale $1.75/lb (maybe we should consider lowering this?) Eggplant $1.25 - $1.75/lb* Peppers (Bell and Hot Wax) $1.25 - $1.75/lb* Potatoes $.90 - $1.00/lb* Onions $.90 - $1.00/lb* Lettuce $1.00/head Herbs $1.00/bunch Butternut Squash $1.10/lb Leeks $1.25 - $1.50/lb Sweet Potatoes, Turnips, Kohlrabi, Carrots, Rutabaga, Cabbage $1.00/lb Bok Choy $1.50/lb Broccoli $1.50/lb Fennel $1.00 - $1.50/lb*



* Some of the prices are in ranges because we were not consistent in what we charged our customers for them. We should really be more consistent next year! I think that this list of prices should serve as a starting point for next year, but there should be some modifications depending on our markets. It would be great to meet with representatives (purchasers) from each market and negotiate the prices based on both our needs and theirs. There was not that much thought and consideration put into determining these wholesale prices this year (we just did some research to see what other growers in the area charged for their wholesale items).



[Picture of me with lettuce we harvested for Earthfoods]



EARTHFOODS CAFÉ Total Sales: $4,952.25 Seeing as I was both the produce purchaser at Earthfoods and the person more or less in charge of being in contact with Earthfoods about what needed to be harvested, there was enough overlap that we did not need to communicate with Earthfoods as a market as much. I think that depending on whether or not members of the Student Farm also work at Earthfoods, there should be more deliberate conversations about pricing, perhaps with both the purchaser at Earthfoods and the business consultant with Earthfoods. After this year’s $.50/lb increase in the price of kale, I think that Earthfoods felt the impact, and in order to continue having this great business relationship, we as the Student Farm need to put in more effort into making our prices reasonable for our customers, especially those as loyal as Earthfoods. We have been selling produce to Earthfoods since we started in 2007- actually, that’s why we were able to start growing! Earthfoods has been our most consistent and stable customer, and I think we owe it to ourselves and to them to reevaluate our prices. We have this amazing opportunity to serve our produce to a large portion of campus by selling to Earthfoods, and we certainly make a big impact.



[Picture of our first kale harvest for Earthfoods]



GREENO SUB SHOP Total Sales: $170.00 Our relationship with Greeno did not fully take off until the end of the fall semester. The produce purchaser was enthusiastic about buying produce from us, but we did not have many items that they wanted to offer. They did end up buying carrots, onions, and sweet potatoes, though. I think we should focus more on growing crops that Greeno wants to buy next year. It would not be that much work for us, as they do not go through many pounds of each vegetable each week. It would require, though, more emphasis on succession planting at the end of the summer (especially of lettuce) and more communication with Greeno in the spring and the early fall. The crops that Greeno would be interested in purchasing are lettuce heads, tomatoes, onions, carrots, spinach, and possibly sweet potatoes. James Martel was the produce purchaser this past semester and will be next semester as well. His email address is [email protected].



BIG Y Total Sales: $2,363.70 Selling to Big Y was new to us in the 2012 season, and we had a mostly positive experience. The produce purchasers basically told us they would buy whatever we could sell them, at whatever price we wanted. This resulted in us selling them a variety of whatever we had the most or best of each week. We essentially sold them an extra large share each week. The quality of the produce that we sold to Big Y definitely had to be superior to what we gave to our CSA members. Selling to a supermarket was a serious lesson to us all, since consumers who shop there are used to and will pretty much only buy unblemished fruits and vegetables. We still have a way to go for people to understand that beautiful looking produce doesn’t signify healthy growing practices.



AUXILIARY SERVICES Total Sales: $613.50 We went into the year with high hopes regarding our relationship with Auxiliary Services (the Dining Halls). During our crop planning, we had accounted for all of the produce that the Dining Commons had expressed interest in. Unfortunately, come the Fall, Auxiliary Services did not actually buy as much as we had planned. They purchased $613.50 worth of produce, but it was nowhere near what we had hoped on them buying in the Spring. Another unfavorable outcome was that they were sometimes unenthusiastic about the quality of our produce. Being able to serve our food in the Dining Halls is a great accomplishment, and I think if we choose where and how much we sell wisely, we can make a large impact on campus.



[Straw-mulching the onions in July.]



REFLECTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS Through my experience at the Student Farm, I have seen how much time, energy, and labor goes into growing food organically, and negotiating wholesale prices with vendors who are used to patronizing the conventional food system is a bit tricky. I think there is a long way to go for people to be willing to pay the true cost for food production, but I think it is really necessary to have conversations with our customers to this extent, and explain why we have to charge more for our produce. I think that putting the most effort into the Student Business Wholesale customers accurately reflects our mission statement (at least ours from 2012). If we want to make the biggest impact among students on campus, I think that Earthfoods and Greeno are where we should aim to sell the most of our produce. Trying to tap into the other Student Businesses markets will also further our mission; Peoples’ Market, Sylvan Snack Bar, and Sweets ‘n’ More all surely could use something that we grow in some way.



Based on my experience from this year, here are some suggestions: 



Keep wholesale prices stable. It is confusing for us and for our markets when we fluctuate the wholesale prices, especially for recordkeeping and bookkeeping purposes.







Keep track of wholesale orders and sales on paper each week. Maybe having a binder with blank tables to fill in for each market would be useful, especially for putting that information onto the computer later.







Increase the amount of produce we sell to Student Businesses, including Earthfoods, Greeno, Peoples’ Market, Sylvan Snack Bar, and Sweets ‘n’ More. We can make a big impact and have a big presence on campus if we work together with these student businesses.



 



  Meg Whiteford 



 



RECORDKEEPING      Keeping track of everything that happens on the farm is a simple task, yet sometimes it can  feel like a lot to do after a day’s work of manual labor. There is no need to feel this way! Taking 5  minutes (usually less, actually) to pull out the Recordkeeping binder and jot down what was done  throughout the day is easy and will be extremely helpful later in the season. You’ll thank yourself  when you need to analyze the actions that were taken to care for each crop and decide what was  beneficial and what could have been done differently. In this Chapter I have supplied a couple  ideas for ways of tracking most records of the fundamental sectors of the Student Farm’s  existence. These sectors include fieldwork, harvests, sales, CSA offerings, and crop mapping.     As one of the members of the summer crew, I found that reorganizing the recordkeeping  process of our work majorly improved our understanding of the successes and failures we had  throughout the season. Over the summer, the six of us on the summer crew managed to keep track  of all that we had accomplished each day. We had a black binder full of blank sheets of printing  paper where we would write down each task we had completed in the fields. The binder was  conveniently kept in the bay. This was fitting because at the end of our workday, when we brought  back all of the equipment we had used, we immediately wrote down our days work!       The tasks that were generally recorded included:         



IRRIGATION  WEED CONTROL  PLANTING/SEEDING  TRACTOR WORK  FERTILIZATION  PEST MANAGEMENT  HARVESTS  MISCELLANEOUS 



  The knowledge of each of these tasks and the details about their relations with each crop  plays a major role in contributing to our understanding of how to care for them in the future.  Though we were successful in recording the majority of the farm duties we had finished, I found  difficulties while looking back at the records and attempting to use the information provided. This  issue stemmed from the lack of categorization in our recordings, and can be solved merely by  creating a more structured layout for the binder. Having the sheets in the binder sort the tasks  into separate groups would make it much less complicated to review and aid in the ability to take  information from the notes. On the next page, I created a template (Figure 1) for keeping the  records in the future. This can be found on Google Doc’s and printed for your Recordkeeping  Binder! Making this minor change will definitely improve organization and make the records  much more clear for the class to use while putting together their Crop Analyses. 



*Some details that will be helpful to focus on in order to keep a thorough record are:    Irrigation:   How long? Which fields? Which crops all?    Weed Control:   Equipment used? Cultural Practice (hoes, straw) Which crops/how many rows?    Planting/Seeding:   How many row feet planted? Which variety? Which field? Irrigate? Weather conditions?   Transplant or from seed?  



  DATE:     



 



 



 



 



STUDENT FARMERS: 



Irrigation:                Fertilization:                      Weed Control:                  Planting/Seeding:   



 



 



 



 



 



Tractor Work: 



   



   



   



   



 



Pest Management: 



 



 



 



 



 



Harvests: 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



STUDENT FARMERS: 



Miscellaneous Notes: 



            DATE:     



 



Irrigation:              Tractor Work:                Fertilization:              Pest Management:                            Weed Control:              Harvests:                Planting/Seeding:            Miscellaneous Notes:              Figure 1: Fieldwork template; for keeping track of what was done over the summer.   



 



Tractor Work:  Which tractor? Method and why (crop, seeding, transplanting, fertilizing, weeding, etc)?   Which field? Weather conditions (wet, dry, etc)    Fertilization:  Which used?!!!? Rate?!!!? What field/crop? How applied (tractorwhich, hand)?     Pest Management:  Which field scouted? Which crop? Which pest? How bad was pest?   Pesticide used? How much? Who applied? With what?     Harvests:  Which crop? How was it harvested? How much? Which market?     Miscellaneous:  Any extra notes? Things you noticed that are helpful for next workday.  



  This list above is to help you keep track and make the fall semester’s analysis much less stressful!  We learn from our mistakes, and some of the notes above are from this year’s missing records.  There weren’t many, but simple things like recording the pesticide used, or which fertilizer we  used on some crops would have been helpful to have recorded, especially when it comes time for  our organic certification!         In addition to keeping these records on paper, this method makes it easier to organize into  an excel spreadsheet. Google Docs is a great tool for keeping everyone connected, and creating an  excel sheet for these notes would be very helpful for working on Crop Analyses. Constructing an  excel sheet with the notes from each day would make the records easily navigated by listing each  task with the date and category (see below).    Example:  DATE      CATEGORY        TASK  6/24/2012    IRRIGATION        Set up for Celeriac in A2  5/11/2012    WEED CONTROL      Weeded all Carrots in A1  **If this was in Google Docs it would be separated into the spreadsheet and one could sort it according to date,  category, or both!   



I have set up an excel document on Google Docs that has a page for each of the sections of records  we should be keeping accurate accounts of. This document is called ‘RECORDKEEPING  (fieldwork, harvest, sales, etc)’. Check it out and start entering data soon!    Some other useful elements to keep track of are the veggies that were offered in the CSA  and the Farmer’s Market. In Figure’s 2 and 3 on the next two pages I have provided templates that  may be helpful in recording these notes. I have put both of these templates on Google Docs and  they could be printed out and put in a binder for everything that involves the Friday market.  Figure 2 is important because even though at class on Tuesday we plan out what we expected to  offer in the market, sometimes while harvesting we realized that we over‐estimated the amount of  bok choy that we had available, or we picked too much kale. Things change. Writing down what  we changed them to will help in the future year’s knowledge of our weekly schedule and aid in  their planning.       Figure 3 is similar because it is for us to know what we sold at the Farmer’s Market, but  since this is a separate market and individuals are paying for the produce, we want to know how  much we charged, and how many we sold exactly, so that we are aware of our income.      



 



CSA WEEK                :    VEGGIE   



AMOUNT per SHARE   



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS   



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



   



CSA WEEK                :   



 



VEGGIE   



AMOUNT per SHARE   



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS   



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Figure 2: Template for keeping track of actual CSA offerings. This should be filled out AT MARKET, AFTER set up.  



   



       VEGGIE                       $   



FARMER’S MARKET OFFERINGS  WEEK 1  WEEK 2     



WEEK 3   



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Figure 3: Example of sheet to keep track of market offerings/sales/prices. 



 



HARVEST RECORDS     



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



CROP 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



AMOUNT  HARVESTED (LBS) 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



MARKET 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



ADDITIONAL NOTES 



DATE 



 



   



   



   



   



   



 



Figure 4: Template for keeping track of harvest. WHEN, WHO, WHAT, WHERE, (WHY or misc.).  



    Another important segment of the SFE routine for us to start recording is the morning  harvest. The harvest template that I propose we use in the future is on the previous page (Figure  4), and it has columns for the date, crop, amount harvested, market sold to, and additional notes. If  we record these accounts as soon as they are weighed and set aside to pack in the truck, we will  have a complete report of our efforts! This set up is organized, simple, and efficient. These sheets  of paper could be kept in the binder that we used to keep track of the fieldwork done over the  summer. That binder should be designated to stay at the farm, either in the bay over the summer  or the wash station in the fall. This template can be found on Google Docs in an excel sheet to print  (the table wouldn’t transfer to Google Docs, sorry!). I also suggest someone enter the information  recorded into the combo Google Doc Excel sheet throughout the semester as well.     On another note, the wonderful Jason Silverman created a genius way of keeping track of  our crops in the field. I have copied them onto the last two pages of this section, but they are also  located on Google Docs. These maps are beautiful and they perfectly capture the way the crops are  placed in the field. As one may notice, the last map for C1 is a little different. This is because of its  layout, but also because many of the crops were left out. Once we lost Jason, we kind of stopped  using the maps. I strongly suggest you use this template on Google Docs to record your crops and  their location in the field. These maps are also helpful in planning the crop placement in the  Spring. As you can see in the C1 map, the little box below the main field map was our plan, but we  never ended up filling in the empties.       A way of avoiding the easily adapted habit of putting off recording things, is to designate a  Recordkeeper. In the Spring, roles should be chosen by each of the Student Farmers and one of  those roles could be the Recordkeeper. I would suggest that this responsibility be limited to a  student who plans to stay for the summer. For then, they can be the one to oversee that  recordkeeping goes according to plan during that season, as well as through the fall. One of the  main reasons why we didn’t keep up with the Crop Field Maps was because none of us would  bring our laptop to the farm. By having the Recordkeeper bring their laptop (or… if we can get the  computer in our new office to work!!!), noting the crop placement in the fields would be  effortlessly accomplished.       These ways to keep track of the happenings on the farm will be especially advantageous  methods for making improvements in the development of the future Student Farming Enterprise.  Knowing the particulars of the effort that went into the growth of each crop will contribute to a  more successful growing season, a bountiful harvest, as well as an ambitious group of farmers.          



 



 



 



Liz Altieri



FINANCES Money and funding were keywords this year on the student farm. Before our first class this January, we all received an email from Amanda that the course might actually cease to exist due to lack of funding to support the program. Obviously, the class met regardless, and fundraising became a new and important focus of the student farm. It’s safe to say we had $$ on our minds for the entire year, but the actual accounting and financial recordkeeping for everyday farm operations can be less exciting to a student farmer than fundraising to ensure the existence of the class for ourselves and future student farmers. The 2012 student farmers were attracted to SFE primarily for the chance to get our hands dirty and “grow food for a growing campus”, but the chance to experiment with pricing and to see actual inputs, outputs, and net profits can be just as exciting. For those of us who hope to work on our own farms in the future, monitoring and manipulating our finances can be a really unique learning experience! Through an understanding of finances, student farmers can formulate answers to important questions: How much of a crop should we produce? Which crops are “worth” growing? How efficient and sustainable is the system currently at play on the student farm? Along with excellent recordkeeping, (invoice binder!) Excel is the most useful toolbox for tracking finances to be able to tackle these questions. This spring, we benefitted from a few tutorials in class on navigating Excel. Based on these tutorials, we were able to figure out how to set up a spreadsheet, shortcuts and formulas to make spreadsheet-creation less tedious, and necessary inputs to answer certain questions. In figure 3, for example, our inputs included the invoice notebook, CSA shareholders, and weekly farmer’s market records. Kyle accurately compared the student farm to a lemonade stand, and it is important to keep this frame of reference when interpreting our profit/loss statement. As an enterprise, we have no bills to pay, no operating debt, and no taxes. This is totally unrealistic in the "real world", but it's what allows the student farming enterprise to function each year, and it makes dealing with finances much simpler. As a "lemonade stand" enterprise, we deal with cash in and cash out (no loans, debt, etc). Our expenses can be sorted into categories: direct expenses for production (seed, fertilizer, anything consumable for the year), marketing, and equipment or production costs. For us, direct expenses for production were the costliest, as they should be. Marketing was more expensive this year than in past years because we focused so much of our attention on letting campus know we exist (translates to: we



invested in stickers that ended up being freely distributed at events and at markets rather than sold), but perhaps as an effect of this, our CSA was larger this year than ever before. While our CSA increased in size this year, so did our number of markets. This was the first time the student farm has collaborated with Big Y, and this wholesale relationship has been hugely beneficial to us-- they were our third-largest source of income, and they could have been our first-largest, had we planned and prioritized differently (though this would have been at odds with our mission statement). Although we were unable to directly interact with the people we were selling to through Big Y, we were able to profit off of whatever we had to offer for the week, rather than what was asked of us in advance. It has been a rare and incredible opportunity, and should be continued in future years as a strong market connection. The Student Farming Enterprise's financial goal is to cover cost and have enough left over to invest in infrastructure and expansion. This year we undoubtedly achieved that goal: with a net profit of $8,394.93, we've increased our profit from the previous season, and are able to consider things like a hoop house (which we've just set up!). That money can be used for investing in new equipment or marketing materials in the coming season. Morgan mentioned a need for a potato scrubber, for example, which would be a small but helpful tool to have on hand at the farm.



Figure 2: labor



SFE 2012 Labor Costs Student Labor Total hours worked $ 798.50



rate per hour $ 8.00



total summer labor costs $ 6,388.00



Figure 1: 2012 expenses



SFE 2012 Expenses Company Creative Labels of VT Michael's Copy Cat Cold Spring Orchard CPS Amherst Farm Supply CPS Cowls Home Depot Cowls Big Y MDAR Helena Maine Potato Lady High Mowing Johnny's Nourse Farm Johnny's Johnny's Johnny's Johnny's Scotts Farm High Mowing Johnny's Annie's Next Barn Over CPS CPS Amherst Farm Supply



category advertising advertising advertising apples equipment equipment equipment equipment equipment equipment misc misc pesticide seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed seed soil amendments soil amendments soil amendments total



cost 744.56 64 88 300 86.5 79.46 82.17 132.16 199.42 65.54 8.5 100 436.75 406 71.4 414.05 169.6 98.7 82.8 118.35 22.1 137 44.8 70.65 26.91 240



stickers shirts brochures plastic mulch landscape fabric and pins plastic mulch tomato stakes bins, tape, hoses lumber for hoop house bleach pesticide license Entrust 1lb



shipping plus



Garlic



470.76 chick 3/2/3 BU potash ash 200lbs 389.99 chick 3-2-3 107.96 fish emulsion 5258.13



paid with cash



SFE Market Break Down 2012 Earthfoods invoice #



Big Y



amount



invoice #



Green-O



amount



invoice #



Umass Permaculture



amount



invoice #



amount



1



$



312.50



1



$



40.00



1



$



1



260



20.00



2



$



232.25



2



$



55.00



2



$ 103.75



2



170



3



$



178.50



3



$



226.25



3



$



35.00



3



$ 175.00



3



180



4



$



218.75



4



$



166.95



4



$
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Hoop House Hoop houses, also known as high tunnels or cold frames are unheated greenhouses that extend the growing season. The structure consists of a clear plastic roof wrapped over flexible metal, wood, or PVC piping (Figure 1 shows a hoop house with labeled parts). This protects the plants from extreme weather like wind, rain, and frost as well as defends against unwanted pests. The insulating property of the plastic cover increases daytime temperatures allowing the farmer to grow an assortment of diverse crops all year round. The sides of the hoop house can be rolled up to provide ventilation during the day (it is important to ventilate before the internal temperature exceeds 90F) and rolled back down at night to keep the plants and the soil warm. With the unpredictable weather in New England, hoop houses can mean the difference between the success and failure of a season.



Figure 1. A.) Rib, Hoop, Arch, Bow B.) Purlin, Ridgepole C.) End Wall D.) Hip Board E.) Side Wall F.) Baseboard



Hoop houses provide an environment that can greatly extend the growing season of many crops. Hoop houses ensure the protection of cold-tolerant crops such as roots, alliums, and brassica greens (Kale, radishes, lettuce, spinach, chard, and winter sprouting broccoli) over the winter so that they can be harvested in early spring. Frost sensitive crops such as summer squash, tomatoes, cucumbers, and melons can be planted earlier in the spring or late summer for extended harvest. Hoop houses can also provide the appropriate growing conditions for different crops that would normally not be suitable in New England climates, increasing a grower’s crop diversity.



Hoop houses can also increase yield by protecting crops from harsh weather conditions and pests that can cause structural damage to crops. Ensuring that crops are protected from overly wet conditions and from pathogen carrying pests also protects crops from disease. This will not only increase yield, but also reduces expenses on pesticides and fungicides that would be necessary for outdoor crops. There are many different methods of constructing a hoop house. The methods and materials of construction are often based on cost, intended function, and longevity. The frame of a hoop house can be made out of lightweight and inexpensive PVC pipe if you are considering a portable or temporary/small scale hoop house with an easy installation. Metal framing is a more permanent and durable material for a large scale, high quality hoop house. To add strength to your hoop house drive the posts that hold the frame 18-24 inches into the ground, decrease the spaces between each hoop, and fasten the plastic cover very tightly. Deciding on the proper location is the first step towards a successful hoop house. If your hoop house is designed for spring or fall season extension, it is important to take choose an area that gets as much sun light as possible because the sun will be lower in the horizon during non summer months. Regarding the SFE hoop house, the mountain may need to be considered as well as trees or buildings. Ventilation, sun, wind, drainage, and slope must all be taken into account when picking a spot in your field. A securely supported and well-ventilated structure will provide you with a sturdy frame that will stand up to the elements. It is important to protect the hoop house with end walls that can close completely during windy seasons. If the openings are too narrow, the plastic covering will act like an oversize kite.



Temperature management depends on the film transparency and the number of layers of film that you choose to use as a cover. Clearer, more transparent film leads to a greater heat gain, which can be difficult to manage without adequate ventilation. A good quality opaque film provides all of the benefits of clear film with the addition of absorbing less heat. Two layers of film will provide a more consistent temperature and stay warmer over night. It is important to maintain a good condition of film as dirt can prevent heat gain. Perforation can also lead to heat loss at night. In order to protect the frame from heavy snow pileup in the winter months, a support structure along the spine is recommended. Typically, hoop houses do not require heating or electrical systems because they are mainly used as an inexpensive method of raising the temperature a few degrees. Since the plants are not exposed to the elements, water availability is completely under the farmer’s control. This will allow the farmer to provide the crops with the appropriate water requirements. Drip irrigation works well to avoid soaking the foliage and further preventing the spread of disease. Overhead irrigation systems, however, provide a good cooling effect during hot days. Remember that the hoop house crops will need more water than outdoor crops because they are not exposed to rain water and can dry out quickly if the temperature gets too high. This can be used to your advantage if you choose to grow draught tolerant crops within the hoop house.



It is important to maintain soil quality under a hoop house so that is not carried over to different seasons. In the winter, remove the cover so that the rain can remove salts that have built up throughout the seasons due to fertilizers and hard water. Our hoop house is in field A2 and is made out of metal frames, so it will most likely be a more permanent structure and will not be moved around frequently. Because the frames are made out of metal, we were able to make a fairly large structure, that we will be able to grow multiple crops in. This year we plan on growing tomatoes, but in the future other frost intolerant crops can also be considered. Cut flowers would also be a good crop to grow in a hoop house. Because most of our markets are during the fall semester, our hoop house will be very useful to extend the growing season into fall. Building more hoop houses in the future may drastically increase our crops yields for our fall markets. This season, we may want to consider an opaque plastic cover or maybe even two covers to optimize heat retention. Remember to check hoop house maintenance frequently by keeping the cover clean and checking for holes. If the hoop house is not moved to different locations after a couple of seasons, check the soil and water quality for salt build up. If your irrigation system has hard water or the soil contains a high amount of salts, open up the hoop house during the winter so that rain may help repair the soil.



Chapter: Nutrition By Dr. Kathryn Post



INTRODUCTION: The Student Farming Enterprise is at the intersection of food and consumer. Students within this program grow local, organic produce and sell to restaurants, grocery stores, and most importantly directly to the public. Interfacing with the pubic affords us the opportunity to educate the public about their food choices. It is crucial to understand where food comes from, how that food has been grown, and what potentially beneficial nutrients are housed within the various vegetables that we produce. Many chronic health problems such as obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease (including high blood pressure, coronary artery disease, heart attacks, and strokes), many cancers, and inflammatory conditions have a dietary component. The prevalence of obesity in the U.S. has rapidly increased over the past several decades, both among adults and children (1). National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) data shows that the prevalence of adult obesity in the U.S. has risen from 22.9% in 1988-2004 to 35.7% in 2009-2010 (1). The problem is not geographically isolated. From 1990 to 2010 all states (eastern, middle, and western) experienced an increase in the prevalence of adult obesity (1). In fact, 2010 data show that the lowest obesity prevalence level was 21% in Colorado (whereas in 1990 multiple states had obesity levels of < 10%) (1). Cardiovascular disease followed by cancer are the top two leading causes of disease and death in the United States (1). Cardiovascular disease is responsible for 34% of all deaths, equating to 752,000 deaths in the U.S. each year (1). In addition to these startling numbers, we are finding certain diseases in unexpected places. For example, we are starting to see Type II Diabetes (a disease previously largely confined to adults) in children and adolescents as obesity in these populations rise. Many environmental factors are contributing to our current obesity epidemic. The way Americans consume food has dramatically changed in the last several decades. Previously, much of the food consumed was prepared at home. However, in the current day and age more and more food is being consumed away from the home in easy to access, readily packaged, and relatively inexpensive meals (1). Widely available processed fast foods have only helped to increase obesity rates. Also the way foods are manufactured and presented to consumers has changed (1). For example, food proportions have dramatically risen (evidenced by the size of a small soft drink, the size of a bagel, the size of popcorn at the movies, etc.). Americans are taking in, on average, many more calories per meal than previously (1). In addition, Americans lead more sedentary lifestyles than previously (1). There is currently less physical education offered to children in school and the very structure of our environment (such as access to stores, parks, etc.) has caused many people to walk less. In addition, marketing such as advertisements on TV, billboards, magazines, etc. by large commercial corporations encourages Americans to consume more of these high calorie, low nutritional value meals. Intake of nutrient poor, high calorie, high fat foods can set off a string of biochemical consequences in the body leading to increased inflammation and cellular damage. Nutrition education and prevention focused strategies are key to helping shape a healthier future. You, as a student farmer, have the power to educate. In the sections to follow, I have provided you with background nutrition information on a few chosen vegetables. Such information was disseminated to the public in the form of a weekly CSA email program entitled “CSA Vegetable of the Week”. Recipes for each week's chosen vegetable were also included in each email. This represents only a drop in the bucket of possible nutrition education materials for the public. In future years, other vegetables can be chosen and researched. In addition, new information about previously covered vegetables can be discussed (as often a single vegetable might contain numerous nutrients, many of which have probably not been discussed yet). In addition, other education formats like blogs,



pamphlets, or live cooking demonstrations may prove worthwhile to institute in future years. Finally, in the last section of this chapter I will describe the foundation we are laying this year for the development of a future education collaborative between other UMass departments, such as the Department of Nutrition. The shape of such a collaborative will be molded by inputs of future student farmers such as yourself. References: Boyle, MA and Holben DH.2013. Community Nutrition in Action: An Entrepreneurial Approach. Sixth Edition. Belmont, California: Wadsworth, Cengage Learning; pgs. 1-772.



CSA VEGETABLE OF THE WEEK PROGRAM: What follows are three selected emails from the Vegetable of the Week program. Each email highlights the nutritional aspects of the chosen vegetable. A recipe incorporating that vegetable was also sent to encourage members to cook with that vegetable. One of the most important lessons that I learned while writing these emails was that it is important to keep your message short and sweet. My first email was much too long and shorter emails became much more popular. Keep in mind that many in your audience have busy schedules and they are more inclined to read “to the point” messages. You also want to make sure you entice your reader to read beyond the first couple of sentences. Try to craft your emails so that they open in creative manners. Fun facts or an interesting piece of history about that vegetable might be a good way to begin. If you are taking over this role for next season, you might ask yourself, “Where do I find background and nutrition information on the vegetables that I want to write about? There are many places that you can go to research. On particularly valuable book that I found was: On Food and Cooking: The Science and Lore of the Kitchen by Harold McGee. This book is rich with information on the history, science, and cooking of many foods including a large chapter on vegetables. Definitely one of the most thorough books I have ever seen on this subject. It is available at the UMass Amherst Library: UM W.E.B Du Bois ; Call Number: TX651.M37 1984. I used a later edition (2004) and if you would like the later edition of this book, you can get it through interlibrary loan (but again, the 1984 edition is available at UMass). The UMass library system also grants you access to many online journals (e-journals; go to library homepage and find this icon). There you will find many journals on nutrition and can search for the latest in research on nutrition as it relates to vegetables. Good hunting! Finally, keep in mind what your CSA members may want to hear about. You may wish to invite your members at the start of the season to email you their votes for which vegetables to discuss. In this manner, you better meet their needs. EXAMPLE 1: Vegetable of the Week: Kale “Got Kale?” You have probably heard the famous slogan “Got Milk?” and have spotted some of your favorite celebrities sporting milk mustaches. Likely, you also equate milk with strong bones. It is true that dairy products, like milk, are good sources of calcium, but did you know that many plants contain calcium as well? Many dark-green leafy vegetables (with the notable exception of spinach) are great dietary sources of calcium (1,2). The National Osteoporosis Foundation states that kale, collard greens, turnip greens, mustard greens, Chinese cabbage, dandelion greens, okra, and broccoli have relatively high amounts of dietary calcium (3).



Why is calcium so important anyway? Let's take a look at the science behind it. Calcium is a mineral and it can't be manufactured by our body. To stay healthy, humans must consume enough calcium from their diets. Calcium plays many important roles within our body. The one that you are probably most familiar with is its contribution to bone health. The fundamental building blocks of our bones are collagen and calcium-phosphorus crystals that work together to make a strong mineral matrix. Osteoporosis is the demineralization of bone due to the movement of calcium out of the bone (4). Basically, if your body doesn't have enough calcium to go around, it starts taking calcium back from its bones - the largest site of calcium deposits in your body. The calcium is then shunted to fulfill its other essential roles in the body. Osteoporosis is reported to affect more than 20 million adults in the United States (4). The disease can also lead to severe consequences. As calcium leaves the body's bones, they become brittle and are more likely to break (wrist, hip and spine being the most common fracture sites) (4). Although many people think of osteoporosis as a disease of older adults, it is important to know that bone development in youth can significantly affect future bone health (5). As a child grows, the mass and strength of their bones increase (5). Peak bone mass, meaning its maximal strength and density, isn't even reached until a person's 30s (4). Research has shown that a higher peak bone mass can decrease risk of osteoporosis and fracture later in life (5). Dietary calcium and physical activity, such as weight-bearing exercise and resistance training, promote the development of strong bones (4). Dark-green leafy vegetables typically contain relatively high amounts of calcium (1,2). The exception to the rule: spinach (1). With its dark-green leaves, many people might immediately assume that spinach is a good source of calcium. Unfortunately, spinach contains a high amount of a compound called oxalate, which blocks the gut from absorbing calcium (1). Kale, on the other hand, is a lowoxalate vegetable, as are many other members of the Brassica genus (such as broccoli, collard, and turnip) (1). One study showed that absorption of calcium from kale was comparable to calcium absorption from milk (1). Read on to find a great recipe that features kale! References: 1. Heaney, Robert P and Connie M Weaver. (1990). “Calcium absorption from kale.” American Journal of Clinical Nutrition; 51; pgs. 656-657. 2. Park, HM; Heo J; Park Y. (2011). “Calcium from plant sources is beneficial to lowering the risk of osteoporosis is postmenopausal Korean women.” Nutrition Research; 31; pgs. 27-32. 3. http://www.nof.org/aboutosteoporosis/prevention/foodandbones 4. Katz, David L. (2008). Nutrition in Clinical Practice.2nd Edition. Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; Philadelphia; pgs. 1-570. 5. Bonjour JP et al. (2009). “The importance and relevance of peak bone mass in the prevalence of osteoporosis.” Salud Publica Mex; 51 suppl I: S5-S17. Kale Recipe courtesy of the Food Network. The following recipe is taken in full from the website address: http://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/rachael-ray/portuguese-kale-soup-recipe/index.html



Portuguese Kale Soup Recipe courtesy Gertrude's Gallery



Ingredients              



1 tablespoon olive oil 1 tablespoon finely chopped garlic 1/2 cup diced onions 1/2 diced turnips 1/2 cup diced carrots 1 bunch kale, stemmed and roughly chopped 6 ounces chopped chourico (spicy Portuguese sausage), or chorizo 3 bay leaves 2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley leaves 2 tablespoons chopped fresh thyme leaves 6 cups beef stock 1 cup kidney beans 6 ounces diced tomatoes 10 ounces diced potatoes



Directions In a large stock pot, heat the oil over medium-high heat. Add the garlic, onions, turnips and carrots and cook for 5 minutes. Add the kale, chourico, bay leaves, parsley and thyme and mix well. Add the beef stock, beans and tomatoes. Bring the soup to a boil, and then reduce the heat to low and simmer for 30 to 40 minutes. Meanwhile, in a medium saucepan, bring salted water to a boil and add the diced potatoes. Cook until tender, about 10 minutes. Drain the potatoes and add them to the soup. Remove the bay leaves and serve hot. EXAMPLE 2: Vegetable of the Week: Sweet Potato Mmm mmm sweet potato waffles! Imagine starting off a lovely fall morning with the breakfast smell of sweet potato and cinnamon filling the kitchen. Sweet potato is the star of this week's nutrition update and you will find a mouthwatering recipe for sweet potato waffles topped off with homemade blueberry syrup below. You may have thought that the sweet potato was just another form of the regular potato, but it turns out that sweet potatoes are a completely different vegetable! (1) Sweet potatoes and regular potatoes come from different families (1). The sweet potato is a member of the Convolvulaceae family while the regular potato is a member of the Solanaceae family (1). The first sweet potatoes eaten in this country usually had white flesh on the inside (1,2). The orange sweet potato was only introduced relatively



recently (in the mid 20th century) (1). To distinguish between the two, people starting calling the orange, soft-fleshed sweet potato a “yam” due to its resemblance to this other root vegetable (1,2). Sweet potatoes are in fact neither a regular potato nor a yam! The bright orange flesh of a sweet potato is the result of high amounts of a compound called, betacarotene (3). Your grandmother may have told you to eat your carrots, sweet potato, or other yelloworange vegetables so that you will have good eyesight. Why? The human body can turn beta-carotene into Vitamin A, which is critical to the health of your eyes. Vitamin A is changed into retinal which is then turned into a light-sensitive protein in the rods of eyes, which helps humans see during the night. A Vitamin A deficiency results in night-blindness. Cases of Vitamin A deficiency are rare in the United States, but are much more common in developing countries (owing to dietary deficiencies). Research has shown that providing sweet potatoes to school children in developing countries can help decrease cases of Vitamin A deficiency (3). By the way, other green leafy vegetables, such as spinach, asparagus, and broccoli, contain betacarotene as well (4). The colorful compound is just masked by the green chlorophyll pigment in these vegetables! (4) Sweet potatoes are also a great source of antioxidants (5). Antioxidants are compounds that go around the body and try to dispose of harmful oxygen free radicals. Free radicals are linked with inflammation and can damage human arteries. For example, free radicals lying in wait in an arterial wall can transform bad cholesterol (LDL) into a more dangerous form that starts the process of cholesterol plaque build up in human arteries (6). Because antioxidants help to get rid of free radicals, they help protect the human heart and blood vessel system (6). Purple sweet potatoes (a newer variety developed in Japan) have the highest amount of antioxidants (due to high levels anthocyanin) (5). A diet rich in antioxidants is thought to decrease the risk of cardiovascular disease (6). Read below for a fantastic sweet potato recipe! References:  http://www.whfoods.com/genpage.php?tname=george&dbid=69  http://www.loc.gov/rr/scitech/mysteries/sweetpotato.html  van Jaarsveld PJ et al. (2005). “β-carotene-rich orange-fleshed sweet potato improves the vitamin A status of primary school children assessed with the modified-relative-dose-response test.” American Journal of Clinical Nutrition; 81; pgs. 1080-1087.  http://health.howstuffworks.com/wellness/food-nutrition/vitamin-supplements/what-arecarotenoids.htm  Teow, Choong C et al. (2007). “Antioxidant activities, phenolic, and β-carotene contents of sweet potato genotypes with varying flesh colours.” Food Chemistry; 103; pgs. 829-839. (1) Katz, David L. (2008). Nutrition in Clinical Practice. Second Edition; Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott Williams & Williams; pgs. 1-570. Sweet Potato Recipe: Sweet potato waffles with blueberry syrup; recipe taken in full from Mayo Clinic, http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/healthy-recipes/NU00348



Ingredients For the syrup: 1 1/2 cups fresh or frozen blueberries 2 tablespoons water, if using fresh berries 1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice 1 teaspoon grated lemon zest 1 tablespoon dark honey 3 tablespoons light molasses Pinch of ground cloves For pancakes: 1/3 cup peeled and diced sweet potato (or 1/4 cup canned pumpkin puree) 3/4 cup all-purpose (plain) flour 1/4 cup whole-wheat (whole-meal) flour 1/4 cup cornmeal, preferably stone-ground 1 tablespoon baking powder 1/2 teaspoon salt 1/8 teaspoon ground cinnamon 1/8 teaspoon ground ginger 1 cup plain soy milk (soya milk) 2 tablespoons olive oil 1 egg white



Directions To make the syrup, in a saucepan, combine the blueberries, water (if using), lemon juice and zest, honey, 1 tablespoon of the molasses, and cloves. Bring to a boil over medium-high heat, then reduce the heat to low, cover and simmer until the berries burst and the juices are slightly thickened, about 5 minutes. Frozen berries may take slightly longer to thicken. Set aside and keep warm. If using sweet potato, bring a small saucepan half full of water to a boil. Add the sweet potato, return to a boil, then reduce the heat to medium-low and simmer until very tender, about 10 minutes. Drain and puree in a food processor or mash with a potato masher until smooth. Set aside. If using pumpkin puree, reserve. In a small bowl, sift together the flours, cornmeal, baking powder, salt, cinnamon and ginger. In a large bowl, whisk together the soy milk, sweet potato puree, olive oil and the remaining 2 tablespoons molasses. Add the flour mixture and stir just until combined. Using an electric mixer on high speed, beat the egg white until stiff peaks form. Make sure that the mixing bowl and beaters are spotlessly clean and free of fat. Even a small amount of fat, such as egg yolk or oil, can prevent the egg whites from whipping properly. Once whipped, gently whisk 1/3 of the egg white into the batter to lighten it. Using a rubber spatula, gently fold the remaining egg white into the batter, mixing just until incorporated. Place a baking sheet in the oven and preheat to 225 F. Preheat a waffle iron. Spoon or ladle about 1/2 cup batter into the waffle iron, depending on the size of the iron. Spread evenly and cook according to the manufacturer's instructions. If the batter thickens, thin with a little soy milk. Transfer the waffle to the baking sheet in the oven to keep warm. Repeat with the remaining batter to make 6 waffles. Serve topped with the syrup.



EXAMPLE 3: CSA Vegetable of the Week: the Parsnip “Can I borrow a bunch of parsnips, neighbor?” The medieval version of today's cup of borrowed sugar would likely have been one bunch of parsnips. Although parsnips enjoy relatively little fanfare in most American household's today, they were a dietary staple throughout much of European history dating back to the Romans and Greeks (1,2,3). The variety of parsnip that we cultivate today was developed in the Middle Ages (1,3). Parsnips were prized for their sweet taste due to their natural sugar content (1). Before the introduction of modern sugar (which is created from processed sugar cane), parsnips were often used to sweeten cakes and jams throughout European history (1,2). In one of the recipes detailed below, you will find instructions for how to make a delicious maple-parsnip cake! This practice was quite common as most European households did not have access to the luxury item that we know as table sugar today. Parsnips also are frequently used to make country wine (due to the fermentation of their natural sugars) (4). The decline in the popularity of the parsnip initially came with the introduction of the potato (1,2). Cheap, commercially available sugar contributed to this root vegetable's further decline (2). Parsnips share many similarities with carrots. Indeed, the Romans often referred to parsnips and carrots by the same name, pastinaca (2). They are paler in color and are roughly the same shape as a carrot, growing best in colder climates (2,5). Parsnips (scientific name Pastinaca sativa) and carrots belong to the same family (1). Both are sweet root vegetables, although the parsnip is more so (5). Their sweetness comes from their natural sugars. There are many different types of sugars, all classified under the heading: carbohydrate. Simple carbohydrates are only 1 or 2 sugar molecules long and impart the sensation of “sweetness” to fruits and vegetables (6). Parsnips contain the simple carbohydrate sucrose (created when a glucose and fructose molecule link together) (5). Table sugar is also sucrose. Parsnips are sweeter than carrots because more of their sugar is in the form of sucrose (5). In contrast, potatoes contain high amounts of the complex carbohydrate starch – a long string of sugar molecules hooked together for storage (1,5). Starch is the energy reserve of plants (6). Humans cannot digest starch very well, unless the plant is cooked (ex. baked potato) (6). A much smaller amount of sugar is stored as starch in parsnips and carrots (1). However, what starch the parsnip has can be converted into the sweet sugar sucrose during cold temperatures (5). That is why parsnips are usually harvested after they have been exposed to long stretches of cold (1,2,3,5,7). The longer they are exposed to cold temperatures, the sweeter they will be (as more starch is converted into sucrose). It is best to harvest them after a frost (5, 7). Humans throughout history have consumed plants, such as strawberries, carrots, and parsnips, that naturally taste sweet. However, the ability to add sugar (such as in the form of table sugar) in the preparation of meals marked a new turning point. The majority of table sugar is made from sugar cane, which is grown in tropical climates (8). The raw sugar cane (naturally brown in color) is then exported (8). The country that buys the raw sugar, then further refines it through a multistep process, into the white sugar we can buy in grocery stores (8). Previous to modern food processing, added sugar did not represent a significant percent of the human diet (9). According to Schaefer (2009), “it is estimated that the ingestion of sucrose, high fructose corn syrup, and other sugars accounts for approximately 25% of energy consumption in the United States” (9). Most of this increase in sugar consumption stems from soft drink and fast food consumption (9). Plants provide a much more natural source of sugar. Read below for a parsnip cake recipe!



References:  McGee, Harold.(2004) On Food and Cooking: The Science and Lore of the Kitchen.New York: Scribner; Chapter 6: A Survey of Common Vegetables; pgs. 306-307.  http://www.eattheseasons.com/Archive/parsnips.htm  http://www.blackbookcooking.com/parsnip  Seymour, John. (2003) The Self-Sufficient Life and How to Live it: the complete back-to-basics guide. London: Dorling Kindersley; Chapter 8: Brewing & Wine-Making; pg. 228.  http://www.herbs2000.com/herbs/herbs_parsnip.htm  Katz, David L. (2008). Nutrition in Clinical Practice. Second Edition; Philadelphia, PA: Lippincott Williams & Williams; pgs. 1-570.  http://www.almanac.com/plant/parsnips  http://www.sucrose.com/lcane.html  Schaefer, Ernst J. et al. (2009). "Dietary Glucose and Fructose Differentially Affect Lipid and Glucose Homeostasis." The Journal of Nutrition; 1257S-1262S. Read below for a parsnip cake recipe! Maple-Parsnip Cake: taken in full from the Tasting Table website: http://www.tastingtable.com/entry_detail/chefs_recipes/2314/An_easy_cake_that_screams_autu mn.htm INGREDIENTS 2 cups almond meal or very finely ground almonds ¾ cup all-purpose flour 1 teaspoon baking soda 2 teaspoons ground cinnamon ¼ teaspoon salt 1 cup pure maple syrup 8 tablespoons (1 stick) unsalted butter, melted 2 large eggs 3 teaspoons freshly grated ginger 6 medium parsnips, peeled and grated (about 2 cups) ½ cup toasted pecans DIRECTIONS 1. Preheat the oven to 350° and position a rack in the center. Butter the bottom of a 9-inch-round cake pan and line it with a round of parchment paper. Butter and flour the parchment paper and sides of the



pan. 2. In a large mixing bowl, whisk the almond meal with the flour, baking soda, cinnamon and salt. Set aside. 3. In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the paddle attachment, combine the maple syrup, butter and eggs. Beat at medium speed until well combined, about 1 minute, scraping the side of the bowl as needed. Add the reserved dry ingredients a cup at a time, mixing between each addition until just combined. When all of the dry ingredients have been incorporated, stir in the ginger and parsnips. 4. Pour the batter into the prepared pan and scatter the pecans over the top. Bake until a toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean, about 40 to 55 minutes. Transfer to a wire rack and let the cake cool in the pan for 20 minutes before unmolding. Let cool to room temperature, slice and serve.



MASHED "POTATO" PARSNIPS Taken from



http://www.shreveporttimes.com/viewart/20121024/LIVING01/210240310/Pa rsnips-Learn-love-other-mashed-potato?odyssey=mod_sectionstories (an adaptation from Julia Child's recipe). Start to finish: 50 minutes (20 minutes active) 2 lbs. medium parsnips, peeled and sliced ½-inch thick Kosher salt, to taste 1 Tbsp. unsalted butter Ground black pepper, to taste Place the parsnips in a large saucepan, then add enough cold water to cover by 1 inch. Bring to a boil over high heat and add a pinch of salt. Reduce the heat to medium-high and simmer, adding a little more water if necessary to keep the parsnips barely covered, until tender, 25 to 30 minutes. Drain and reserve the cooking liquid. Set the parsnips aside and return the liquid to the pan. Bring to a boil over high heat. Boil until reduced to 3/4 cup. Return the parsnips to the pan and add the butter. Working in batches, transfer the contents of the saucepan to a food processor and puree until smooth. Return to the saucepan, season with salt and pepper, then heat over medium until hot. Makes 4 servings.



FOSTERING COLLABORATION WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS: Increasing our presence on campus and in the community is very important. Working with other UMass departments is one way to strengthen our program and promote education. This semester we contacted the Department of Nutrition at UMass. Amanda and I met with the Department Head, Dr. Nancy Cohen, the Director of the Dietetic Internship program, Judy Dowd, and other faculty members at a department meeting. We discussed ideas for future educational collaboration, which I have summarized as 4 main areas:  Student Education ◦ field day for nutrition students exploring principles of agriculture and getting their hands dirty. ◦ Ag student – Nutrition student partnerships w/ topic presentations in their specialty field.  Public Education











◦ Dietetic Interns could compose lay nutrition publications to be distributed to CSA/Famer's Markets, grocery stores, or restaurants. ◦ Educational Demos at the markets. ◦ Cooking demos. Research ◦ The CSA is a 10 week program that offers the opportunity to see how an educational intervention might impact CSA members over the 10 week course. Non-profit/Donation work ◦ donation of a certain portion of crops to Food Pantries and the like.



In the spring, we must check back in with the Department of Nutrition to keep the ball rolling for curriculum development. They will have by that time met amongst themselves to brainstorm. We look forward to hearing their ideas for working with our program. The way we interact with undergraduate nutrition students may also be different from graduate nutrition students, the former may perhaps wish to focus more on agricultural aspects and the later of which may wish to focus on more clinical interactions with the public (ex. at our markets). At the present time, we do not know what shape such a collaboration will take, but we should remember to be open to all the possibilities. I would also recommend pursuing relations with other UMass departments that might have an interest in working with our program – such as the Department of Public Health. In addition, networking with other UMass schools, such as UMass Medical School may hold promise. Good luck!!



Contact Information in the UMass Department of Nutrition: [email protected] – Judy David [email protected] – Nancy Cohen
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Beet



Morgan Dugan Crop Analysis Part I Planning Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Beet: (Beta vulgora)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market Earth Foods Farmers Market CSA



Total Yield Goal/lbs 100



Date(s)



50



10/12



350



10/12



Notes



9/14, 10/12



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Red Ace Chioggia Merlin



Johnny’s Johnny’s Johnny’s



1000 seeds 1000 seeds 1000 seeds



$4.35 $4.95 $4.45



Days to harvest 50 55 48



Org or Untreated? Org Org Org



Red Ace is good for storage. “The best all-around red beet” Chioggia has candy striping and tolerant to bolt. Merlin- some resistance carpospores and downy mildew Expected yield/ft: Loss factor: 20% 1 pound beets per row foot -20% = .8lb/rf Field preparation Field: C1 History: Wheat cover crop Soil amendments Broadcast chicken manure and potassium sulfate Weed management: By hand Plastic: No



Beet



Morgan Dugan Beets: Crop Analysis Part II Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 2-4” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 625’ Bed Feet Needed: 313’ Mature Plants Needed: 500 Number of succession plantings and dates: 3 plantings 7/16, 8/8, 8/20



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method: Direct seed Direct seeding: Seed date Planting #



3



7/16, 8/8, 8/20



Successions in the field Plant Variety TP Date / DS 7/16 Red Ace DS 8/8 Chioggia DS 8/20 Merlin DS



Clean Seeder settings roller 6



In row Spacing 2-4” 2-4” 2-4”



Clean Notes (germination success) seeder setting –F and R gears MJ Direct seeding was successful. Be careful of weeds taking over.



Rows Total # of Per Bed 150’ Bed Ft beds 2 141 .9 2 66 .4 2 106 .6



Field



Plastic? (Yes/No)



C1 C1 C1



No No No



Notes



Beet



Morgan Dugan Beets: Crop Analysis Part III What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: The field was disk weeded before beets were seeded. Beets were hand weeded as needed (approximately once every other week). Irrigation: Beets were irrigated with drip tape. Additional fertility: Field C1 was fertilized before seeding. Reapplied fertilizer July 18th and August 7th (20% boron solution, OMRI listed) Diseases observed or potentially an issue: Beets seemed to develop some sort of leaf spot on foliage but the disease did not greatly affect the crop growth or yield. (*Alternaria: Ascomycete fungus that spreads on plant residue during periods of leaf wetness. Plant non-host crops and resistant cultivars and use cultural practices that prevent leaf wetness such as plant spacing. Control weed management.) Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: No pests observed to effect beets.



Beets: Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage Beets were ready for harvest on September 14th and into the season. These were the planned harvest dates however beets were mostly left in the field until they were needed. This worked well because there was little growth in the fall and the beets did not get too large. Left over beets from the farmers market and CSA were put into cold storage. Harvest beets by hand when they are larger than 2 inches. Curing: None Washing: By hand or root washer (cut tops)



Beet



Morgan Dugan



Storage: Left over beets were stored in cold storage until the next market (1 week). Beets can store from 3-5 months at 32 Degrees. Location Cold Storage



Temp 32 Degrees F



RH 95%



Notes Cut tops of beets put into storage to avoid having ugly wilting leaves for the next market.



Beets: Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/14/12 1 9/21/12 2 9/28/12 3 10/5/12 4 10/12/12 5 10/19/12 6 10/26/12 7 11/2/12 8 11/9/12 9 11/16/12 10 Total



Retail Markets Market Farmers Market Big Y



Unit



Amount Per share 3 per bunch 1



3 per bunch 3 per bunch 3 per bunch 3 per bunch



Price $2.00 $1.00



1 1 1 1



Total 43bunches X X X X 43 bunches 43 bunches 43 bunches 43 bunches X 215 bunches



Unit Pound Pound



About 200lbs



Beet



Morgan Dugan



Beets: Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Our market sales for beets did not follow the plan. According to the Crop Plans from the spring, we were supposed to give 1 pound of beets to each CSA member from October 5th to the last market on November 16th. We also planned for 100 pounds of beets for Earth foods and 50 Pounds for the farmers market. This added up to 500 pounds of beets for the season. We did not plan to sell any beets to Big Y although we ended up selling them 54lbs of beets. We sold about 300 lbs of beets total. It was difficult to estimate in the spring which crops would be ready each week. Instead of following our crop plans, we simply planned to sell what was available at the time. This seemed like a smarter approach at the time, however it made record keeping difficult. If we were to follow the crop plans from the spring we may have had better records for our sales, however this just did not seem practical at the time. What worked really well and should be continued? Harvesting the beets by hand and keeping them in storage for future markets worked very well. The beets did well in storage and this created less harvest labor on Friday mornings. Harvesting the larger beets gave the smaller beets room to grow. This technique was similar to thinning, except created a larger yield. What changes would you recommend for next year? Cut the tops of the beets that are going into storage. This not only creates more storage space, but the removal of ugly wilting leaves creates a more attractive crop, even when it has been in storage for a long time. Make sure the beets in the field are free of weeds. We lost many Chioggia’s due to weed suffocation. Do not make the mistake of thinking you need a ton of varieties of a crop. It could potentially be a lot easier to choose one or two good varieties rather than trying and manage many different varieties that have different needs. Everyone loves beets! But CSA members got tired of receiving them so many markets in a row. Consider giving out beets every other market.



Steve Cognac



Bok Choy Crop Analysis Part I Planning Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Crop: (Bok Choy)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market DC



Total Yield Goal (lbs) 90



Date(s)



Notes



Sept, 21: Oct 5, 19 CSA 125 Sept, 4, 21, 28; Oct, 5, 12 Farmers 15 Sept 21; Oct 5, Market 19; Nov 2, 16 (this can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Prize Choy Shanghai Green



HM HM



0.125 OZ 0.5 OZ



$4.00 $6.75



Days to harvest 50 45



Org or Untreated? Org Org



Reasons for selecting these cultivars:  Prize Choy Pac Choy: Bolt resistant, vigor, and uniformity. Open-pollinated.  Shanghai Green Pac Choy: Good uniformity and shape Expected yield/ft: 0.5lbs/ft Loss factor used: 40%



Field preparation Field: C1 Field history: Cover Crop Soil amendments: 1000lbs/acre of chicken manure & 200lbs/acre of sulfate Weed management: Hand Weed Plastic? No Plastic



Steve Cognac



Bok Choy Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 1” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 575 Bed Feet Needed: 288 Mature Plants Needed: 600 Number of succession plantings and dates: 8/22, 9/3, 9/10, 9/10



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date



Clean Clean seeder Notes (germination success? Planting # Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller 1 8/22 Y-12 (24) ? 2 9/3 Y-12 (24) ? 3 9/10 Y-12 (24) ? 4 9/10 Y-12 (24) ? Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes, however it was never thinned to 6” Transplanting Seed date Cell size Number of Transplant Notes Planting # cells seeded date (losses in GH?)



Steve Cognac



Bok Choy Crop Analysis Part III What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used – Williams tool for stale seedbed Timing – once a week with stale seedbed practice Hand work – none needed because planted late in season and weeds never germinated around them. Irrigation Trickle (drip) – used only during germination once. Additional fertility Solubar applied on July 18th, 2012 with a 20% (15lbs/A) solution in field A4 Chicken manure boradcasted July 18th at 1000lbs/A.



Diseases observed or potentially an issue Luckily no diseases were observed on this crop. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Thrips Damage caused – only holes in leaf structure. Only affected 1st succession. How was it scouted or observed – noticeable to the eye Action(s) taken – close to cool weather so it was left alone. Other observations about crop growth. -



In A4, row cover was put over the Choy in September when the nights got cooler. It seemed to work great. These were much larger than the other plantings; however they were also left alone longer because they weren’t as noticeable when we were searching around for brazing mixes.



Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Tom Sterns from High Mowing Organic Seeds recommends Prize Choy Bok Choy because of a few specific qualities it offers. It has a nice white smooth stem and if grown tightly enough together (but not too crowded) will form a tight conical leaf structure, something highly desirable because rubber bands are not needed to hold the leaf structure together.



Steve Cognac



Bok Choy Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage Bok Choy is ready to harvest when plant gets 5-10” tall and cut at the stem. It was harvested using clipping shears, a harvest knife, or scissors. It was then, depending on size, either bunched using an elastic or put into a brazing mix loosely which was then put in a gray bin for transport or storage. Curing: None Washing: Rinsed in large black tub thoroughly Storage: Bowditch cooler which is set between 32-36°F and can keep for up to 1 week. Location Bowditch



Temp 32-36°F



RH 95%



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week #



Unit



Amount Total Other Date Per share Oct 12 5 Bag Mixed 45 Braising Mix Nov 02 8 Bag 1 45 Note – we also added Bok Choy to some salad mixes, however the specific dates were not recorded.



Retail Markets Market Big Y



Price $1.50/lb



Unit 20 lbs



Steve Cognac



Bok Choy Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations



What was different between what was done and what was planned? -



-



Bok Choy was one of the crops that was going to be grown for the Dining Commons but we ended up never selling it to them. Partly because we never had it till later in the season and we needed it for braising mixes for the CSA. We planned on planting Bok Choy every inch and then thinning them to every 6”but that never happened except for one planting in A, and most of them grew non-uniformly. Planting very close together was great for braising mixes while planting further apart was better for bunching. This was great for making braising mixes but for bunching them for CSA.



What worked really well and should be continued? -



It worked great in the braising mixes which contained mixed salad greens, baby bok choy, and baby chard. Bok Choy was received very well at Big Y and would incorporate this into sales for them next year.



What changes would you recommend for next year? -



I would recommend direct seeding as we did this year for braising mixes and do transplants for ones that we are going to give in bunches of 2-3 for CSA. Row cover in A worked well for sizing up Bok Choy to get tall heads good for bunching.



Broccoli



Melanie Black SFE ‘12 Crop: BROCCOLI Scientific Name: Brassica oleracea Estimated Harvest Goals Market Total Yield Goal CSA 300 lb. Farmer’s Market 50 lb. Earthfoods



100 lb.



Cultivars/ Varieties and Seeds Cultivar Seed Amount Source Purchased Belstar F1 Johnny’s 1,000 Marathon F1



Johnny’s



1,000



Dates First 5 weeks With CSA offering



Notes 1 head/wk Divide w/ EF & CSA



Beginning of semester



Cost



Days to Harvest



Organic?



$23.60



66 DTH



Yes



$6.50



68 DTH



No



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Belstar F1: Organic hybrid. Heads medium green and domed. Strong and stress tolerant, produces good side shoots Marathon F1: Highly cold tolerant; #1 fall and winter variety. Expected Yield/Ft. 0.4 lb/ row foot with 20% loss (from Excel chart) ~ 1 head/row ft. Field Preparation June 12: Fertilizer laid, bed disked July 17: Rows marked Planted in Field A4 on July 24 Field History:  Planted in 2011: Kale (brassica)  Last year’s broccoli crop planted in A3 (Fiesta & Belstar)  Soil amendments: Broadcast Chicken Manure  Weed management: Black plastic Growing Information In-row spacing: 12” Between-row spacing: 5 ft. Number of rows per bed: 2, staggered Succession Planting & Dates



Total row feet: 300’ Bed feet needed: 150’ Mature plants needed: 300 plants



Broccoli



Melanie Black PLANNED SUCCESSIONS Seeding Cultivar Date 6/10 Marathon 6/17 6/24 7/1



Marathon Belstar Belstar



Flat Size 128



# Of Flats 1



TP Date 7/11



128 128 128



1 1 1



7/15 7/22 7/29



Notes Transplants should be 4-6 weeks old at field setting.



ACTUAL SUCCESSIONS Seed Greenhouse Cultivar Flat Size # of Flats date 6/26 East Marathon 128 1 6/26 East Belstar 128 1 WEEDING: 6/12: Black plastic laid 8/7: Brassicas hoed in A4 8/21: Rototilled between rows in A IRRIGATION: Drip irrigation under plastic weekly FERTILITY: 7/18: Boron (20% boron solution, OMRI certified) applied to all of A4 8/21: Sidedressed brassicas (not sure with what?) 8/22: Incorporated sidedressing DISEASES OBSERVED: Frost damage yellowed leaves INSECT PESTS OBSERVED: 8/3: Scouting, flea beetles found on all Brassicas



Transplant Date Late July Late July



Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? October 12 Maturity Indicators: Large, green heads (about 6 inches diameter). Tight florets. Harvest Process: Knife, cut straight across stem about 6-8 inches down from the broccoli head on stalk Washing: Dip in water, shake off, place in flap top bins for market/CSA Storage: In Bowditch Cold Storage (Temp 32F, Rel. Humidity 95%). Dark green, tightly bunched florets hold for over a week in flap top bins. Heads with loose florets or any rot spots have reduced storage capacity. MARKETS Retail Markets & Pricing Market CSA Farmer’s Market Big Y



Price Included $1-2/head (depending on size) $1.50/lb



Unit 1-2 heads/share (size dependent) 1 head 10 heads



Melanie Black



Broccoli



ACTUAL HARVEST YIELDS Total to CSA: ~170 heads (4 wks x 1 head/share x 43 shares) Total to Farmer’s Market: ~20 heads (leftovers from CSA) @ ~1.50/head = $30 Market Total Yield Goal Dates Notes Farmer’s Market Larger heads only Oct. 5 1-3 heads CSA, FM 50 heads Oct. 12 1 head/share CSA, FM, Big Y Larger heads only. 100 heads. Oct. 19 1 head/share, 10 lb. to Big Y CSA, Big Y Larger heads only. ~70 heads. Oct. 26 1 head/share. 15 lb. to Big Y None Pick all (50+ heads) Nov. 2 CSA Cold storage Nov. 9 1-2 heads/share (size dependent) Total to Big Y: 25 lb. @ $1.50/lb = $37.50 Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Seeding happened a bit later than planned, and this delayed the crop harvest by a few weeks. Thanks to the warm weather and sunlight, we ended up having a good crop once October rolled around. I planned for more successions than necessary; we only ended up doing one in the field. We also didn’t have enough broccoli to offer some of our planned markets, like Green-O and Earthfoods. What worked really well and should be continued? I thought the timing worked really well for broccoli plantings. I was nervous at the end of September because we didn’t have any large heads yet, but by the first couple weeks of October, we had a beautiful looking crop—dark green, tightly bunched florets, and no signs of rot until later on in the season. Also, both of the varieties did really well, even through a couple frosts (though there seemed to be some crown rot by the end). The Marathon variety was the first to develop strong heads, though this could have been because it was more Southern facing and may have blocked some crucial sunlight for the Belstar variety. We were still picking for ourselves through November. I’d highly recommend these varieties again. What changes would you recommend for next year? I might add a succession into the field so that we could offer broccoli a little earlier. We had a long beautiful row of broccoli, and it seemed to be something our CSA members really enjoyed. I’d recommend planting more broccoli, and I’d recommend doing an earlier succession so that you have an earlier crop coming up in September to offer members. It was also a great seller at the farmer’s market so it’s important to make sure there’s plenty to go around there, and earlier on.



Joe Salisbury



Brussels Sprouts Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012



Crop Analysis Part I Planning Brassica oleracea Brussels Sprouts Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Goal 112.50 lbs



Market CSA



Date(s)



Notes



Oct 26-Nov About 45 stalks for CSA 16 Farmers 25 lbs Sep 28-Oct A few leftover for farmers market and root Market 26 sale (this can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Diablo



Johnny's



1 packet



$3.45



Days to harvest 110



Org or Untreated? Organic



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: High resistance to powdery mildew and other diseases, and it was organic. Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field: A4 Field history: Cover Crop, Clover Soil amendments: Fertilizer applied June 12, exact amounts not listed Weed management Hand weeding Plastic? Yes, the black kind.



Joe Salisbury



Brussels Sprouts Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 18” Between Row Spacing: Single row per bed Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: 150' Bed Feet Needed: 150' Mature Plants Needed: 50 Number of succession plantings and dates: 1 transplant date on June 3



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West) West



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



04/22/12



128



1



Germination was a success but not 100%



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Planting #



Clean Seeder settings roller



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Transplanting Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



04/22/12



128



128



06/03/12



Planting #



Notes (losses in GH?) Variety: Diablo



Joe Salisbury



Brussels Sprouts Crop Analysis Part III What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used- Black plastic and hand-weeding Timing- The black plastic really reduced the amount of hand weeding that needed to be done, so weeding was done when weeds were getting noticeably out of hand. Hand work Irrigation Overhead Trickle (drip) - drip tape was laid down for the one row of brussels sprouts under black plastic. Additional fertility A4 disked and fertilized June 12th (exact amounts unknown currently) Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date -Boron was applied on all crops in A4 on July 18th by Ruth (Solution 20% Boron, OMRI Listed) Diseases observed or potentially an issue Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Actions taken, if any:



Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Cabbage Looper Damage caused – There were a few chewed leaves and stunted plants but nothing serious. How was it scouted or observed – Didn't observe much on brussels sprouts. Action(s) taken Other observations about crop growth: Stalks can become quite sturdy and impervious to machetes when the weather gets really cold.



Joe Salisbury



Brussels Sprouts Crop Analysis Part IV – Brussels Sprouts Harvest & Storage Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Due Tuesday November 7th, 2012



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? -Crop was ready for harvest well into the fall semester, at approximately 120 days from seeding. Buds were at a mature size (about the size of a golf ball) and firm to the touch. How was it harvested? -Stalks were cut at the base below the start of bud nodes Storage and post-harvest handling? -I believe the brussels sprouts were taken directly to the market to be distributed to CSA members. (I was away this week =[ ) Curing: Produce went directly to CSA members. Washing: Probably just a quick rinse (I will ask the other student farms exactly what happened) Storage: where and for how long? Produce went directly to CSA members Location



Temp



RH



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 11/13/12



Week #



Unit



10



Stalk



Amount Per share 1



Total 45



Retail Markets Market Farmers Market (root sale)



Price $1.00



Unit Lb (sprouts detached from stalk)



Joe Salisbury



Brussels Sprouts Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? -Originally we had planned to have a stalk per share for the last 3 weeks of the CSA and a handful of stalks for a couple weeks at the farmers market. Unfortunately we only had enough to give out a stalk per share this year for the last CSA week and made a few bags of separated sprouts for the root sale. What worked really well and should be continued? -Selling the stalks as is seems to be really popular with CSA members because it is unusual for people to actually see the sprouts on the stalks. It definitely gives receiving them in the CSA an exciting twist.



What changes would you recommend for next year? -Definitely recommend keeping track of how many plants are seeded and transplanted and set unit distribution for stalk (no poundage) as sprouts don't really weigh very much. Also trellising leaning plants might be a good idea too.



Astrid O’Connor



Cabbage Final Crop Analysis



Cabbage (Brassica oleraceae) Estimated Harvest goals:



Market Earthfoods



Total Yield Goal 100 lbs



CSA



250 lbs



Farmer’s Market



15 lbs



Date(s)



Notes



10 lbs Every week 1 lb/week for 5 weeks 3 lbs/week for 5 weeks



We didn’t end up selling Earthfoods any cabbage- we sold some to Big Y, though.



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Integro Storage #4



Johnny’s Johnny’s



500 seeds 500 seeds



$18.75 $10.00



Days to harvest 95 85



Org or Untreated? Organic Untreated



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Integro is a red storage cabbage and Storage #4 is a green one. Integro is noted for its crispness and color, Storage #4 is resistant to some diseases such as fusarium. Integro is organic, also. Expected yield/ft: 1.12 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20% Field preparation Field: This crop was planted in A4, right next to the plastic bed of tomatoes Field history: A4 was cover cropped in Vetch and Oats Soil amendments: all fields were fertilized with chicken manure at a rate of 1000 lbs/A and potassium sulfate at a rate of 200 lbs/A Weed management: by hand/hoe Plastic: none Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 12” Between Row Spacing: 18” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 300’ Bed Feet Needed: 150’ Mature Plants Needed: 365 lbs Number of succession plantings and dates: 2; 7/2, 7/23



Astrid O’Connor



Cabbage



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) East 5/27 128 1.5 East 6/10 128 1.5 Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Clean Clean seeder Planting # Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall?



Notes (germination success?



Great germination



Notes (germination success?



-



Transplanting Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



5/27 6/10



128 128



192 192



7/2 7/23



Planting # 1 2



Notes (losses in GH?)



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hand weeding with scuffle hoes when small, then the plants shaded out weeds as they got big. Irrigation: Drip irrigation, we used one line for the double row at first, then added another when we transplanted the second succession for a more saturating soak. Additional fertility Side-dressing: We side-dressed the cabbage the day WGBY came to film (8/21).We used a mixture of chicken manure and potassium sulfate. Diseases observed or potentially an issue Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Actions taken, if any: no diseases observed Insect/Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Flea beetle Damage caused- small lesions in the leaves. How was it scouted or observed- we touched the plants and noted how many flea beetles flew away (it was usually a lot!!) Action(s) taken- we probably sprayed with Entrust naturalyte to control the insects, but we didn’t keep a good enough record of when we did this.



Astrid O’Connor



Cabbage



Pest 2: Caterpillars Damage caused: lesions in leaves Pest 3: Cabbage looper Damage caused: lesions in leaves Other observations about crop growth. – The cabbages headed up pretty nicely by the end of October, but maybe if we had planted them a bit earlier we would have gotten consistently larger heads (the second succession of red cabbage especially was on the smaller side.) Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Roxbury Farm Manual (http://sfc.smallfarmcentral.com/dynamic_content/uploadfiles/942/Crop%20Manual%202012%2 0Version.pdf -- great resource!) suggests that you should apply boron before planting cabbage, which we didn’t do but might have yielded better heads. They also recommend in-row spacing of 18”, and we only did 12”, so maybe we could try giving them come more space. Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - The cabbage was ready for harvest when the heads were well formed. We checked this by lightly applying pressure to the heads to make sure they were firm. How was it harvested? - We harvested the cabbage by cutting it below the head with a knife. Storage and post-harvest handling Curing: none Washing: minimal required, dunking in water Storage: where and for how long? Location Bowditch



Temp 40



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/21 2 10/5 4 10/12 5 11/9 9 11/16 10



RH 98%



Notes We stored cabbage in Bowditch cold storage for a few weeks at a time. If the outer leaves got rotten, we could usually peel them off and still have a good head.



Unit



Amount Per share 1 1 1 1 1



head head head head head



Total 45 45 45 45 45 225 heads total



Astrid O’Connor Retail Markets Market Big Y Big Y Big Y Big Y Big Y



Cabbage Date 10/12 10/26 11/2 11/9 11/16



Amount 33 lbs 34 lbs 21 lbs 15 lbs 19 lbs



Total $33.00 $34.00 $21.00 $15.00 $19.00



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? - We did pretty much what was planned. Cabbage was a good crop for us! What worked really well and should be continued? - Using two lines of drip per bed after transplanting (in the hot of summer). We had some loss of cabbage early on because they just didn’t get enough water, but then we learned. What changes would you recommend for next year? - I think we should grow a Chinese Cabbage variety- like Napa. Also, we should try to sell cabbage to Earthfoods.



Brooke Dillon



Carrots Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: Carrots Daucus carota



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Date(s) Goal Market CSA 9/14-11/16 500lbs Farmers 150lbs 9/14-11/16 Market Earth Foods 400lbs 9/14-11/16



Notes



(this can be made into a weekly table if desired) Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount Bolero F1 pelleted Napoli F1 pelleted Rainbow F1 pelleted



Cost



Johnny’s



10000



17.50



Days to harvest 70



Org or Untreated?



Johnny’s



5000



16.50



70



Pelleted



Johnny’s



10000



15.80



70



Pelleted



Pelleted



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Past success, colorful for market/csa (rainbow) Expected yield/ft: 1lb/row ft Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) A2 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bare ground, last years crop) cover crop Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management: mostly by hand, rototilled between rows?



Brooke Dillon



Planting Information



Carrots Crop Analysis Part II Planting



In-Row Spacing: 1-2” Between Row Spacing: 1 ft Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 1800 Bed Feet Needed: 900 Mature Plants Needed: 1340lbs Number of succession plantings and dates: 1: 6/24/12



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Planting #



Seed date



6/24/12



Clean Seeder settings roller F24



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears F-13 R-10



Notes (germination success? Correct settings are important! They were off the first few attempts, leaving us with crushed seeds.



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes, seeder crushed a lot of seeds until settings were fixed



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hoeing, and hand weeding mostly When carrots were just coming up weeding was done regularly, as they got bigger weeding was done much less often. They were thinned as they grew also to allow space for the carrots to grow larger. Irrigation: Trickle (drip); laid down between rows.



Brooke Dillon



Carrots



Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Diseases observed or potentially an issue: none Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: none Other observations about crop growth. -Irrigation lines were moved to encourage germination; the soil was very dry and the seeds needed a lot of water to sprout so we moved the lines to allow for this, and then they were moved back once the germination began.



Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Carrots



Harvest & Storage Carrots were ready to be harvested about 70 days after planting. The top reached a good size and some of the carrots were visible. The larger ones were pulled first; we pulled the ones that had visible tops, and tested a few before harvesting. A pitch fork was used to loosen the soil around the carrots, which were then pulled by hand. Sometimes they broke in half. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: remove greens before long-term storage Washing: in the black tanks. Storage: Carrots do well in cold storage; perhaps next year washing, bagging, and storing the carrots would save a lot of time. Location Bowditch



Temp 32



RH 98%



Notes Perforated bags for storing



Brooke Dillon



Carrots Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 9/28 10/5 10/12 10/19 11/2 11/9 11/16



Week #



Unit



3 4 5 6 8 9 10



bunch Bunch bunch bunch bunch bunch bunch



Amount Per share 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5



Total 50 bunches 50 bunches 50 bunches 50 bunches 50 bunches 50 bunches 50 bunches



Retail Markets Market Big Y GreenO



Price $1.00/lb $1.00/lb



Unit 134 lbs 25 lbs



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? -Due to seeder difficulties and dry soil conditions, the successions for the carrots didn’t go as planned, though we had plenty of carrots. What worked really well and should be continued? - Napoli and Bolero both did well, the rainbow carrots didn’t actually vary much in color, perhaps more colored varieties should be selected; they’re great for the CSA and farmers market. What changes would you recommend for next year? - Possibly different varieties, making sure to plant in successions, also putting down markers to make straight with the seeders as that was an issue.



Steve Cognac



Cauliflower Crop Analysis Part I Planning Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Crop: (Cauliflower)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal (lbs) 75



Date(s)



Notes



Oct 5, 12, 19



We most likely will not get any. Planting date was too late in season.



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Denali F1



J



500 seeds



$11.45



Days to harvest 60-70



Org or Untreated? Org



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: This was the only organic cultivar left when we ordered. Expected yield/ft: 0.45lb/ft Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field: C1 Field history: Cover Crop Soil amendments: 1000lbs/acre of chicken manure & 200lbs/acre of sulfate Weed management: Hand Weed Plastic? No Plastic



Steve Cognac



Cauliflower Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 8” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 staggered Total Row Feet: 100 Bed Feet Needed: 102 Mature Plants Needed: 200 Number of succession plantings and dates: 2 successions



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) East 7/15 128 0.5 East 7/22 128 1 Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant



Notes (germination success?



Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Planting #



Clean Seeder settings – roller



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Transplanting Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



7/15 7/22



128 128



128 128/2



8/21 8/21



Planting # 1 2



Notes (losses in GH?)



Steve Cognac



Cauliflower



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used – none mentioned Timing – only 2 times Hand work – none needed because never reached maturity Irrigation Trickle (drip) – only a handful of times Additional fertility: Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Diseases observed or potentially an issue: No plant diseased recorded or officially observed. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Damage caused How was it scouted or observed Action(s) taken Other observations about crop growth. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. I talked to Wally Czajkowski from Plainville Farm in Hadley, MA briefly about planting time and he recommended seeding cauliflower early July or late June in the greenhouse for a good fall harvest. He also recommended 12” in row spacing instead of 8”. Overall this year Wally was telling me that his Cauliflower crop didn’t do too well either and that it is quite a hard crop to grow around here. He definitely prefers growing it in the Fall rather than the Spring, however that isn’t an option for us anyways.



Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage The cauliflower was planted too late in the season and we never ended up getting any. It would have been harvested when the center head became 5-10” wide or before the curd becomes loose. It would have been stored in the Bowditch cooler which is set to 32-36°F in a gray bin.



Steve Cognac



Cauliflower



Curing: None Washing: No washing. Storage: Bowditch cooler which is set between 32-36°F and can keep 2-3 weeks Location Bowditch



Temp 32-36°



RH 95%



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: N/A CSA Week # Date N/A N/A N/A N/A *Failed Crop.



Unit N/A N/A



Amount Per share N/A N/A



Total N/A N/A



N/A N/A



Retail Markets Market N/A N/A



Price N/A N/A



Unit N/A N/A



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? -



We planned on harvesting cauliflower for 3 CSA pickups however we never harvested it once. It was planted about 1 month too late and we never got head development.



What worked really well and should be continued? -



Nothing really worked well since we never harvested it nor did it size up. Everything that was done this year regarding cauliflower should not be followed.



What changes would you recommend for next year? -



I would seed cauliflower in the greenhouse mid-late June, around the same time as broccoli in order for transplanting them in July into the field.



Megan Whiteford



Celeriac CELERIAC Apium graveleolens



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Notes



100lbs



Oct. 19/Nov. 2



If not enough, offer 1 day



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Mars 660G



Source Johnny’s



Amount 1M



Cost $9.85



Days to harvest 110 days



Org or Untreated? ORG



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Only one. Expected yield/ft: .48 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field: A3 Field history: Last year’s crops: Basil or Broccoli Cover Crop: Buckwheat Soil amendments Broadcast: Chicken manure and potassium sulfate Sidedress: Fish emulsion Weed management Hand Plastic? No.



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 12” Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: PLANTED ~200 row FT (MOVED B/C BAD TURNOUT, ~ 100 FT) Bed Feet Needed: 100 ft, we didn’t get anywhere near that. Mature Plants Needed: ~50, we won’t have that though Number of succession plantings and dates: 6/8 (planned for two, planted all at the same time)



Megan Whiteford



Celeriac



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West) East



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?)



3/25/2012 4/11/2012



128



2



BAD



Seeding Method: Transplanting Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



3/25/2012 4/11/2012



128 128



128 128



6/8/2012 6/8/2012



Planting # 1 1



Notes (losses in GH?) HIGH HIGH



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used: Scuffle Hoes or hands Timing: When noticeable or overgrown, we kind of forgot about the celeriac when we realized we would only get ~20 of them- ended up being much less than that Hand work: When the weeds were really overgrown we used our hands Irrigation Overhead: When we planted them we watered them with Fish Emulsion Trickle (drip): 2-3 times a week, when we were at the farm Additional fertility Side-dressing: Fish emulsion at planting, I don’t think we fertilized enough- we didn’t sidedress No pests or diseases noticed, the plants did not do well though- maybe because of the heat the week we transplanted them.



Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. SEED IN FEBRUARY IN THE GREENHOUSE!!! Probably around the time you are seeding for the Amherst Winter Market. They will then need to be transferred to 48s before going out into the field. This was where we messed up. We seeded them too late and they weren’t sturdy enough for the field when we planted them. It was also way too late in the season for us to plant them in the field. They should be transplanted into the field along with the onions and potatoes in May.



Megan Whiteford



Celeriac



Harvest & Storage Sadly, Celeriac was never ready for harvest because ours did not work. It should have been harvested by pulling it out of the ground, similar to most root vegetables. It should be about the size of a softball. For Storage, it is recommended to then keep it in a cool, damp environment. We should store it in Bowditch if we succeed in growing it next year.



Actual Yields and Sales The Celeriac failed. We had none to sell to any markets.



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? We seeded and planted the celeriac around the time planned, but this was too late. We should have let the transplants get bigger, but it was also still very late to put them in the ground at that point. What worked really well and should be continued? CHANGE IS NEEDED COMPLETELY. What changes would you recommend for next year? Above I mentioned a better date to seed the celeriac in the greenhouse. It is much earlier than ANY other plant. If you follow those instructions, things should work out much more successfully.



Astrid O’Connor



Chard Final Crop Analysis



Swiss Chard (Beta vulgaris) Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Market Goal CSA 250 lbs Earthfoods



60 lbs



Farmer’s Market Big Y



15 lbs 30 lbs



Date(s) 1 lb/week for 5 weeks 20 lbs/week for 3 weeks 3 lbs/week for 5 weeks 15 lbs/week for 2 weeks



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount



Notes



We didn’t end up selling Earthfoods any swiss chard.



Cost



Days to Org or Untreated? harvest Bright Lights Johnny’s 1,000 seeds $4.30 28 baby, 55 Untreated bunching Fordhook Johnny’s 1 oz. $5.00 25 baby, 50 Organic Giant bunching Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Bright Lights has beautiful, attractive colored stems; Fordhook Giant boasts large leaves and is organic. Expected yield/ft: .8 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20% Field preparation Field: Swiss Chard was planted in C and in A4 Field history: C used to be wheat and clover; A4 was cover cropped in Vetch and Oats Soil amendments: Chicken manure 1000 lbs/A; potassium sulfate 200 lbs/A Weed management: by hand/hoe. We also used stale seedbed in C and A4 Plastic?: no Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 6” Between Row Spacing: 18” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 300’ Bed Feet Needed: 150’ Mature Plants Needed: Number of succession plantings and dates:



Astrid O’Connor



Chard



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) East 7/23 128 3 East 7/30 128 6



Notes (germination success?



Good- a week late, though Double to make up for missed week



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Clean Clean seeder Planting # Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Transplanting Seed date Cell size Number of Planting # cells seeded



Notes (germination success?



Transplant date



1



7/23



128



384



8/21



2



7/30



128



512



9/8



Notes (losses in GH?) Losses in field- trays were left out in sun



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: We weeded with scuffle hoes Irrigation: Drip (none for last planting) Additional fertility Side-dressing: none Diseases observed or potentially an issue Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Actions taken, if any: none Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: none Other observations about crop growth. – Our chard grew very well! The only problem was that a bunch of our transplants died before we planted them as a result of our collective negligence (we left them in a hot, unventilated car for a few hours!). As a result, we didn’t get to plant our second succession until a couple weeks after we planned to. It turned out to be okay- we have just been adding baby chard to our salad mix instead of making bunches of mature chard!



Astrid O’Connor



Chard



Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Roxbury Farm (http://sfc.smallfarmcentral.com/dynamic_content/uploadfiles/942/Crop%20Manual%20 2012%20Version.pdf) recommends planting three rows per bed of swiss chard, which I think could have worked out better for us. Having only two rows per bed as we did seemed like a bit of an underutilization of land, since the plants didn't get that big. They also suggested to sidedress after the first cutting to encourage more growth and give the plants a boost. Our plantings were mostly too late to get a second cutting, but I think if we couple earlier plantings with sidedressing, we would get at least two good harvests.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - The Swiss Chard was ready to harvest whenever it was the size we wanted for the intended use. We harvested bigger leaves (6”-12”) for bunches and baby leaves (2”-6”) for salad and braising green mixes. How was it harvested? - We cut the chard leaves at the base of the plant with a knife Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: none Washing: soaking in water, then drying in black crates by using centripetal force Storage: where and for how long? Location Bowditch -



Temp 32 F



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/28 3



RH 98%



Notes Not more than a couple days- does not store well.



Unit



Amount Per share 1



bag (1/2 lb)



Total 45



* We gave more Swiss Chard as a part of a braising mix and sometimes a salad mix. The data is hard to find…



Retail Markets Market -



Price -



Unit -



Astrid O’Connor



Chard Review and Recommendations



What was different between what was done and what was planned? - A good amount of our Swiss Chard transplants died before we got the chance to plant them because we left them in a hot car. Therefore, our later succession never grew to be that big, but we ended up using baby leaves in salad mix. What worked really well and should be continued? - Our earlier planting date (mid August) produced good sized leaves for the beginning of the fall. I think if we have a few successions within a couple of weeks early to mid August, we will have a good, continuous crop of Chard. What changes would you recommend for next year? - BE CAREFUL with transplants! Especially greens in the hot, sunny days of August. Water a lot.



Joe Salisbury



Cut Flowers Crop Analysis Part I Planning Helianthus annuus Cut Flowers



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Goal 50 lbs



Market CSA



Date(s)



Notes



Sep 14 – Flowers would lose petals when picked so Oct 12 we had limited harvest Farmers 25 lbs Sep 28-Oct Market 26 (this can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Some seeds that Amanda bought



Annies!



5 pkts



1.95/p kt



Days to harvest



Org or Untreated? untreated



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Variety of colors would be nice for visual appeal to markets Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field : C1 Field history : Clover and Wheat Cover crop Soil amendments : Chicken manure 1000 lbs / A, Potassium Sulfate 250 lbs / A Weed management Hand weeding Plastic? No



Joe Salisbury



Cut Flowers Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 18-24” Between Row Spacing: 24-36”, so only 1 row was seeded per bed Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: 150' Bed Feet Needed: 150' Mature Plants Needed: Enough for bunches of 3-4 for each CSA share for 2 weeks and probably 10 bunches a week for 5 weeks for the farmers market. Number of succession plantings and dates: 1 seeding done on June 21



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s): June 21st by hand Germination success: Most plants germinated and grew. High success rate Seed date Planting # 1



Clean Seeder settings roller



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



06/21/12



Notes (germination success?



Germination was a success, seeding was done by hand



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Transplanting Seed date Planting #



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



Joe Salisbury



Cut Flowers Crop Analysis Part III Cut Flowers What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used: Hands and scuffle hoes Timing: Once a week that particular area of C was weeded. Hand work: Became primary weeder once flower stalks got big and crowded. Irrigation Overhead Trickle (drip): drip tape was layed for cut flowers. Additional fertility Fertilizer laid August 7 Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date -no additional side-dressing Diseases observed or potentially an issue Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Didn't observe any threatening diseases. Actions taken, if any: Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Damage caused How was it scouted or observed Action(s) taken Other observations about crop growth. Cut flowers did not do well once seeds had formed and would more often than not lose their flower petals and leaves very shortly after harvest



Crop Analysis Part IV Cut Flowers Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? -The crop was ready for harvest when flowers were in bloom and prior to seed formation. How was it harvested? -Flowers were harvested by severing stalk below first set of leaf petioles from the flower head. Storage and post-harvest handling? -Unfortunately, flower heads were ready for harvest before the start of the fall semester. Seed formation had already occurred, thus decreasing the viability of the flowers postharvest. Any flowers we harvested were brought to the market day-of. Curing: none



Joe Salisbury Washing: none Location Temp



Cut Flowers RH



Notes



Storage: where and for how long? None...



Crop Analysis Part V Cut Flowers Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: we didn't really harvest these CSA Week # Date Early Fall



Unit



Amount Per share



Total



-



Retail Markets Market Farmers market (display only)



Price -



Unit -



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? -Cut flowers had matured for harvest just too early for us to actually harvest and distribute. By the time we harvested, seed had set and flowers were shedding leaves and petals moments after we cut them down. What worked really well and should be continued? -Seed selection worked well as sunflowers are hardy and had no issues growing to full size and producing many flowers. What changes would you recommend for next year? -Next year if cut flowers are done, there should be a focus on realistic seeding-harvest dates. I planned to seed way too early and thus the harvest was ready before we could even distribute. Also, when flowers are cut it should be during the early morning and then flowers should be immediately transferred to a container with water. If flowers are harvested when the sun is fully up they can lose a lot of water to transpiration and then be useless for distribution.



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Edamame Crop Analysis



Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Crop: Edamame (Glycine max)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal 50 lbs



Date(s)



Notes



09/21/12



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Cost



Days to harvest 90 days



Org or Untreated? Organic



Butterbean Johnny's $15.30/lb (104G) Envy (99G) Johnny's $15.30/lb 75 days Organic *Will update the amount of seed obtained when can locate that information. Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Butterbean:  late harvest  high yielding  rated finest taste Envy:  early harvest  cold tolerant



Expected yield/ft: 4.8/ft (6 seeds/ft with 20% loss factor taken into consideration). 



Loss factor used: Direct seed; 20% loss factor



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) C1 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) According to previous student write-up, Field C1 had cover crops of clover and wheat. Clover added 40 lbs/acre of Nitrogen. No previous crop grown on that site in 2011. Initial soil testing in C Clover showed: medium/high P, high K, 2.4 OM%, and pH of 7.3. Initial soil testing in C Wheat showed: medium P, medium/high K, 2.1 OM%, and pH of 7.0. Total Nitrogen available for C Clover was 88 lbs/acre (from combination of



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Edamame



OM and cover crop). Total Nitrogen available for C Wheat was 42 (solely from OM and no N generated from cover crop). Compost can also be applied and worked into the soil. Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Due to the need for additional nutrients to reach goal targets, fertilizer recommendations were given in student write-up. 3 possible scenarios were presented. Scenario 1: Amendment 1 = 96 lbs/acre potassium sulfate; Amendment 2 = 312 lbs/acre bone char. Scenario 2: Amendment 1 = 1000 lbs/acre wood ashes; Amendment 2 = 333 lbs/acre bone meal; Scenario3: Amendment 1 = 238 lbs/acre sulf-po-mag, Amendment 2 = 333 lbs/acre bone meal. However, in the end students chose to broadcast chick manure and potassium sulfate. Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, roto-tiller, by hand?) Prepare early seedbed and then plow under weeds. Weed by hand. Do so early (i.e. in the first few weeks) till plants are established. Plastic? No plastic was used. It was bare ground with drip tape.



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 2 inches Between Row Spacing: 18 inches Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 300 ft Bed Feet Needed: 150 ft Mature Plants Needed: 50 lbs (around 167 plants if assume each plant is 0.3 lbs worth of pods) Number of succession plantings and dates: 6/17 Seeding Method: Direct seed Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date



Clean Clean seeder Notes (germination success? Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller 1 06/17/12 Seeding Seeding 80-90% success rate. done by done by However, we were not able to hand as hand. efficiently harvest the reported by edamame and most was summer mowed down (after it had sat crew. in the field past its prime). Notes on conditions during seeding: This summer was particularly warm with little rain. Planting #



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Edamame



Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes, the edamame had a great success rate. However, it was very time consuming to harvest (we were not able to separate pods into bags for CSA shares; instead edamame was given out as fresh cut stems with pods). Harvest should begin much earlier next season so that we do not wait until the plants are past their prime. Unfortunately, most of the crop had to be mowed down once it was past its prime.



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding:  Equipment used: “G” Basket weeder. The Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education website describe a basket weeder and conditions of use as follows: “Rolling baskets made of quarter-inch spring wire thoroughly weed the top inch of soil without moving soil into the crop row. Works only with small weeds in soil that is friable and not crusted, and cannot handle long-stemmed residue.” This can be used until plants reach a certain height, after which hand weeding or hoes can be used.  Timing: Edamame seeded on 6/26/12. Summer Daily Log states weeding was done for edamame on 7/10/12, 7/13/12, 7/18/12, 7/25, 8/14/12.  Hand work: NA Irrigation  Trickle (drip): used drip tape. According to Summer Daily Log, double irrigation lines for double rows were used. Laid down on 6/20/12. Irrigation was run on 6/29/12,7/6/12, 8/24/12. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date: Summer Daily Log states that fertilizer was applied in 4 beds in C on 6/12/12, but did not state which fertilizer used nor which beds these were. Edamame planted seeded shortly after on 6/26/12. Diseases observed or potentially an issue: No diseases reported on Summer Daily Log for Edamame and none observed during the Fall. Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Actions taken, if any:



Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Bean Beetles  Damage caused: eat leaves.  How was it scouted or observed: yellow larva with some white markings.  Action(s) taken: Prevent with row covers or use of predatory insects (such as ladybugs or parasitic wasps). Pest 2: Stink bug



Kathryn Post, M.D.   



Edamame



Damage caused: feed on the beans by inserting digestive saliva into the bean and sucking contents out. Damages growth of bean in that area. How was it scouted or observed: Action(s) taken: can prevent with row covers and use of predatory insects.



References:  Summer Daily Log  2012-2013 New England Vegetable Management Guide.  http://www.organicgardening.com/learn-and-grow/edamame  http://marysveggiegarden.wordpress.com/2012/09/11/edamame-harvestdisaster/



Other observations about crop growth.  Very hot and arid summer which affected many of the farm's crops.  Edamame were thinned on 7/18/12  Not harvested in timely fashion. Most of green pods had turned yellow by eventual time of harvest. Had to mow under most of crop. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Farmer Interview: I went to BUSA farms in Lexington, MA and interviewed two farm hands at the public market section of their farm (which is open daily). This is a community farm that was initially owned by the BUSA family, but has been bought by the town. The farm also works with the Athol Farm School, providing an opportunity for young farmers with an experiential learning experience. The farm has both livestock (including cows and pigs) as well as vegetable fields. They state that they grow their vegetables organically, but have not become certified as it is too expensive and time-consuming (inspectors coming during their peak work time in the summer, which they say they don't have time for with all the work that needs to be done at that time). They have 400 ft rows in which they grow their vegetable crop. In regards to turnip, they expect to harvest a massive 80,000 lbs. They use the “Purple Top” variety and state that they chose this variety because, in their experience, the deer do not like it as much. The deer are their major reason for crop loss, so any advantage over deer is taken. As far as calculating expected loss for the turnip, the farm hands say they do not. They just grow what they can and sell what they have. Every year is different, with different hardships. They do not bother calculating expected loss and make changes based on empirical data. In terms of spinach, they are not familiar with the particular variety name – just call it the generic spinach we always use. They get their seeds from Johnny's seeds (and they cautioned me about the recent use of GMOs in some of Johnny's seeds). In terms of edamame, they no longer grow it. They tried it 2 years ago, but it did not fare well so they abandoned its production. To prepare their fields, they make use of their livestock. First, they have their pigs root a particular area. Then spread lime. After that, they add compost which they produce



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Edamame



their on the farm. They also collect compost “tea”, which they later spray onto the crops. They cover most of their crops with plastic to prevent weeds and put down drip tape. They use a G basket weaver initially to weed. Then, once the plants get to a certain height they have as many people as they can get weed with tools or by hand.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? How did you know? You will know the plants are ready to harvest when the bottom leaves of the plant start to turn yellow, with the remaining part of the plant being green. Harvest the bright green pods, any with streaks of yellow are too mature and will not taste as sweet. Pods should appear very full, with beans nearly touching each other. Harvest of edamame must occur quickly, as the plant rapidly turns yellow after it reaches maturity. How was it harvested? The optimal way to harvest the plant is to pick off the pods. However, due to time constrictions we ended up cutting (using shears) stems with pods on them. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: No curing of edamame. Washing: During our harvest, edamame stems with pods were left unwashed. Storage: where and for how long? It is a common practice to refrigerate or freeze the edamame pods just after harvesting so as to preserve their nutrient content. The majority of our edamame went directly from harvest to CSA table. Extra edamame was placed in cold storage (packed in grey bins) to be sold at the next week's Farmer's Market. Location Bowditch Cold Storage



Temp 32 F



RH 95.00%



Notes



*Edamame do not last long in cold storage, perhaps only 5-7 days. It is important to get fresh beans to the consumer quickly for the best taste. See: http://ourohio.org/food-and-cooking/food/protein/edamame-s-popularity-is-growing/



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA



Kathryn Post, M.D. Date 1 week



Edamame



Week #



Unit



October



1 bunch (3 or so stems with pods)



Amount Per share 1 bunch



Total 50 bunches



*Edamame was sold only 1 week out of the 10 CSA weeks. It was also only one of approximately 10 vegetables offered that day. Thus, of the total profits from the CSA ($9094.00), edamame may only represent about $90.94. In addition, the costs of seeds ($15.30 per pound), equipment (plastic covering, drip tape), and labor must be factored in. Thus, we did not likely profit from growing edamame.



Retail Markets Market 1 week at the FM



Price $2.00 per bunch



Unit Sold approximately 10 bunches.



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? We planned on offering edamame earlier in the season. However, we were not able to and ended up harvesting it too late. By the time we did, it was already starting to turn yellow-brown and would not be able to last beyond 1 week at market. We also did not have time to pre-package the edamame into bags of pods. Instead, we had to sell them as bunches of stems with pods (which was bulky for the consumer). What worked really well and should be continued? Edamame did not have any predatory insect or disease problems. It appeared to be a hardy plant that did well, especially considering the dry summer. What changes would you recommend for next year? Harvest early and take pods off of plants. Package pods into bags to sell to the consumers.



Astrid O’Connor



Eggplant Final Crop Analysis



Eggplant (Solana melongena) Estimated Harvest goals:



Market CSA



Farmer’s Market



Total Yield Goal 150 lbs



20 lbs



Date(s)



Notes



1.5 lbs/share/week for first 2 weeks 5 lbs/week for first 4 weeks



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Mangan Fairytale Beatrice



Johnny’s Johnny’s Johnny’s



250 seeds 100 seeds 250 seeds



$7.00 $9.50 $9.95



Days to harvest 60 65 62



Org or Untreated? Untreated Untreated Untreated



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: They span three different colors, shapes and sizes of eggplant, a good variety! Expected yield/ft: .6 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20% Field preparation Field: C Field history: Last year, C was in wheat and clover Soil amendments: Chicken manure 1000lbs/A; potassium sulfate 200 lbs/A Weed management: black plastic helped within rows; we also rototilled between rows and then laid straw mulch down to stop weeds from growing- worked great! Plastic? yes Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 18” Between Row Spacing: 18” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 500’ Bed Feet Needed: 250’ Mature Plants Needed: 333 Number of succession plantings and dates: 1, 6/15



Astrid O’Connor



Eggplant



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) West 5/6 128 2.25 Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant



Notes (germination success?



Successful germination!



Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date



Clean Seeder settings roller Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Planting #



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



-



-



Transplanting Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



5/6



128



288



6/15



Planting # 1



Notes (losses in GH?) Too earlyshould be later.



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Black plastic mulch was used, but we also weeded the aisles and then straw mulched between the beds. This worked well. Irrigation: Drip Additional fertility Side-dressing: none Diseases observed or potentially an issue: none Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: none Other observations about crop growth- Our eggplant grew very well- the only problem was that we didn’t do successions so it all came it at once, and also, we planted it far too early so we ended up having to harvest it in early August. We were able to sell some to the DC, but it would have been much less trouble for us if we had just enough for the CSA to have some at the beginning of the fall. The eggplant was pretty old by the time school started.



Astrid O’Connor



Eggplant



Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Roxbury Farm (http://sfc.smallfarmcentral.com/dynamic_content/uploadfiles/942/Crop%20Manual%202012%2 0Version.pdf) suggests using straw between the beds, which we did as well- but they mentioned that it helps improve soil health by adding silica to it. They also transplant their eggplant from 288s to 50s in the greenhouse (for us it would be 128 to 48) so that the seedlings do not get too leggy. Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - The three different varieties had different ideal sizes- Beatrice was ready when it was about 4” in diameter, Mangan was ready when it was about 6” long, and Fairytale was ready when it was 3-6” long. The firmness and color of each variety also indicated readiness and got a bit subjective, but we ended up tasting each to know when they were at their best. How was it harvested? - We pulled off the fruit by hand. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: none Washing: Dunking in water Storage: where and for how long? Do not store well for more than a week or so. Location Bowditch



Temp 32F



RH 98%



Notes We kept some eggplant for about two weeks and it kept alright. Best to harvest it when only ripe (not overripe!) and sell ASAP!



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Unit Amount Total Date Per share 9/14 1 unlimited unlimited ? 2-3 unlimited * In an effort to simply get rid of all of the extra eggplant we had at the beginning of the fall, we gave our CSA members as much as they could carry. We had some extra that we gave out the second and third week, but we didn’t record how much. Retail Markets Market Auxiliary Services Auxiliary Services Earthfoods Big Y Big Y Big Y



Date 7/31 9/11 9/11 8/31 9/14 9/21



Amount 30 lbs 24 lbs 40 lbs 64 lbs 30 lbs 25 lbs



Total $52.50 $43.25 $70.00 $80.00 $37.50 $31.25



Astrid O’Connor



Eggplant Review and Recommendations



What was different between what was done and what was planned? - We had planned to plant the eggplant later and have 2 successions as well. Since we planted it too early, we had to find a way to sell it over the summer (which we did to Auxiliary Services and Big Y). What worked really well and should be continued? – The eggplant yielded so much fruit! It grew so well. I think we should plant less and plant it later to ensure we can sell it to our main markets with out having to scrounge to sell it What changes would you recommend for next year? – I think a later planting date and maybe more interesting varieties would work well for us. Fairytale and Beatrice were popular because they were not normal, and they tasted great! I think for eggplant to be a viable crop for us, we need to plant it later, and maybe we could experiment with it in the hoop house to extend its season and get more out of it in the fall.
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Fennel Crop Analysis Part I Planning Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Crop: Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal 1 bulb/share



Date(s)



Notes



9/28, 10/5, 10/12, 10/19



We ended up giving some to Big Y, but we did not plan for that initially; had enough for all 4 weeks



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Orion F1



Johnny’s Selected Seeds



5000 (for a $46.35 potential of 3840)



Days to harvest 80



Org or Untreated? Organic



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Reliable, have had success with this in the past Expected yield/ft: 2.5 lbs/ft, or about 5 bulbs/foot Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field: Planted in C Field history: The season prior, the portion of C where fennel was planted was in cover crop, which was clover. Soil amendments: -Compost: 10 lbs/A -Chicken Manure: 1000 lbs/A -Bonemeal: 83 lbs/A Weed management: Planted on bare ground, mainly hand-weeded.
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Fennel Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information: Fennel In-Row Spacing: 8” apart Between Row Spacing: 12 inches Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 160 Bed Feet Needed: 80 Mature Plants Needed: 200 bulbs Number of succession plantings and dates: Planted all at once, in late July (between 7/17 and 8/8) How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) West 6/5/12 128 Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant



Notes (germination success? Fairly successful



Transplanting Planting # 1



Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



6/5/12



128



1



Between 7/17 and 8/8



Notes (losses in GH?)



Becca Drew



Fennel Crop Analysis Part III What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: On the fennel, we mostly used hoes or hand weeded. Irrigation Fennel, like all the other crops, utilized drip irrigation. Additional fertility Nothing recorded, but mostly every crop got a side dressing of soybean meal and chicken manure at one point. Diseases observed or potentially an issue Nothing observed on the fennel Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue None Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. In an advice column from iVillage’s “Garden Web” community, one grower state fennel and dill grow very similarly, having the same growth patterns and cultural requirements. Another suggests saving the foliage and freezing it for use in marinades. http://forums2.gardenweb.com/forums/load/cornucop/msg061717222787 5.html Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - Fennel was harvested for the first few CSA pickups: mid-September. The plants are mature when the bulbs are thick and very white, and the tops are lush and green; the plant stands about 2 feet tall. How was it harvested? - Use a large knife to hack at the root, underneath the bulb. Storage and post-harvest handling Curing: No curing. Washing: Fennel bulb should be rinsed after harvest to get rid of any dirt trapped between the layers. The green tops, while aesthetically pleasing and fragrant, should probably be trimmed as well, to save space.



Becca Drew



Fennel



Storage: Location Bowditch Cold Storage



Temp 32F



RH 60-75%



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/28 3 10/5 4 10/19 6



Retail Markets Market Big Y



Unit A bulb A bulb A bulb



Price $1.75



Amount Per share 1 1 1



Total 50 50 50



~150 bulbs



Unit 41.5 lbs total



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Nothing that I know of… What worked really well and should be continued? Cutting the tops off the bulbs saved on space and mess. What changes would you recommend for next year? Have more recipes that use fennel. Most members didn’t know what it was…but then again, farmer’s market patrons were anxious to get some fennel. Plan accordingly for both markets, but don’t overdo it since fennel is something of a specialty item.
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Garlic Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: Garlic (Allium sativum)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA Farmer’s Market



Total Yield Date(s) Notes Goal ½ 10 weeks of The garlic did not come out very pretty, so lb/week/share CSA we offered as much as people wanted to take in the shares Whatever is “” Because the cloves often got separated leftover from the heads, we didn’t offer it at the farmer’s market



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Chesnok Red



Dan PrattAstarte Farm “”



8.5 lbs



$300 total for 3 varieties --“”



Georgia 8.5 lbs Crystal Ukranian “” 8.5 lbs *Planted in October, harvested in July



---



Days to harvest 70-77 days to maturity*



“”



Org or Untreated? Organic



“” “”



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Same used as last year, our own seed garlic? Expected yield/ft: 2 cloves/ft (planted 6” apart) Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field: on the border of A1 and A2 Field history: Planted on bare ground, double row drifted from A1 into A2; A2 was in cover crop in 2011 Soil amendments: Some side-dressing, chicken manure and soybean meal Weed management: Some straw, but bare ground= hand weeding. Sooo much hand weeding
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Garlic Crop Analysis Part II Planting



In-Row Spacing: 6” apart Between Row Spacing: 12 inches Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 (one double row) Total Row Feet: 750 Bed Feet Needed: 300 Mature Plants Needed: unsure Number of succession plantings and dates: Planted all at once, in the fall of 2011. How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: By hand Planting #



Seed date



10/26/11



Clean Seeder settings roller n/a



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success? They germinated successfully



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? The garlic plants at first looked really nice, the scapes were big and lovely, but when harvested, many of the heads were flimsy, and cloves became separated. Poor bulb quality probably had to do with poor seed garlic quality. Also, there were a few patches where there had been straw laid down too thickly and suffocated a few plants. The straw may have contributed to the poor bulb quality. Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Almost all weeding of garlic done by hand, weeds got too massive for hoes Irrigation Trickle (drip) Additional fertility Side dressing: some chicken manure and soybean meal, not sure of date Diseases observed or potentially an issue Probably none? The bulbs came out flimsy and sort of ugly…don’t know if that’s a disease or just poor choice of seed garlic.



Becca Drew



Garlic



Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue A few thrips were observed, understandable considering proximity to onions, but garlic was harvested before they became a real problem. Other observations about crop growth: Bulb growth was unimpressive, may have to do with the type of garlic planted. Our seed garlic this year is beastly and gorgeous, but perhaps scapes should be pulled earlier than June 5th next year. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Boundary Garlic Farm in British Columbia, they describe garlic as easy to grow in home gardens, since it will grow under most soil conditions. It requires frequent weeding, since garlic doesn’t compete well, and watering is very important to growth. Boundary Farm is in Canada, so they suggest for farms in warmer climates to store hard neck garlic in a cool spot before planting, as it needs a period of cool to sprout. Most importantly, they emphasize clove size over bulb size when selecting seed garlic, which was probably the problem with our seed garlic last year. http://www.garlicfarm.ca/growing-garlic.htm Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - We harvested the garlic starting on July 3rd. After the scapes had been pulled, the leaves sticking out of the ground became dry and brown, indicating the bulb was finished growing. How was it harvested? - Our method consisted of loosening up the ground with a pitchfork, then pulling the on the stalk, as close to the bulb as possible. Storage and post-harvest handling Curing: The garlic cured in the bay, on makeshift tables made out of pallets and stacked harvesting bins. Garlic needs to cure in a well-ventilated area with no sun exposure for 2-3 weeks. Washing: The garlic was never washed, but was quite dirty, though most of it dried and brushed off easily Storage: where and for how long? We didn’t have a huge harvest of garlic, so it wasn’t stored for the duration of the 10-week CSA. (halfway through?) Location Temp RH Notes Bowditch 32F 60-75% After the third or fourth CSA it was left in the Cold head house, did not store well, cloves got soft Storage and yellow.
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Garlic Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Unit Amount Total Date Per share 3 A handful 4 Since the bulbs were small and unattractive, we just let the members choose how much they wanted to take, if at all. Retail Markets Market None



Price



Unit



I don’t think we sold any at the farmer’s market because of the poor quality.



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Many of our garlic bulbs were really small and not connected as a garlic bulb usually should be, so they were given out intermittently throughout the CSA as opposed to weekly like we had planned. The bulbs were also very tiny and ugly so we couldn’t really sell them anywhere. What worked really well and should be continued? Pulling the scapes was fun, and a yummy way to extend the life of the garlic plant. I’m not sure how we might market them, if at all, since they are pulled in the summer. It might be something Big Y is interested in. What changes would you recommend for next year? Plant a hardier variety (which we did) and save cloves for seed garlic if they turn out well.



Megan Whiteford



Herbs HERBS



CILANTRO Eryngium foedum PARSLEY Petroselinum crispum [CATNIP, BASIL, SAGE, OREGANO, SAGE, DILL, MINT, CHIVES, LEMON BALM]



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Market Goal Earthfoods 15 bunches Parsley 15 bunches Cilantro



Date(s)



Notes



End of Sept./Early Oct.



We ended up giving the cilantro and parsley to the CSA



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount Cost



Caribe (Cilantro)



High Mowing High Mowing



Giant of Italy (Parsely)



.125 oz



Days to harvest $2.75 55 days



Org or Untreated? ORG



.125 oz



$3.25 75 days



ORG



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: High vigor/yield, NEW Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: .28 lbs/ft



Field preparation Field C Field history Last year’s crop: We didn’t use C last year Cover Crop: Clover or Wheat Soil amendments Broadcast: Chicken manure and potassium sulfate Weed management Hand. Plastic? No.
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Herbs



Planting Information In-Row Spacing:



6”



Between Row Spacing:



5’



Number of Rows Per Bed: Total Row Feet:



2



VARIES



Bed Feet Needed: VARIES Mature Plants Needed: ~45 EACH (VARIES)



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West) WEST



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



6/17 6/29 7/1 7/9 7/15 7/22 7/29 8/5 8/15



128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128



.25 1 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1



Parsley Chives Oregano/Catnip Cilantro Sage/Lemon Balm Cilantro Basil/Mint Dill Basil



Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



6/17 6/29 7/1 7/9 7/15 7/22 7/29 8/5 8/15



128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128



.25 1 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1



?



Herbs were confusing. We didn’t know what to do with most of them. We should clarify this for next year.



Seeding Method: Transplanting:



Planting # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



? ? ? ?



Some (w/?) were planted into the field, but there is no note in records so I don’t know when. ALSO, we made herb pots for CSA one week with OREGANO, BASIL, DILL or CATNIP, OREGANO, DILL. There was another market that we gave out potted CILANTRO.
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Herbs



What was done to take care of the crop and when Weeding: Equipment used: Hand or Scuffle Hoe Timing: when small mostly, we accidently let the weeds get really big around the cilantro and parsley Hand work: Hand pulled weeds when they were too big for the scuffle hoes Irrigation Trickle (drip): 2-3 days a week, when we were at the farm Additional fertility I don’t think that we sidedressed the herbs. Diseases observed or potentially an issue Most of the basil got downy mildew in the greenhouse! Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue We didn’t notice any pests on the herbs. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Some tips I found on growing herbs that we could use are: - Harvesting helps with the growth of the plant. We could have done this. This goes along with paying more attention to the herbs- not letting them get too weedy. - Herbs don’t need a lot of watering. We did this well, when they were in the field they were only watered by the rain because they went in late and we had stopped using the drip irrigation. I also think that we should plant them all in one area next year because this was confusing. There was some parsley in A and more in C, which didn’t really need to happen. If we had planted them all in one area we would have been more aware of how much we had in the fields and less likely to let the weeds get out of control.
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Herbs



Harvest & Storage The Herbs were ready for harvest when we felt the need to use them in the market/CSA. The Cilantro, Basil, Parsley, and Sage all could have grown more before we harvested them. It was getting cold though so we had to get them out of the fields. For the Herbs we just pulled them out of the ground. The herbs (except Sage) were washed in the small tub setup. They were not stored because we would immediately sell them to a market or in the market.



Actual Yields and Sales CSA Date 10/5 10/26 11/2 11/2



Week #



HERB



4 7 9 9



Potted Herbs Parsley Basil Cilantro Pots



Amount Per share 1 1 plant 1 bunch 1



Total 35 35 35 35



Retail Markets Market Earthfoods



Price $1/lb



HERB Sage



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Herbs were a little bit crazy. There were so many different herbs planned, and we didn’t really have any idea what we were supposed to do with them. I think they were originally planned to be potted and given out at the first market, but we didn’t do this. We gave smaller herb pots out at a market, but then we also offered basil, parsley, and cilantro in separate markets because they had been in the field. Sage was also planted in the field and we sold all of this to Earthfoods. What worked really well and should be continued? Personally, I think the idea for an herb pot the first week is a good idea but along with that, there should still be herbs given throughout the season. We should definitely try to work a small herb pot per share next year for the 1st market, but also plan for other herbs on some weeks. What changes would you recommend for next year? Keeping the herbs together in the field is a good idea. Also, having a definite plan of which herbs are for potting and which are for the field.
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Kale KALE: Brassica oleracea



Estimated Harvest goals Market



Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Notes



BIG Y



180 lbs



Aug-Nov



Fridays



EFOODS



2100 lbs



Sept-Nov



Fridays



CSA



625 lbs



Sept-Nov



Fridays



FARMERS MARKET



50 lbs



Sept-Nov



Some Fridays



**I can change this to a weekly list including varieties when I look at the records!!



Cultivars/varieties and seeds Source



Amount



Cost



Days to harvest



Org or Untreated?



Ripbor F1 Hybrid



High Mowing



1M



$40.00



65 days



ORG



Vates



High Mowing



1/8 oz



$3.70



55 days



ORG



Dinosaur



High Mowing



1/8 oz



$5.60



60 days



ORG



Cultivar



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Each is a little different. Dinosaur is very different, and Vates is similar to Ripbor but smaller and great in salad mixes. All are very hardy varieties. Vates was very similar to Ripbor but it was smaller in the field. When we harvested it we usually would just put it in the same category as Ripbor. Expected yield/ft: .72 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20%
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Kale



Field preparation Field: A3 Field history: Last year’s crops: Cover Crop: Buckwheat Soil amendments Broadcast: Chicken manure and potassium sulfate Sidedress: Dried blood, Chicken manure, and Potassium sulfate Weed management Hand within the row, Roto-tiller between rows. Plastic? NOFA kale



Planting Information In-Row Spacing:



18’’



Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: ~2400 ft Bed Feet Needed: ~1200 ft Mature Plants Needed: ALOT Number of succession plantings and dates: 3 successions- planned for more but this worked out well. 6/19, 7/24, 8/3



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West) West West West



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



5/?/2012 6/10/2012 6/17/2012



128 128 128



2 7 21



GREAT SUCCESS
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Kale



Seeding Method: Transplanting



Planting # 1 2 3



Seed date



Cell size



5/?/2012 6/10/2012 6/17/2012



128 128 128



Number of cells seeded 7 21



Transplant date 6/19/2012 7/24/2012 8/3/2012



Notes (losses in GH?) For NOFA



What was done to take care of the crop and when Weeding: Equipment used: Scuffle Hoes or hand, Rototiller between rows, Plastic (NOFA) Timing: when noticeably bad Irrigation Overhead: Just when transplanting Trickle (drip): 3 days/week- whenever the crew was at the farm Additional fertility Side-dressing: bone meal, chicken, potassium sulfate mix as sidedress Diseases observed or potentially an issue No diseases observed, some frost damage on Dinosaur around 10/19 Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Aphids, Loopers Damage caused: Not that bad/noticeable Action(s) taken Sprayed with Entrust Other observations about crop growth. The Vates kale is smaller than the Ripbor but looks the same. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. I asked Danya from Queens Greens her growing techniques for Kale: Growing Kale - I start my seed in a high quality potting mix, Mcenroe is my favorite to use. I seed into 128s. The potting mix has enough fertility to get the plants to maturity without any extra inputs. I fertilize the field in one of 3 ways - 1. a heavy application of compost that we make out of animal manures and leaves. 2. plowing under a thick legume cover crop. 3. application of 7-2-4 fertilizer from CPS. Often this is all that I need to for fertility. If they start to look hungry for more fertility, I will spin on come 7-2-4 with a hand spinner. I find that kale likes a lot of air to grow well. So I cultivate kale often, even if it’s not weedy.
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Kale



Harvest & Storage Kale was ready to harvest when you could pick some leaves and still leave enough to keep the plant growing and alive. You want to leave about 6 large leaves and the baby leaves there to continue the harvest of the crop.



We harvested Kale by hand, and bunched in the fields for the CSA shares and the Farmer’s Market. Washing Kale was done in the small tubs that we placed on crates in the new Washing Station area. We would normally sell the Kale immediately, but sometimes we would harvest extra and store it in Bowditch until the next time we met. Then we would sell it that day.



Actual Yields and Sales CSA Week #



Unit



Date 9/14 9/21 9/28 10/5 10/12 10/19



1 2 3 4 5 6



Bunch Bunch Bunch Bunch Bunch Bunch



10/26 11/2



7 8



Bunch Bunch



11/9



9



Bunch



11/16



10



Bunch



Amount Per share 1 Ripbor 1 Ripbor 1 Dino 1 Ripbor 1 Ripbor 1 Dino 1 Ripbor 1 Ripbor 1 Dino 1 Ripbor 1 Dino 1 Ripbor 1 Dino 1 Ripbor



Total 35 bunches 35 bunches 35 bunches 35 bunches 35 bunches 70 bunches 35 bunches 70 bunches 70 bunches 70 bunches



*Kale was offered every week; the variety varied depending on availability.



Megan Whiteford



Kale



Retail Markets Market Earthfoods Big Y



Price $1.75 $1.75



Unit lbs lbs



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? I had planned for a row or two more of kale to be planted, but this was because I didn’t fully account for kale’s ability to continually harvest throughout the season. The amount that we planted was a good amount for the season. What worked really well and should be continued? Definitely keep the Ripbor and the Dino! People loved both of these. Bunching them in the fields for the CSA made packing and washing a lot less complicated. What changes would you recommend for next year? I think we were a little unsure of exactly where the Vates kale was planted. Since it was similar to the Ripbor, we put them in the same category. It would be nice to make sure they are distinctly in a different row so that we can offer that variety separately.



Brooke Dillon



Kohlrabi Crop Analysis Part I Planning Kohlrabi Brassica oleraceae (gongylodes group)



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Date(s) Goal Market CSA 10/5-10/12 100lbs Farmers 0lbs Market Earth 0lbs Foods



Notes



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount



Cost



Kossak F1



19.80



Johnny’s



100



Days to harvest 80



Org or Untreated? organic



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Trying a new variety, past varieties chosen didn’t do well. Largest growing variety. Expected yield/ft: 1lb/row ft Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) C Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) cover crop, clover Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management: Rototill between rows, hand weed between plants.



Crop Analysis Part II Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 12” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 300 Bed Feet Needed: 150 Mature Plants Needed: 100 Number of succession plantings and dates: 1: 7/29/12



Brooke Dillon



Kohlrabi



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



7/1/12



128



3



Transplanting Seed date Planting #



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



1 2



128 128



7/1 7/8



Notes (germination success?



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



7/29 8/3



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hoeing, and hand weeding mostly. When the plants were still small the G was used to weed. Irrigation: Trickle (drip); laid down between rows. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Diseases observed or potentially an issue: Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Flea Beetle/Aphids Holes in leaves Plant observed closely Sprayed



Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage Kohlrabi was ready after about 80 days. The bulbs were about softball size when harvested. The bulbs were cut with knives at the base, top were also cut off. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: no



Brooke Dillon



Kohlrabi



Washing: in the black tanks. Storage: Put in cold storage; they didn’t do so well, though Johnny’s claims the Kossak variety is able to store for up to four months. Location Bowditch



Temp 32



RH 98



Notes Didn’t do well in cold storage.



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Include all sales records for your crop (including CSA) KOHLRABI



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 9/28 11/2 11/9



Week #



Unit



3 7 9



bulb Bulb bulb



Amount Per share 1 2 2



Total 50 100 100



Retail Markets Market Big Y



Price $1.00/lb



Unit 25lbs



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? The timing was off for the distribution of kohlrabi in the CSA shares, but it worked out fine. Most people didn’t know what it was anyway! What worked really well and should be continued? -The Kossak variety grows really big and looks beautiful at the markets. What changes would you recommend for next year? -Probably planting the kohlrabi a bit earlier, it went in a little late, which made for a lot of very small bulbs. I’d also transplant the kohlrabi again, as opposed to direct seeding it.



Brooke Dillon



Leeks Crop Analysis Part I Planning Leeks Allium porrum



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Goal Market CSA 300lbs Farmers 15lbs Market Earth Foods 45lbs



Date(s)



Notes



10/5-11/16 9/14-10/5 9/28-10/12



(this can be made into a weekly table if desired) Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount



Cost



Days to Org or Untreated? harvest Tadorna Johnny’s 1000 5.95 100 organic King Richard Johnny’s ? ? 100 organic Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Frost hearty, resistant to leaf diseases. Expected yield/ft: 0.4lb/row ft Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) C Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) cover crop, clover Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management: hoes were used to weed, leeks were periodically hilled.



Crop Analysis Part II Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 6” Between Row Spacing: 1ft Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 1200 Bed Feet Needed: 600 Mature Plants Needed: 360lbs Number of succession plantings and dates: 1: 3/12/12



Brooke Dillon



Leeks



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



3/1/12 128 2 Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Transplanting Planting # 1



Seed date



Cell size



3/1/12



128



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



6/1/12



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hoeing and some hand weeding. Leeks were hilled with hoes every few weeks until the white part of the stalk reached a good size (about 8”). We tried to use the cub to weed the leeks, but the rows were to narrow and not straight enough for cub to be effective. Irrigation: Trickle (drip); laid down between rows. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Diseases observed or potentially an issue: Purple Blotch, not a problem this time. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Thrips Some leaf scarring, minimal damage Inspected leeks, most had lots of thrips Sprayed.



Brooke Dillon



Leeks Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage Leeks were ready after about 100 days. They got huge! I think they were left in the ground too long, or perhaps were planted too early? They started to get slimy toward the end of the season. Leeks were simply pulled from the ground, shaken of dirt, peeled and trimmed. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: Cut green part of leaves to about 3”. Trim roots of leeks. Washing: in the black tanks. Storage: Location Temp Bowditch 32



RH 98



Notes Leeks did well in storage.



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 9/14 9/21 9/28 11/2 11/9 11/16



Week #



Unit



1 2 3 8 9 10



leek leek leek leek leek leek



Amount Per share 2 3 3 1-2 1-2 1-2



Total 100 150 150 50 -100 50 -100 50 -100



Retail Markets Market Big Y Auxiliary



Price $1.25/lb $1.00/lb



Unit 190 lbs 29 lbs



Brooke Dillon



Leeks Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations



What was different between what was done and what was planned? Leeks were planted right on schedule, but perhaps went in a bit too early; they got big and beautiful around August but then got too big and slimy as the harvest season went on. What worked really well and should be continued? -Starting the leeks in the greenhouse around Feb/March and planting them early so they can grow nice and big again. Also using varieties that have resistance to diseases and that do well in cold temperatures worked well. What changes would you recommend for next year? Planting slightly later, it will make harvesting the leeks much easier and less smelly.



Becca Drew



Onions Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: Onions (Allium cepa)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Farmer’s Market



~2lbs/share/week 10 weeks of CSA ~10 lbs When available



Big Y Earthfoods



~15 lbs ~15 lbs



Notes



We planned for about 1000 lbs total, about 700 for CSA, 300 for other markets



“” “”



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Cortland (yellow)



Johnny’s



~7000



Not in my crop plan for some reason



Red Wing “” ~2000 (Red) Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Delicious



Days to Org or harvest Untreated? 105 Organic



115



Crop Analysis Part II Planting Expected yield/ft: 1lb/ft Loss factor used: 40% Field preparation Field: A3 Field history: A3 was in cover crop Soil amendments: -Chicken Manure: 500 lbs/A -Bone Meal: 160 lbs/A Weed management: 4 rows on plastic, half a row on bare ground, hand weeding



Becca Drew



Onions



In-Row Spacing: 4-6 inches apart, bulbs on plastic planted 3 to a hole Between Row Spacing: 12 inches Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 1500 Bed Feet Needed: 800’ and 750’ for yellow, 50’ for red Mature Plants Needed: a TON of onions Number of succession plantings and dates: Transplanted all at once, in mid-May (the 5th or 13th) How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West) East



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Late Feb128 74 or so early March Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant



Notes (germination success? Quite successful!



Transplanting Planting # 1



Seed date



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Late Febearly March



128



128x~72= 9200



5/13 ish



Notes (losses in GH?) Nothing too bad



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened Onions: What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: The majority of the onions were on plastic, so we had to hand weed where the soil was exposed. The half-row on bare ground could be scuffle-hoed sometimes. The real problems were the weeds growing in between the rows, which we mostly assuaged by rototilling, and then covering with straw, at least 6 bales worth. By the end of the summer, though, many weeds had poked through the straw. Irrigation Trickle (drip) Additional fertility Side-dressing: probably? Though probably not used on the onions on plastic.



Becca Drew



Onions



Standard chicken manure/soybean meal. Diseases observed or potentially an issue No diseases this year, though thrips have been known to cause purple blotch Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue THRIPS!!! They were definitely present, could tell by the white streaks on the “leaves” of the onion, or by scouting for tiny yellowish green guys. Sprayed with Entrust (202 lbs/A) and Surround (12 lbs/A) they did not go away, but the onions didn’t get purple blotch and came out with glorious bulbs Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. A profile of a farm in New York claims the costs of production are higher for onions than any other crop, mainly due the crop’s susceptibility to numerous diseases and pests. This was not an organic farm so much of its costs were coming from use of chemical pesticides and fungicides. The profile also states how weed control is very important, since onions do not compete well, and how it’s most successful onions are grown on “muck,” or high organic matter. Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - We harvested onions in successions, in the middle of August. The leaves were becoming parched and withered, very dead looking. The bulbs were also starting to expose themselves out of the dirt, so we knew it was time to pull them; we were also worried what further thrip damage might cause. How was it harvested? - A team would take either side of a row, and simply pull at the base of the leaves, where they met the bulb. Many of the onions were already halfway out of the ground so they came out quite easily. Storage and post-harvest handling Curing: Some onions we left out in the field to cure, letting the hot dry August weather do all the work. Onions had to be laid so the dry leaves covered the bulbs, so as not to get sunburned. The other onions cured in the greenhouse, or in the bay in black totes. Washing: The onions didn’t really need to be washed, but when they were done curing, their excess layers of dry skin had to be “shucked” and the dead leaves and roots were clipped. Storage:



Becca Drew Location UMass Cold Storage



Temp 34F



Onions RH ?



Notes SO many onions- 975 total



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/21-11/16 2-10



Unit



Amount Per share Single bulbs 5-10+



Total 3220 (?)*



* At an average of 7 bulbs per week for 10 weeks, multiplied by 46 members…? Retail Markets Market Earthfoods Big Y Dining Commons



Price $1.00/lb “ “



Unit 195 lbs total 600 lbs total 445 lbs total



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? What worked really well and should be continued? Planting the onions 3 to a hole seemed to work out, some might suggest trying 4 to a hole to increase production, but 3 to a hole produced enough small onions as it was. The bare ground onions weren’t clustered together, but didn’t really see much change in size from the plastic ones. The only real difference was the amount of weeding necessary. What changes would you recommend for next year? Thrips?? The thrips were definitely present this year, but luckily no purple blotch or any other significant damage. Scouting should be done frequently to make the sprays more effective.



Morgan Dugan



Parsnip Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part I Planning Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal (lbs) 75



Date(s)



Notes



9/14



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Albion Lancer



Johnny’s Johnny’s



1000 seeds 1 Oz



$3.95 $6.70



Days to harvest 140 140



Org or Untreated? Org Org



Albion: Good for fall harvest. Long tapered roots are noticeably whiter and slower to discolor. Less disease resistant. Lancer: Long, slender smooth roots. Improved uniformity and substantially better tolerance to canker. Very sweet. Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: 20% .75 pounds parsnip per row foot – 20% = .6 lb parsnips per row foot Field preparation Field: A3 Field history: Cover Crop Soil amendments: Broadcast chicken manure and potassium sulfate. Weed management: Straw and had weeded Plastic: No Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part II Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 1” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 125’ Bed Feet Needed: 63’



Morgan Dugan



Parsnip



Mature Plants Needed: 75 Number of succession plantings and dates: 5/17 How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method: Direct seeded Direct seeding: Seed date Planting # 1 5/17



Clean Seeder settings -roller



Successions in the field Plant Variety TP In row Date / DS Spacing 5/17



Albion



DS



1”



Rows Per Bed 2



5/17



Lancer



DS



1”



2



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success? Germination was okay



Total Bed Ft 21



# of 150’ beds .2



Field



Plastic? (Yes/No)



A3



No



42



.3



A3



No



Notes Thin with scissors to 2-3” Thin with scissors to 2-3”



Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Field was disked before parsnips were seeded. Parsnips were hand weeded as needed (approximately once every other week). Irrigation Parsnips were irrigated with drip tape. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Diseases observed or potentially an issue Some developed canter but not to a significant degree that effected yield. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue No pests observed on parsnips.



Morgan Dugan



Parsnip Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage Planned harvest date for parsnips was September 14th, however parsnips were harvested later in the season. This worked well because parsnips become sweeter when they are left out during frost. Left over parsnips from the farmers market and CSA were put into cold storage. Harvest parsnips by hand after 20 weeks in the field no earlier than first frost. Curing: None Washing: Root washer (cut tops) Storage: Cold storage. Parsnips can store from 2-6 months at 32 Degrees. Location Cold Storage



Temp 32 Degrees F



RH 98%



Notes Parsnips can also sweeten in cold storage.



Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/14/12 1 9/21/12 2 9/28/12 3 10/5/12 4 10/12/12 5 10/19/12 6 10/26/12 7 11/2/12 8 11/9/12 9 11/16/12 10 Total



Retail Markets Market Farmers Market Earthfoods



Unit



Parsnips Parsnips



Price $2.00 $1.00



Amount Per share



2 1



Total X X X X X X 86 Parsnips 43 Parsnips X X 129 Parsnips



Unit Pound Pound



About 60lbs



Morgan Dugan



Parsnip Parsnips: Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Our market sales for parsnips did not follow the plan. According to the Crop Plans from the spring, we were supposed to give .5 pound of parsnips to each CSA member for the first 3 weeks of the market. This added up to 75 pounds of parsnips. We sold 9 pounds of parsnips to Earthfoods. It was difficult to estimate in the spring what crops would be ready for each week. Instead of following our crop plans, we simply planned to sell what was available at the time. This seemed like the best strategy at the time, however it made record keeping difficult. If we were to follow the crop plans from the spring we may have had better records of our sales, however this just did not seem practical at the time. Parsnips were not ready to be harvested for the first 3 markets. What worked really well and should be continued? Leave parsnips in the field during frosts so that they can develop sweetness. Harvest parsnips all at once and keep in cold storage for future markets. Continue to sell CSA crops when they are ready (but keep record!) Keep Farmers Market prices low! The Student Farm should put customers before profit! What changes would you recommend for next year? Parsnips were not ready to be harvested on 9/14th (the first market) because they taste better when they are left in the field during frosts. Plan on harvesting parsnips toward the end of the season. Plan on growing fewer parsnips. No one really likes them and they take forever to grow and produce a small yield per square foot. Choose varieties that are resistant to canker. Many parsnips developed cankers and were very intimidating to look at. This may have scared away customers. Consider marketing to Big Y during Thanksgiving! Apparently parsnips are popular that time of year. Keep record of what you sell, to who, and when. It would be best if everyone could agree upon a specific unit and price for every market. Do not make the mistake of thinking you need a ton of varieties of a crop. It could potentially be a lot easier to choose one or two good varieties rather than trying and manage many different varieties that have different needs. Lancer would be a good choice because it is sweet and has more resistance to canker.



Melanie Black



Peppers 1



Crop: PEPPERS Scientific Name: Capsicum annuum Estimated Harvest Goals Market CSA, FM



Total Yield Goal 52 lb.



Dates Sept. 14



CSA,



52 lb.



Sept. 21



Big Y, CSA?



(52 lb.), or any left



Sept. 28



Farmer’s Market



Any left



Oct. 5



Notes Green bells look great! Tons of hot wax too (yellow) 2 for each CSA share Not enough to reach harvest goal; pick what’s left



Cultivars/ Varieties and seeds Cultivar Source Amount Cost Hungarian Johnny’s 500 seeds $6.20 Hot Wax Olympus Johnny’s 250 seeds $24.95 (F1) Reasons for cultivars  Hot Wax: Medium spice, cold tolerant  Olympus: High yield, uniform fruits, well adapted



DTH 58 yellow, 83 red ripe 65 green, 85 red



Organic? Y Y



Expected Yield/Ft.  0.72 lb/ft. with 20% loss (from Excel sheet) Field Preparation  Field: A2  History: Last year hot peppers planted in A1, no info for cover crops in A2 for 2011  Weed Management: Planted in black plastic Planning Information In-row spacing: 14” Hot wax, 18” Olympus Between-row spacing: 5 ft. Number of rows per bed: 1 Total row feet: 150 ft. Hot Wax, 450 ft. Olympus Bed feet needed: 75 ft. Hot Wax, 225 ft. Olympus Mature plants needed: 128 Hot Wax, 300 Olympus Number of succession plantings and dates: Hot Wax: 7/15, Olympus: 7/29 & 8/13



Melanie Black



Peppers 1



Seeding- Greenhouse Cultivar Greenhouse Seed date



Tray Size



Number of Trays



Hot Wax



West



5/25



128



1



Olympus



West



5/25



128



1



Olympus



East



6/6



128



1



Transplanting Cultivar Planting # Hot Wax 1 Olympus 1 Olympus 2



Seed Date



Cell Size



5/25 5/25 6/6



48 48 48



Number of Cells Seeded 128 128 128



Notes (germination success?) Germination success! Both varieties transplanted to 48’s



Transplant to Field Date 7/13 7/13 7/13



Notes (losses in GH?)



WEEDING: Black plastic used; no weeding required IRRIGATION: Drip irrigation under plastic ADDITIONAL FERTILITY: none DISEASES & INSECT PESTS OBSERVED: none Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? Sept. 14 (1st CSA pickup) Maturity Indicators: Large size, about the size of a fist or larger Harvest Methods: By hand, pull up on pepper Washing: Dip in water, shake off. Sometimes water would get stuck inside pepper, which was not desirable, especially for storage Storage: In Bowditch Cold Storage (Temp 32F, Rel. Humidity 95%). Store in flap top bins, hot wax held for up to 3 weeks. Olympus we sold or distributed more quickly. Market Big Y Farmer’s Market Earthfoods



Date 9/21 9/28 9/14, 9/21, 9/28, 10/5 9/11



Price $1.79/lb. $1.79/lb. $1.75/lb.



Pounds 15 30



$1.75/lb.



38.5



Unit Bell Pepper, Hot Wax Bell Pepper, Hot Wax Bell Pepper



Total $56.25



$67.38



Melanie Black



Peppers 1



Retail Markets & Pricing Actual CSA Offering Amount Per share 2



Total



Date Sept. 14



Week Unit # 1 Hot Wax & Bell



Sept. 21



2



Hot Wax & Bell



2



90 Bell, 90 Hot Wax



Sept. 28



3



Hot Wax & Bell



Oct. 5



4



Hot Wax



1 Bell, 2-3 Hot wax As many as you want



45 Bell, 90+ Hot Wax 50+ Hot wax



90 Bell, 90 Hot Wax



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Thankfully, the seeding was done earlier than I had planned. I planned for seeding in mid-June through mid-July, which would have definitely put us behind schedule (in actuality they were planted end of May/early June). I also planned for multiple successions, and this wasn’t really necessary. With such a small crop, and no disease, it worked out really well to have everything go into the field at the same time. What worked really well and should be continued? The pepper crop was gorgeous! We didn’t have any trouble with pests or disease, which was great. I’d continue planting peppers on the earlier side—they took a little longer to grow than I’d expected. But by the time the CSA started it was great to offer them bright, big green veggies. If you want red peppers, which would have been nice in hindsight, I’d even start the seeds a week or two earlier. What changes would you recommend for next year? I’d plant a hotter pepper. The hot wax didn’t mature to a red stage at all, so we just offered lime yellow banana peppers. I opted to go the milder route, but I think if you’re going to go for hot peppers, then go hot. Also, there were some peppers still out when the first frost came (meaning we lost them). Definitely next year pull all of the veggies out of the field before the frost kills them.



Megan Whiteford



Popcorn POPCORN Zea mays



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Market CSA



100 lbs



Oct. 26/Nov. 6



Farmer’s Market



50 lbs



Oct. 26/Nov. 6



Notes Maybe only one day if not enough



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Dakota Black Tom Thumb



Source High Mowing High Mowing



Amount 2oz 2oz



Cost $7.90 $8.00



Days to harvest 95 days 85 days dry



Org or Untreated? ORG ORG



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Interesting, fun, and still delicious! Tom Thumb is tiny and cute, and Dakota Black is colorful and sturdy. Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: .48 lbs/ft



Field preparation Field: C Field history Last year’s crop: We didn’t use this field last year so there are no notes. Cover Crop: Clover Soil amendments Broadcast: Chicken manure and potassium sulfate Sidedress: Chicken manure and potassium sulfate Weed management Stale seedbed. Weeded by hand or with hoe when small. Plastic? No.



Megan Whiteford



Popcorn



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 3” Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: 150 FT Bed Feet Needed: 150 FT Mature Plants Needed: 600 Number of succession plantings and dates: 6/26 (only succession)



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Direct seeding: Hand Seed date



Clean Clean seeder Notes (germination success? Planting # Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller 1 6/26/2012 Hand -Successful! Direct seeding was successful. We should probably sidedress more throughout the season next time.



Planting Information In-Row Spacing:



3”



Between Row Spacing:



5’



Number of Rows Per Bed:



1



Total Row Feet: 150 FT Bed Feet Needed:



150 FT



Mature Plants Needed: 600 Number of succession plantings and dates: 6/26 (only succession)



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Direct seeding: Hand Seed date Planting #



1



6/26/2012



Clean Seeder settings roller Hand



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



--



Successful!



Direct seeding was successful. We should probably sidedress more throughout the season next time.



Megan Whiteford



Popcorn



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used: Scuffle Hoes Timing: not frequent, when overgrown Irrigation Trickle (drip): 2-3 days a week, when we were on the farm Additional fertility Side-dressing: sidedress of potassium sulfate once, could have done more. Diseases observed or potentially an issue Main issue was mold on the Black Dakota variety Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: ?? Something was snacking on the popcorn, probably a rodent. We just picked it when we noticed because it was ready. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. To avoid the mold that we found on the Black Dakota we could harvest the corn when the silks turn brown, peel the husks, and then dry them in the head house. This would also help keep them from being eaten by pests.



Harvest & Storage Popcorn is ready for harvest once the silks turn brown and kernels harden. Then they are supposed to dry for a couple more weeks. This can either be done by leaving them on the stalks or by picking them and then drying them in the head house by laying them out on the benches after shucking. We left the corn on the stalks to dry, which worked, but we also ended up with a lot of moldy ears. Picking them before they dry on the stalk would effectively decrease or eliminate the mold issue by shucking them before leaving them in the greenhouse. We harvested the popcorn by hand. Storage and post-harvest handling? We left the Popcorn to cure/dry on the stalks, then harvested them. Popcorn did not need to be washed. We stored the Popcorn in the East Side of the Greenhouse for a couple weeks. Side note: Since some of the Black Dakota were moldy and nibbled on we used a crank that we found at the farm to take the kernels off the cobs and separated them into bags of about a handful.



Megan Whiteford



Popcorn



Actual Yields and Sales CSA Week #



Unit



10



Cobs



Date 11/16



Amount Per share 2 Tom Thumb



Total 70



Retail Markets Market Farmer’s Market



Price $1/lb



Unit Brown bag



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? I had planned to plant the corn with 2 rows per bed. We changed this to 1 row so the corn had more room to expand. This was a better approach, I don’t think it would have grown as successfully if we had stuck with 2 rows. What worked really well and should be continued? The Black Dakota popcorn was delicious. I would suggest growing this again, even though it got a little moldy and eaten. This could possibly be avoided by harvesting the corn, then drying them in the greenhouse after shucking them. The contraption we found to remove the kernels was fun and selling the popcorn in bags was a hit. What changes would you recommend for next year? The Tom Thumb popcorn was really cute, but you could have more bank for your buck if you switched to a larger variety.



Rosie Boyko



Potato Planning



Estimated Harvest goals:



Market



Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Notes



ALL 2500lbs TOTAL (This can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Kennebeck



200lbs



$75/50lb seeds bits



German Butterball



100lbs



$53/50lb seeds bits



Days to harvest



Org or Untreated?



Red Maria Reasons for selecting these cultivars: $406 for all varieties Expected yield/ft: 1-3lb/ft Loss factor used:



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) -Planted A1 Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, rototiller, by hand?) Plastic?



Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 8” Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: 7 300’ rows Bed Feet Needed: 2100’ Mature Plants Needed: Number of succession plantings and dates: Plant all on one day, May 5th



Rosie Boyko



Potato



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method: Direct seed Direct seeding: Planted by hand, dug trenches, dropped seed and covered by hand. Seeding date(s) Spring Semester Finals, Early May Germination success: Depends on the variety but high germination German butterball was poor. Notes on conditions during seeding: Ideally want dry soil, there will be a lot of foot traffic so avoid more compression if possible.



What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hand weeding large weeds when needed (maybe 1x every 1-2 weeks) Hilling about 1x/week for the first month then as needed after that. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: CPB, Squish by hand! Tim Wilcox (via Rosie): Managing the weeds was one great challenge and the other would be checking for diseases, especially trying to prevent Phytopthora. There were about 7-9 beds of 500 feet of potatoes this year which took a good amount of time to keep on top of the weeds. After most of the plant growth, the weeds did not need to be taken care of and crops left until harvest.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? -The crop is ready in the fall and can stay in the ground until needed before it gets too cold, How was it harvested? -Harvested using a potato digger implement for the tractor, followed by crew sifting through loose ground and harvesting into crates. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: No curing necessary, keep in cold storage or somewhere cool. Out of the light, in paper bags.



Rosie Boyko



Potato



Washing: Wash in root washer. Make sure they are dried before storage. Storage: store in head house or cold storage for the fall/winter season. Actual Yields and Sales CSA Week #



Unit



Amount Per share



By the pound



Depending 2 bags of on the stash potatoes of potatoes, each week 1-2 lbs each member



Date Each week



Total



For the most part, the amount of potatoes offered stayed the same each week. The varying part was the variety of potato. We ran out of reds pretty soon, we started by offering a variety: take 5 reds and 5 whites. Then we ended up offering just the whites. By whites I mean golden or butterball varieties. At one point, we pre-bagged a pound bag for each member. This is helpful for when setting up the market. Wholesale Markets Market Price



Unit



Earthfoods



0.90



Lbs



DC’s



0.90



Lbs



Big Y



0.90



lbs



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Weren’t many differences. What worked really well and should be continued? We busted out planting the seeds so well! An efficient planting saved a lot of time & harvesting with a big crew. What changes would you recommend for next year? We could reconsider the varieties. The kennebeck went well but our other two varieties were not as effective, especially reds. Quite disappointing. We should use a new seed source that is certified disease free. http://www.seedsofchange.com/enewsletter/issue_40/potatoes.aspx Leafhoppers were a big problem, should be sure to stay on top of spraying.



Morgan Dugan



Radish Crop Analysis Part I Planning Radish: (Pastinaca sativa)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal (lb) 125



Date(s)



Notes



10/5, 10/12, 10/19



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Rudolf Rover



Johnny’s Johnny’s



250 seeds 1 PKT



$3.95 $3.95



Days to harvest 24 24



Org or Untreated? Org Org



Rudolf: Roots are bright red, smooth, and uniform with good taste. Best for spring and fall planting. Rover: holds well in the field, and has less of a tendency to produce oval radishes under heat stress. Smooth dark red roots are extremely uniform and attractive with crisp, snow-white flesh. Expected yield/ft: Loss factor: 20% .25 pounds of radishes per row foot -20% = .2 lb radishes per row foot Field preparation Field: C1 Field history: Wheat cover crop Soil amendments: Broadcast chicken manure and potassium sulfate Weed management: Hand weeded Plastic: No



Morgan Dugan



Radish Crop Analysis Part II Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 1” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 625’ Bed Feet Needed: 313’ Mature Plants Needed: 125 lbs Number of succession plantings and dates: 2 plantings 8/20, 8/29 How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method Direct seeding: Seed date Planting #



Clean Seeder settings roller



Clean Notes (germination seeder success? setting –F and R gears Successful!



2 8/20, 8/29 Notes on conditions during seeding: Seeding was successful, could plant later because radishes grew quickly and became too big. Successions in the field Plant Variety TP In row Rows Date / Spacing Per DS Bed 8/20 Rudolf DS 1” 2 8/29 8/29



Rudolf Rover



DS DS



1” 1”



2 2



Total # of Bed 150’ Ft beds 112 .8



Field



Plastic? (Yes/No)



C1



No



62 112



C1 C1



No No



.4 .8



Notes Thin to 2”



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Field was disked before radishes were seeded. Radishes were hand weeded as needed (approximately once every other week).



Morgan Dugan



Radish



Irrigation: Radishes were irrigated with drip tape. Additional fertility: Field C1 was fertilized before seeding. No additional fertilizer. Diseases observed or potentially an issue: No diseases observed on Radishes Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: No pests observed on radishes Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage Intended harvest date for radishes was September 14th. Radishes were harvested later in the season and some did become too large and pithy. Radishes could have been planted later in the season or more successionally to avoid this however radishes were not a popular crop and much of it went to waste. Left over radishes from the farmers market and CSA were put into cold storage. Harvest radishes by hand when they are between than 1 and 2 inches. Curing: None Washing: Tub Storage: Left over radishes were stored in cold storage. Radishes can store from 2-4 months at 32 Degrees. Location Cold Storage



Temp 32 Degrees F



RH 98%



Notes Plan on 1 or 2 weeks of radishes for CSA next time. Not the first week



Radishes: Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 9/14/12 1 9/21/12 2 9/28/12 3 10/5/12 4 10/12/12 5 10/19/12 6



Unit



Bunch (5-6) Bunch (5-6)



Amount Per share X X 1 1 X X



Total



43 bunches 43 bunches



Morgan Dugan 10/26/12 11/2/12 11/9/12 11/16/12 Total



Radish



7 8 9 10



Retail Markets Market Farmers Market



X X X X 86 bunches



Price $1.00



About 50lbs



Unit Bunch



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Our market sales for radishes did not follow the plan. According to the Crop Plans from the spring, we were supposed to give 1 pound of radishes to each CSA member on October 5 and 19th and .5 pound on October 12th. This added up to 125 pounds of radishes for the season. We did not plan to sell any beets to the Farmers Market. It was difficult to estimate in the spring which crops would be ready for each week. Instead of following our crop plans, we simply planned to sell what was available at the time. This seemed like a smarter approach at the time, however it made record keeping difficult. If we were to follow the crop plans from the spring we may have had better records for our sales, however this just did not seem practical at the time. What worked really well and should be continued? Keep Farmers Market prices low! The Student Farm should put customers before profit! What changes would you recommend for next year? Some radishes were harvested too late and became pithy. Although radishes did not seem like a popular crop at the CSA or Farmers Market, they produce a large yield per square food and grow very quickly. This may be a good crop for Big Y. Consider focusing on radishes for wholesale instead of the Farmers Market. Keep record of what you sell to who, and when. It would be best if everyone was to decide upon a specific unit and price for every market. Obviously wholesale market prices should be less expensive than Farmers Market prices. Do not make the mistake of thinking you need a ton of varieties of a crop. It could potentially be a lot easier to choose one or two good varieties rather than trying and manage many different varieties that have different needs.



Steve Cognac



Rutabaga Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: (Rutabaga)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal (lbs) 150



Date(s)



Notes



Oct, 19; Nov 2, 16



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Helenor



J



2000 seeds



$16.6



Days to harvest 90



Org or Untreated? org



Reasons for selecting these cultivars:  Helenor: nice round bulbs, light orange flesh. Stores well and high yielding Expected yield/ft: 0.5lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field: C1 Field history: Cover Crop Soil amendments: 1000lbs/acre of chicken manure & 200lbs/acre of sulfate Weed management: Hand Weed Plastic? No Plastic



Steve Cognac



Rutabaga Crop Analysis Part II Planting Crop: (Rutabaga)



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 6” Between Row Spacing: 12” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 375 Bed Feet Needed: 188 Mature Plants Needed: 150 Number of succession plantings and dates: 2 successions on 7/15, 7/22



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date



Clean Planting # Seeder settings roller 1 7/15 ? 2 7/22 ? Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



? ?



Transplanting Seed date Planting #



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



Steve Cognac



Rutabaga Crop Analysis Part III What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used – scuffle/co-linear hoe Timing – a couple of times over the summer and once after school started Hand work – some weeding Irrigation Trickle (drip) – about 2x week Additional fertility Side-dressing: -



Solubar applied on July 18th, 2012 with a 20% solution in field C



Diseases observed or potentially an issue Some of the rutabagas had large hollow spots in them. Not sure if from a pest or disease. No pests around at time of harvest. It was always around the top where the leaves protrude from the actual root portion. No noticeable opening that linked inside hole to the outside. Hollowing happened mainly on larger rutabagas so most likely occurred after main plant growth. It was never ID’d nor any action taken. (found out to be Boron Deficiency)



Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Vole (never actually saw them, just the damage they caused) Damage caused – large chucks missing How was it scouted or observed – during harvest Action(s) taken – None. Wasn’t noticed till harvest so by then nothing could be done. Other observations about crop growth. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Dennis King of King Hill Farm in Penobscot, Maine recommends planting rutabaga’s 3 rows to a bed (2 will work for us) 3-6” apart and direct seeded in mid-July. This allows for a high density that keeps the size down while creating a good weed suppressing canopy. A good variety to try out is Laurentian because of its great quality.



Steve Cognac



Rutabaga Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage Rutabaga is ready to harvest when 2-3 inch diameters have been reached and can be harvested up to 4-5 inches. The larger sizes tend to be more mild and tender as well as sweeter if you harvest after a light frost. When we harvested them we pulled them up when they were around 2-3 inches in diameter and before any light frosts. We cut the tops off about 1 inch from the crown and stored them in gray bins. We could have dipped them in wax to prevent them drying up (if we were going to be storing them for a long time) while they were in cold storage in Bowditch. Curing: None Washing: You can wash quickly or not at all Storage: Bowditch cooler which is set between 32-36°F and could keep for up to 6 months. Location Bowditch



Temp 32-36°F



RH 95%



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Crop (Rutabaga)



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date Oct 19 Nov 16



Week Unit # 6 Singular 10 Singular



Amount Per share 1-2 1



Total



Other



45 25



Either Or with storage turnips



Retail Markets Market Bulk Sale N/A



Price $1.00/lb



Unit lb



Steve Cognac



Rutabaga Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations



What was different between what was done and what was planned? -



Since the rutabaga never got up to proper size, when we harvested them, we had to harvest more of them than planned. Some of them also had a boron deficiency which created a hollowing where the bulbous part met the above ground stems which forced us to harvest more than planned. We planned on harvesting them 3 times and only ended up doing it twice.



What worked really well and should be continued? -



We should continue to apply a boron amendment to where ever they are in the field such as Solubar®, Granubar®, or Fertibor®.



What changes would you recommend for next year? -



An earlier direct seeding date in the field by 2 weeks minimum. They are a storage crop so they will do fine in cold storage if they are ready early. I would also plant them 8-12” apart instead of 6” because many that did get some size to them were deformed. Or, you could still plant them 6” apart and thin them out to 12” once they were established. However they had a great germination rate so you could gamble with seeding further apart.



Joe Salisbury



Salad Mix Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: Lactuca sativa Salad Mix



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Goal 250 lbs



Market CSA



Date(s)



Notes



Sep 14 – Nov 16 Farmers 25 lbs Sep 14-Oct Market 12 (this can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



High Mowing DMR



High Mowing



I believe we bought one or two packets



$2.75 for 500 seeds



Days to harvest 28 days baby leaf



Org or Untreated? Organic



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Resistance to most downy mildew races, and a nice mix of colorful leaves Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: 20%



Field preparation Field: C1 Field history: Clover and Wheat cover crop Soil amendments: Chicken Manure 1000 lbs / A, Potassium Sulfate 250 lbs / A Weed management Hand weeding Plastic? No



Joe Salisbury



Salad Mix Crop Analysis Part II Salad Mix Planting



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 2” Between Row Spacing: 3/4” between rows but ultimately we did roughly 2-3 rows per bed (I think) Number of Rows Per Bed: 2-3 Total Row Feet: 450' Bed Feet Needed: 900-1350' Mature Plants Needed: Too many to count Number of succession plantings and dates: 3 (August 4, 11, 18)



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s): August 4, 11, 18 Germination success: Fair Seed date Planting # 1



Clean Seeder settings roller



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



08/04/12



Notes (germination success?



This was the best option because plants were intended to be harvested fairly young



2 08/11/12 3 08/18/12 Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes direct seeding was successful Transplanting Seed date Planting #



Cell size



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



Joe Salisbury



Salad Mix Crop Analysis Part III Salad Mix What Happened



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Equipment used: Scuffle hoes and hands Timing: Usually once a week or every other week depending on severity of weed population Hand work: yes Irrigation Overhead Trickle (drip): Drip tape was laid down for salad mix. Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date: Boron was applied to all crops in A4 on June 18th by Ruth (Solution 20% Boron, OMRI listed) Diseases observed or potentially an issue Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID?: did not observe much disease as plants were harvested only several weeks into growth. Actions taken, if any: Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Didn't observe many pests on salad mix, they were harvested well before maturity. Damage caused How was it scouted or observed Action(s) taken Other observations about crop growth. Low tunnels helped extend growing season for salad mix a bit into the fall semester.



Crop Analysis Part IV Salad Mix Harvest & Storage Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? How did you know? -Crop was ready for harvest when leaves were about 6 inches in length. Not full size. How was it harvested? -Leaves were cut at base from ground. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: none Washing: Leaves were given a quick rinse and air dry before bagging for market. Storage: where and for how long? Salad mix was for the most part bagged immediately following post-harvest and washing and brought to market.



Joe Salisbury Location



Temp



Salad Mix RH



Notes



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? -There wasn't much difference although we did hoop house some of the salad mix towards then middle to end of fall. What worked really well and should be continued? -Hoop housing really helped extend the growing season for this crop.



What changes would you recommend for next year? -A much more rigorous schedule of seeding, rotation, and harvest. Also we should utilize more rows per bed because of the small special requirements of early-harvested leafy greens.



Astrid O’Connor



Salad Turnips Final Crop Analysis



Salad Turnips (Brassica rapa) Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Market Goal CSA 75 lbs



Date(s)



Notes



.5 lbs/share/week for 3 weeks



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount



Cost



Days to harvest 38 43



Org or Untreated?



Hakurei Johnny’s ¼ oz $8.00 Untreated Scarlet Queen Johnny’s ½ oz $10.95 Untreated Red Stems Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Hakurei is a typical salad turnip, notably crisp; Scarlet Queen is a beautiful red turnip that we have not grown before! Expected yield/ft: .4 lbs/ft Loss factor used: 20% Field preparation Field: The salad turnips were direct seeded in C Field history: Last year, C was in wheat and clover Soil amendments: Chicken manure 1000 lbs/A; potassium sulfate 200 lbs/A Weed management: Stale seedbed, hand weeding, hoeing Plastic? no Planting Information In-Row Spacing: ½” Between Row Spacing: 18” Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 100’ Bed Feet Needed: 50’ Mature Plants Needed: 100 Number of succession plantings and dates: 1, 8/8/12 How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse Seed date Tray size Number of (East or trays West) Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant



Notes (germination success?



-



Astrid O’Connor



Salad Turnips



Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Planting #



1



8/8/12



Clean Seeder settings roller 12



Notes on conditions during seeding: Was direct seeding successful, overall? Transplanting Seed date Cell size Planting #



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



13, 11



Poor germination- weed control was lacking also



Number of cells seeded



Transplant date



Notes (losses in GH?)



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Hand/hoe weeding- but not consistent enough! Irrigation: Drip Additional fertility Side-dressing: none Diseases observed or potentially an issue: none Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue: none Other observations about crop growth. – The main problem with our salad turnips this season was that the initial germination was very poor. This led to us not being able to really see where they were, then forgetting about them, and then not weeding them. We ended up harvesting some really beautiful salad turnips, but not enough for each CSA member to get one (we did an either/or). Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Roxbury Farm suggests mechanical cultivation for best weed control, which we didn’t really do because we didn’t mark our rows with the G before seeing so they were uneven. I think for direct seeded crops like turnips, we should really try to cultivate mechanically, especially since we were planting them later and didn’t have much time to weed because it was the thick of our planting season. I think putting in the extra work to mark the rows before seeding would pay off. Also, Roxbury Farm recommends doing three rows of turnips per bed, which might also make sense for us if we can figure out how to weed them mechanically.



Astrid O’Connor



Salad Turnips



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - The salad turnips were ready when they were 2-3” in diameter. We couldn’t really see them because they were in a weed forest, so some of the ones we harvested ended up being much larger than that (but still tasted great!). How was it harvested? - We just pulled them out of the ground. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: none Washing: Dunking them in water Storage: where and for how long? Do not store well Location Bowditch -



Temp 32F



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date 10/5 4



RH 98%



Notes Do not store well for more than a week



Unit



Amount Per share 1, to half of shares



turnip



Total 22 22 total



* We gave out our salad turnips in an either/or situation (with beets). Retail Markets Market -



Price -



Unit -



Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? - We did not get the yields of salad turnips that we had planned to, and that was mostly because of problems with direct seeding. Many crops we direct seeded during the extremely hot and dry days of July and August simply did not grow how we wanted them to, salad turnips being one of them. I think we really need to commit to producing these later season crops, and put in the time and effort to really water them well and weed them early on and continuously. What worked really well and should be continued? – I think the varieties we chose (Scarlet Queen Red Stems and Hakurei) were yummy and we should grow them again. What changes would you recommend for next year? - I recommend being more diligent about salad turnips and all direct seeded, late root crops and greens. They take care to grow!



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach



Crop Analysis Planning Crop: Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) Estimated Harvest goals: Date(s)



Market CSA



Total Yield Goal 75 lbs



CSA



50 lbs



10/1911/16



Farmer's Market



25 lbs



9/29 11/16



Earthfoods



30 lbs



10/1911/16



10/1911/16



Notes 



This refers to the Bloomsdale Logstand variety.  Timetable based on “Crop needs for CSA chart.”  This refers to the Renegade F1 Hybrid variety.  Timetable based on “Crop needs for CSA chart.” Some spinach can be harvested earlier to put into salad mix bags for the farmer's market. Originally, this portion of spinach was designated in the Spring semester to go to Greeno, however since we are now working more closely with Earthfoods I inserted them into our market plan in place of Greeno.



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Bloomsdale Longstand Renegade F1 Hybrid



High Mowing High Mowing



1 ounce



$5.70



Left over from last year



Left over from last year



Days to harvest 42 days to maturity 43 days to maturity



Org or Untreated? Organic seed Organic seed



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Bloomsdale Longstand:  This type of spinach has savoy (crinkled) leaves as opposed to Renegade F1 Hybrid which has smooth leaves. It is a good idea to have both leaf types as an option for customers.



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach







It is considered an Heirloom variety with great flavor. Its leaves are noted to be very tender. Renegade F1 Hybrid:  Bolt Resistant (*Bolt is a term that describes a plant that changes from producing leafy edible portions to flower/seed production. It can occur under conditions of heat during summer months. Too much heat can threaten a plant's survival and so under conditions of high temperature plants have adapted to go to seed much quicker. This ensures the production of a next generation of plant. As a result, plants stop producing the leafy portions we eat.)  Disease Resistant: specifically to Downey Mildew and Cucumber Mosaic Virus  Produces smooth, round leaves that are not prone to brittleness or cracking.  Smooth leaf spinach is also easier to clean (vs. savoy type). Expected yield/ft: 8/ft (10 seeds/ft with 20% loss factor taken into consideration).  Loss factor used: Direct seed; 20% loss factor



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) C1 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) According to previous student write-up, Field C1 had cover crops of clover and wheat. Clover added 40 lbs/acre of Nitrogen. No previous crop planted at this location in 2011. Initial soil testing in C Clover showed: medium/high P, high K, 2.4 OM%, and pH of 7.3. Initial soil testing in C Wheat showed: medium/high P, medium/high K, 2.1 OM%, and pH of 7.0. Total Nitrogen available for C Clover was 88 lbs/acre (from combination of OM and cover crop). Total Nitrogen available for C Wheat was 42 (solely from OM and no N generated from cover crop). Compost can also be applied and spaded in. Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Due to the need for additional nutrients to reach goal targets, fertilizer recommendations were given in student write-up for C Clover: Amendment 1 = Bone Meal 333 lbs/acre; Amendment 2 = Pelleted Dried Chicken Manure 1,667 lbs/acre. This would yield a supplied N of 67lbs/acre; supplied P 100lbs/acre; supplied K 50lbs/acre. Side dressing of Nitrogen was recommended (30 lbs/acre) 3/4 weeks after planting. A recommendation that additional Mg could be added if older leaves turn yellow was given. Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, roto-tiller, by hand?) It was recommended to prepare a stale seedbed 1-2 weeks before planting. Hoe was used for weed management. Weeding goal = once a week. Remove any plant debris on soil surface. Plastic? No plastic was used.



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 1.5-2 inches Between Row Spacing: 12 inches between rows Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 750 ft Bed Feet Needed: 375 ft Mature Plants Needed: 180 lbs (1800 plants assuming 1plant weighs 0.1 lb) Number of succession plantings and dates: 7/29, 8/6, 8/13, 8/20, and 8/27 Seeding Method: Direct seed Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date Planting # 5



7/29 8/6



Clean Seeder settings roller F-12



Clean seeder setting –F and R gears



Notes (germination success?



F-11; R-10



Spinach did poorly; 10-15% success rate.



8/13 8/20 8/27 Notes on conditions during seeding: This summer was particularly warm with little rain. Was direct seeding successful, overall? Very low success rate. Many weeds also contributed to poor growth among plants that had germinated. The spinach crop also did not fare well the year before. We must collectively brainstorm as to how to improve crop results for next year. Transplanting In addition to direct seed, some spinach was started in the greenhouse and later transplanted. Transplantation occurred very late in the season. It was done on 10/23/12 and due to the fall weather, it was planted under row cover. However, frost eventually killed most off shortly after.



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding:  Equipment used: scuffle hoe.  Timing: According to the Summer Daily Log, spinach was planted on 8/8/12. Weeding occurred on 8/14/12. Another seeding of spinach occurred on 8/15/12 and 8/22. I weeded on 8/31/12 with Brook.



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach







Hand work: Primarily used scuffle hoe, but pulled up some weeds that were located extremely close to the actual spinach. Irrigation  Trickle (drip) : drip tap was used. Irrigation on 8/24/12. Additional fertility  Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date: Summer Daily Log states that “laying fertilizer” was applied to C on 8/7/12. Diseases observed or potentially an issue: No specific pathogens mentioned in Daily Log, however temperature contributed to poor growth of spinach as well as too many weeds. Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? If so what was the ID? Actions taken, if any: N/A



Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Pest 1: Cabbage Looper  Damage caused: cause holes in leaves  How was it scouted or observed: look for yellow-green eggs of the cabbage looper laid on the underside of leaves. They are rigid and have a dome shape.  Action(s) taken: Can use pyrethrin, which is OMRI listed. Pest 2: Leafminers  Damage caused: larva of a variety of insects that lives in and eats the leaves of plants  How was it scouted or observed: Can see a tunneling pattern on an affected leaf.  Action(s) taken: Prevention by controlling broadleaf weeds around plants. Several different insecticides can be used, rotate variety of insecticide used (ex. Azadirachtin, OMRI listed or pyrethrin, OMRI listed) so leafminer population does not build up resistance. Pest 3: Aphids  Damage caused: feed on plant crowns and can increase the risk of developing mold.  How was it scouted or observed: Check leaves for aphids – usually the green peach aphid variety. They are dark green or yellow, without a waxy covering. Also the presence of ladybugs can indicate a significant aphid population (as they are feeding upon them).  Action(s) taken: Predatory insects such as parasitic wasps and ladybugs can help control the population of aphids. Azadirachtin can be used and it is OMRI listed. Try to ensure that whatever treatment you use does not affect the natural predators of the aphid.



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach



References: Summer Daily Log 2012-2013 New England Vegetable Management Guide http://colorado.agrilife.org/files/2011/08/txcropprofilespinach_10.pdf http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/C108/m108gpplantpestdmg.html Other observations about crop growth.  Unusually hot and arid summer, affecting many of the crops on the farm.  Overgrowth of weeds hurt the spinach yield. C was not able to be effectively weeded in the Fall. Gather more data from farmer interview and other sources. Farmer Interview: I went to BUSA farms in Lexington, MA and interviewed two farm hands at the public market section of their farm (which is open daily). This is a community farm that was initially owned by the BUSA family, but has been bought by the town. The farm also works with the Athol Farm School, providing an opportunity for young farmers with an experiential learning experience. The farm has both livestock (including cows and pigs) as well as vegetable fields. They state that they grow their vegetables organically, but have not become certified as it is too expensive and time-consuming (inspectors coming during their peak work time in the summer, which they say they don't have time for with all the work that needs to be done at that time). They have 400 ft rows in which they grow their vegetable crop. In regards to turnip, they expect to harvest a massive 80,000 lbs. They use the “Purple Top” variety and state that they chose this variety because, in their experience, the deer do not like it as much. The deer are their major reason for crop loss, so any advantage over deer is taken. As far as calculating expected loss for the turnip, the farm hands say they do not. They just grow what they can and sell what they have. Every year is different, with different hardships. They do not bother calculating expected loss and make changes based on empirical data. In terms of spinach, they are not familiar with the particular variety name – just call it the generic spinach we always use. They get their seeds from Johnny's seeds (and they cautioned me about the recent use of GMOs in some of Johnny's seeds). In terms of edamame, they no longer grow it. They tried it 2 years ago, but it did not fare well so they abandoned its production. To prepare their fields, they make use of their livestock. First, they have their pigs root a particular area. Then spread lime. After that, they add compost which they produce their on the farm. They also collect compost “tea”, which they later spray onto the crops. They cover most of their crops with plastic to prevent weeds and put down drip tape. They use a G basket weaver initially to weed. Then, once the plants get to a certain height they have as many people as they can get weed with tools or by hand.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? How did you know?



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach



Spinach is ready to harvest when its leaves are big enough to eat. They should be green in color without any yellowing. How was it harvested? Spinach is cut at its base (flick the base a couple times with your knife to remove excess soil or leaf detritus). Keep leaves that are big, green, and without holes or yellowing. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: No curing. Washing: Spinach was washed with a mix of other salad greens at washing station. Submerge all leaves and vigorously shake underwater to remove dirt, debris, and insects. Check leaves to make sure there are no insects as you transfer the washed greens to the clean bin. Storage: where and for how long? We had a very poor spinach yield. The spinach leaves were combined with other greens to make a salad mix. We were only able to offer a salad mix with spinach on one occasion and we had none leftover for storage. Location NA



Temp



RH



Notes



*According to the Ohio State University Extension School, the proper storage conditions for spinach are as follows: 32-36 F and 95-100% relative humidity. Spinach is a member of group 2, many of which are sensitive to ethylene. See reference: http://ohioline.osu.edu/fresh/Storage.pdf



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 1 week



Week #



Unit



September



Spinach greens intermixed with other salad greens in bag.



Amount Per share 1 bag



Total 50 bags.



*There were many plantings of spinach, however practically all of the plants died due to the hot and dry summer conditions. We were only able to use any spinach greens that survived once during the CSA. In addition, there was so little yield the spinach had to be intermixed with other salad greens. Practically no income from CSA share can be attributable to spinach. We suffered a



Kathryn Post, M.D.



Spinach



net loss, given the fact that we had to pay for seeds ($5.70 per ounce or left over seeds from last year), equipment (such as drip tape), and labor.



Retail Markets: Did not have enough spinach to sell to FM. Market NA



Price



Unit



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? We planned to harvest a lot of spinach and to use it as one of the main salad greens. However, due to the hot and dry summer, practically no spinach survived. What worked really well and should be continued? Salad bags with intermixed greens were really popular. What changes would you recommend for next year? I saw from my service learning experience at Drumlin Farm that they kept planting spinach every week, even into the Fall. If we had continued to plant into the Fall, we may have harvested more spinach since the plants could avoid the hot weather. However, cooler weather makes these plants grow slower.



Crop Analysis Student Farming Enterprise Fall 2012 Kathryn Post, M.D. Crop: Turnip (Brassica rapa)



Estimated Harvest goals: Market CSA



Total Yield Goal 150 lbs



CSA



75 lbs



Date(s)



Notes



10/12; Storage Turnip (Golden Globe) 10/26; 11/9 * Timetable based on “Crop Needs for CSA” chart. 10/05/12 Salad Turnip. Very poor yield for salad turnips. Were only able to offer to the CSA for 1 day. Even then, members had to choose between 1 salad turnip or 3 beets.



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Golden Globe (Storage Turnip) Scarlet Ohno Revival (Salad Turnip)



High Mowing



2 ounces



$9.00



High Mowing



1/32 oz



$2.75



Days to harvest 55 days to maturity



Org or Untreated? Organic



50



Organic



Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Golden Globe:  Great fall harvest variety  Delicate flavor  More like carrot in texture. Scarlet Ohno Revival:  Fantastic pink-red external color. Crisp white interior.  Flesh is mild and crunchy.  Can be picked and given out immediately to members.



Expected yield/ft: 6.4/ft (8 seeds/ft with 20% loss factor taken into consideration). 



Loss factor used: 20%; Direct seed



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) C1 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) According to previous student write-up, Field C1 had cover crops of clover and wheat. Clover added 40 lbs/acre of Nitrogen. No previous crop in that space in 2011. Initial soil testing in C Clover showed: medium/high P, high K, 2.4 OM%, and pH of 7.3. Initial soil testing in C Wheat showed: medium/high P, medium/high K, 2.1 OM%, and pH of 7.0. Total Nitrogen available for C Clover was 88 lbs/acre (from combination of OM and cover crop). Total Nitrogen available for C Wheat was 42 (solely from OM and no N generated from cover crop). Compost can also be applied and spaded in. Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Due to the need for additional nutrients to reach goal targets, fertilizer recommendations were given in student write-up for C Clover: Amendment 1 = Chicken Manure 1,050 lbs/acre. This would yield a supplied N of 42 lbs/acre; supplied P of 31.5 lbs/acre; supplied K 31.5 lbs/acre.No information was found on fertilizer recommendations for C Wheat (will update if found). No Sidedressing was recommended. Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, roto-tiller, by hand?) Prepare a stale seedbed 1-2 weeks in advance of planting. “Basket weed 7-10 days after planting. Cover row 2 and 4 with chisels mounted on Basket weeder or side knives mounted on rear toolbar.” Hand weeding also necessary. Plastic? No plastic was used.



Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 0.5 inches for Salad Turnips; 8 inches for Storage Turnip Between Row Spacing: 14-18 inches between rows. Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 378 ft for Storage Turnips; 200 ft for Salad Turnips Bed Feet Needed: 189 ft for Storage Turnips; 100 ft for Salad Turnips Mature Plants Needed: 150 lbs of Storage Turnip (i.e. 500 plants); 75 lbs of Salad Turnips (250 plants) (calculated using the approximation that each turnip weighs 0.3 lbs) Number of succession plantings and dates: Storage Turnips: 7/29, 8/6, and 8/13 Salad Turnips: 7/29 and 8/12



Seeding Method: Direct seed Direct seeding: Clean Seeder setting (rollers and front/rear gears) Seeding date(s) Germination success: Seed date



Clean Clean seeder Notes (germination success? Seeder setting –F settings and R gears roller 3 7/29 Seeding Seeding Storage turnips did well; 808/6 done by done by 90% success rate. 8/13 hand as hand. reported by summer crew. 2 7/29 Seeding Seeding Salad turnips did very poorly 8/12 done by done by with an 8% success rate. hand. hand. Notes on conditions during seeding: This summer was particularly warm with little rain. Was direct seeding successful, overall? Seeding of storage turnips was successful. However, we had very poor results with salad turnips. We were only able to harvest enough salad turnips for half a CSA share (basically CSA members were offered the choice of salad turnip or 3 beets). Planting #



What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding  Equipment used: “G” Basket weeder. The Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education website describe a basket weeder and conditions of use as follows: “Rolling baskets made of quarter-inch spring wire thoroughly weed the top inch of soil without moving soil into the crop row. Works only with small weeds in soil that is friable and not crusted, and cannot handle long-stemmed residue.” This can be used until plants reach a certain height, after which scuffle hoes can be used.  Timing: According to the Summer Day Log, turnips were seeded on 8/8/12 and underwent their first weeding on 8/14/12.  Hand work: NA Irrigation  Trickle (drip): drip tape was used. Irrigated in C on 8/24/12. Additional fertility  Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or bed), date: Summer Daily Log states that fertilizer was applied in C and disced. Applied solution (20% boron, OMRI listed). [Note that OMRI stands for Organic Materials Review Institute].



Diseases observed or potentially an issue: No diseases were reported among the Turnips in the Summer Daily Log nor seen during this Fall. Was it ID's at Plant Diagnostic? If so, what was the ID? Actions taken, if any: Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue  Pest 1: Flea beetles. Flea beetles were observed among “all brassicas” during the summer according to the Daily Log. ◦ Damage can cause: Flea beetles can cause damage to turnip greens by eating holes in the young leaves. This can slow leaf growth. ◦ How is it scouted or observed: Inspection of turnip leaves. ◦ Action(s) taken: were sprayed for flea beetles.  Pest 2: Leafminers ◦ Damage can cause: larva of a variety of insects that lives in and eats the leaves of plants. ◦ How is it scouted or observed: Can see a tunneling pattern on an affected leaf. ◦ Action(s) taken: Prevention by controlling broadleaf weeds around plants. Several different insecticides can be used, rotate variety of insecticide used (ex. Azadirachtin, OMRI listed or pyrethrin, OMRI listed) so leafminer population does not build up resistance.  Pest 3: Cabbage Maggot ◦ Damage can cause: cabbage maggots feed on the roots. ◦ How it is scouted or observed: can keep soapy water pails at edge of field and note how many maggot flies fall in. This will give you some idea about the population of maggots. ◦ Action(s) taken: In spring, can do some prevention work by using spunbonded row covers. Environmental temperature greatly affects the cabbage maggot. Eggs in the soil laid in spring may survive better if temperatures in the fall are very cool. Can use drop nozzles directed at base of plant with 100gal water/A.  Pest 4: Leaf Sport Fungi ◦ Damage can cause: the fungi take up residence in the leaf and as the fungus proliferates, it kills off surrounding areas of the leaf. ◦ How it is scouted or observed: lesions that are pale green-white with brown or black borders on leaves. ◦ Action(s) taken: can buy hot-water treated seeds and be vigilant about weeding around crops. In addition, it is recommended that farmers plow under crop debris in fall.  Other common fungal diseases: white spot, anthracnose, and downy mildew. References:  Summer Day Log  2012-2013 New England Vegetable Management Guide.



   



http://www.sare.org/Learning-Center/Books/Steel-in-the-Field/TextVersion/Horticultural-Crop-Tools/Basket-weeder http://www.jeffersonfarm.org/Vegetable%20Guides/Turnip%20Guide%20Sheet.pdf http://www.vegedge.umn.edu/vegpest/colecrop/cabmag.htm http://www.aces.edu/pubs/docs/A/ANR-1177/ANR-1177.pdf



Other observations about crop growth:  Very hot and arid summer which affected many of the farm's crops.  Turnips were thinned on 8/22/12  Golden Globe storage turnips grew very well, however salad turnips had very poor yield. Massive amounts of weeds overtook the salad turnips. Farmer Interview: I went to BUSA farms in Lexington, MA and interviewed two farm hands at the public market section of their farm (which is open daily). This is a community farm that was initially owned by the BUSA family, but has been bought by the town. The farm also works with the Athol Farm School, providing an opportunity for young farmers with an experiential learning experience. The farm has both livestock (including cows and pigs) as well as vegetable fields. They state that they grow their vegetables organically, but have not become certified as it is too expensive and time-consuming (inspectors coming during their peak work time in the summer, which they say they don't have time for with all the work that needs to be done at that time). They have 400 ft rows in which they grow their vegetable crop. In regards to turnip, they expect to harvest a massive 80,000 lbs. They use the “Purple Top” variety and state that they chose this variety because, in their experience, the deer do not like it as much. The deer are their major reason for crop loss, so any advantage over deer is taken. As far as calculating expected loss for the turnip, the farm hands say they do not. They just grow what they can and sell what they have. Every year is different, with different hardships. They do not bother calculating expected loss and make changes based on empirical data. In terms of spinach, they are not familiar with the particular variety name – just call it the generic spinach we always use. They get their seeds from Johnny's seeds (and they cautioned me about the recent use of GMOs in some of Johnny's seeds). In terms of edamame, they no longer grow it. They tried it 2 years ago, but it did not fare well so they abandoned its production. To prepare their fields, they make use of their livestock. First, they have their pigs root a particular area. Then spread lime. After that, they add compost which they produce their on the farm. They also collect compost “tea”, which they later spray onto the crops. They cover most of their crops with plastic to prevent weeds and put down drip tape. They use a G basket weaver initially to weed. Then, once the plants get to a certain height they have as many people as they can get weed with tools or by hand.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? Turnips were ready for harvest in the middle of October, with our first harvest occurring on October 19, 2012. We had two varieties of turnips: salad turnips and



golden globe turnips. Turnips are ready for harvest when part of the root starts to show above ground and the diameter of the root is approximately 2-3 inches. This is when the turnip is the most tender and sweetest. If you wait and allow turnips to grow larger in size, the turnip will turn more firm and woody. How was it harvested? Turnips are pulled up from the ground by holding onto their leafy greens. While you can eat turnip greens, we decided to cut them off and keep the root portion. This way they are much easier to pack and store. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: Turnips were not cured. Washing: Turnip roots were each dipped in the wash bucket and hand washed. This process went rather quickly, as dirt was easy to remove from these roots. Storage: where and for how long? Turnips were sold at CSA and Farmer's Market. Any left over went to cold storage (packed in gray bins with other extra vegetables). Location Bowditch Cold Storage



Temp 32 F



RH 95.00%



Notes These were the conditions they were kept, however see below for note on ideal storage conditions.



*According to Ohio State University Extension School, turnips should be kept from 32-36 F and at a relative humidity of 90-95%. Turnips are a member of Group 1, many members of which emit ethylene. See: http://ohioline.osu.edu/fresh/Storage.pdf



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Date 5 weeks



Week #



Unit



Oct-Nov



Individual turnip



Amount Per share 2-3 turnips



Total 10-15 turnips per CSA member



*The CSA earned $9,094. Turnips were given out for 5 weeks. There was usually 10 vegetables or more for CSA pick-up. If you cut the CSA earnings in half, that would be $4,547. If turnips represent approximately one tenth of the produce for that time, then you could estimate that the turnips earned $455. However, one also needs to consider the price of the seed ($9.00 for every 2 ounces for storage turnips), equipment (such as



drip tape), and labor that went into their production. We, therefore, likely only grossed about $400 dollars for the storage turnips.



Retail Markets Market Farmer's Market



Price Pint box: $2.00 Quart box: $3.00



Root Sale



$1.00 per pound. Intermixed with other roots in a pre-packaged bag.



Unit Turnips did not sell very well. Likely grossed under $30. Sold approximately 50 lbs worth.



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Both Storage turnips and Salad turnips were planted, however the salad turnip crop was pretty much defunct (will only 17 harvested). Practically all income came from the storage turnips. What worked really well and should be continued? Pre-packaged bags containing turnips mixed with other vegetables sold really well. Consumers couldn't discriminate. What changes would you recommend for next year? More pre-packaged bags. Grow less turnips and opt for a vegetable that would sell well at Farmer's Markets.



Becca Drew



Strawberries Crop Analysis Part I Planning Crop: Strawberries (Fragaria x ananassa)



Estimated Harvest goals: Total Yield Date(s) Market Goal CSA 50 lbs Farmer’s Market



Notes There was no real market planned for these, they were more of an experiment



4 lbs



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar Source Amount



Cost



Days to harvest



Org or Untreated? Organic



Portola Nourse Evie 2 Farm We had runners, which are basically just roots of plants which other strawberry plants grew from. Field preparation Field: C Field history: Planted in the part of C that was covered in clover last year Soil amendments: -Compost: 10 lbs/A -Chicken Manure: 1000 lbs/A -Bonemeal: 83 lbs/A Weed management: Planted on plastic, hand weeding where weeds would poke through (purslane)



Crop Analysis Part II Planting In-Row Spacing: 1’ apart Between Row Spacing: 12 inches Number of Rows Per Bed: 2 Total Row Feet: 600 Bed Feet Needed: 300 Mature Plants Needed: 200 bare root plant stock Number of succession plantings and dates: Planted all at once, same day as the onions



Becca Drew



Strawberries



Transplanting Strawberries were planted using “runners” which are like baby strawberry plants; they lived in the fridge at the farm for a while. When it came time to plant, we buried the roots of the plant, and picked buds off the plants once they started to flower.



Crop Analysis Part III What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Mostly hand weeding, plants were on plastic so we had to weed where the soil was exposed. Scuffle hoe for in between rows. Irrigation Trickle (drip) Additional fertility Nothing mentioned in summer log about side dressing strawberries; I don’t remember it happening. Diseases observed or potentially an issue Strawberries started fruiting in July, long before our projected harvest date, so plants had to be harvested weekly so as not to encourage rotting among the plants. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Weevils were scouted, but the strawberries were sprayed with Pyganic on June 8th; 1 gallon of spray on 300 ft row. Other observations about crop growth: The strawberries fruited nicely for much of the summer and into the fall. We didn’t sell much though; most of their growth was done by the time the market came around. They were quite delicious in the summertime :) Crop Analysis Part IV Harvest & Storage



Harvest & Storage When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? - We harvested the strawberries continuously throughout the summer. They began fruiting probably in late June, and provided us with small, but very sweet and tasty berries! How was it harvested? - See a ripe, delicious-looking strawberry, take from plant, put in mouth. Storage and post-harvest handling Curing: No dried strawberries here. Washing: Most strawberries picked were immediately eaten, but the ones we saved necessitated a rinsing.



Becca Drew



Strawberries



Storage: N/A Location My tummy



Temp 98.6F



Actual Yields and Sales: CSA Week # Date none



Retail Markets Market Farmer’s Market



RH 100%



Notes



Crop Analysis Part V Yields & Sales Unit



Amount Per share



Price $2.00/ half pint



Total



Unit 3-4 half pints



Crop Analysis Part VI Review and Recommendations Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? I’m sure we planned to sell some of the strawberries to make some sort of profit…but we only ended up selling a few half pints at the farmers market. They fruited too quickly for our markets and were too small to sell anywhere. What worked really well and should be continued? They were small, but quite delicious! What changes would you recommend for next year? If we are aiming for a fall harvest, continue to pick buds off the plants until 21 days before harvest for market, and weed and scout more diligently to yield larger berries. They probably also need more fertilization and row cover in spring and late fall to encourage growth.



Rose Boyko



Sweet Potato Final Analysis



Planning Sweet Potato



Estimated Harvest goals:



Market



Total Yield Goal



Date(s)



Notes



ALL 500lbs Total (this can be made into a weekly table if desired)



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Days to harvest



Org or Untreated?



Beauregard Scotts Farm 300 slips



47



UT



Covington



42



UT



Scotts Farm 300 slips



Japanese Scotts Farm 200 slips 37 $37.00 for all slips Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Mostly desired a variety of sweet potatoes! Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used:



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) -Planted in A2 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, rototiller, by hand?) Plastic? -Black plastic used.



Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 1’ Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: 750 Bed Feet Needed: 750 Mature Plants Needed: Number of succession plantings and dates: Planted once, late spring/early summer



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Seeding Method: Direct seed or transplant Direct seeding: slips Seeding date(s) Early Summer Germination success: Very successful! Notes on conditions during seeding: seeding into holes on black plastic, likely to need moisture. Was direct seeding successful, overall? Yes indeed!



What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Black Plastic Irrigation Trickle (drip) Additional fertility Side-dressing: amendments used, amount (per acre or per bed), date Additional fertility: May 29, 2012: Disked A2 & applied fertilizer for 63’ (two 5’ center beds of sweet potatoes and six 8’ center beds). Applied 860 lbs chicken manure and 64.5 lbs KSO4 over .43 acres. Insect Pests observed or potentially an issue Spider Mites and weevils, insecticidal soap. Tim Wilco (via Rosie): The sweet potatoes this year were tough to keep on top of in terms of weeds. We could have plowed them under at one point but decided it was worth it to pay weeders/crew to weed them.



Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? How did you know? -Ready to harvest during the fall for curing before giving to members or selling to markets. How was it harvested? -Remove plants, then plastic and dig up with shovels. Harvest into crates. Storage and post-harvest handling? Curing: Cure in crates or bags in greenhouse or wash station Washing: Remove dirt, don’t throw around though Storage: Head house or wash station on farm.



Rose Boyko Location



Temp



Sweet Potato RH



Notes



Head House Warm GH Farm Washroom



Outside



Actual Yields and Sales CSA Week #



Unit



Date Each week



Amount Per share



Total



Per unit, not One large pound SP or two smaller ones



Retail Markets Market Price



We had some massive SP’s



Unit



Farmers market



$3.00/quart Sold the smallest sweet potatoes by the quart for a few weeks



Earthfoods



1.00



By lbs



DC



1.00



Lbs



Big Y



1.00



Lbs



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? It all went pretty much as to plan. The crop came out very well except for ugly markings on the sweets. The most difficult part of this crop appears to be harvesting it, it was a pretty consuming experience. What worked really well and should be continued? We had pretty good yield! The crop was pretty bountiful. Covington was the best. What changes would you recommend for next year? Nearing the end of the fall season, the sweets had to get sorted to dispose of rotting ones. Perhaps find a method to keep them drier or a different storing method? Be good to research next semester. Find the perpetrator that left so many holes and munch marks in the sweet potatoes!



Rose Boyko



Tomato Planning



Estimated Harvest goals: Date(s)



Market



Total Yield Goal



ALL



440lbs



TOTAL



Notes



Cultivars/varieties and seeds: Cultivar



Source



Amount



Cost



Days to harvest



Valencia



Johnny’s



250 Seeds



5.30



OG



Rose



Johnny’s



230



5.30



OG



Golden Johnny’s 40 3.45 Nugget Reasons for selecting these cultivars: Variety of products!



Org or Untreated?



OG



Expected yield/ft: Loss factor used: LATE BLIGHT! -Only survivors are the blight resistant plants, there are about 8 surviving plants (even though they are spotted with blight). The only yield of tomatoes so far have been cherry tomatoes. Not ripening up in late September!



Field preparation Field (where was this crop planted?) -Planted in A, C1 Field history (what was here before planting? Cover crop, bareground, last years crop) Soil amendments (quantity and dates applied) Weed management (Stale seedbed, straw, rototiller, by hand?) Plastic? -Plants were staked in the summer but found to have blight so were removed!



Planting Planting Information In-Row Spacing: 12-18” Between Row Spacing: 5’ Number of Rows Per Bed: 1 Total Row Feet: Bed Feet Needed: 200 Mature Plants Needed: Number of succession plantings and dates: I believe on planting



Rose Boyko



Tomato



How and when the crop was seeded/transplanted Greenhouse (East or West)



Seed date



Tray size



west



05/04/2012 128



Number of trays



Notes (germination success?



4 total



Transplanting Seedlings were transplanted to larger cells when they appeared to need more space/were getting too large!



What Happened What was done to take care of the crop and when: Weeding: Black plastic! Straw between rows. Irrigation Trickle (drip)! Was it ID’s at Plant Diagnostic? Phytopthora infestans (LATE BLIGHT!) Remove Plants (except blight resistant)!! On 8/24/12 Kitchen Garden’s Tim Wilcox (summary by Rosie): Unfortunately The Kitchen Garden was the first recorded case of Late Blight in Western Mass. We had to plow under thousands of dollars of potential profit from a half acre of infected plants. The only combatant for the second outdoor succession that had minor damage was to spray copper after each rain. The main concern after plowing under our first outdoor succession was to insure the greenhouse tomatoes about a half mile away would not contract the disease. Precautions were taken to assure the spores would not make it into the greenhouse: change/wash clothes after being in the field, use certain buckets to harvest into, etc. On the plus side, we have to consider time vs. Potential profit, it may have been for the better to have such little tomatoes. The greenhouse harvesting alone took a substantial amount of time each week and to add another half acre of the crop may not have been feasible to harvest. The field tomatoes were unfortunately were 90% of the heirloom tomatoes were located. Those in the greenhouse were limited and sold the quickest at the markets. On the plus side, the product of the greenhouse was amazing. So, for SFE, protect the tomatoes from blight conditions as much as possible. Perhaps grow them in a GH and be extremely conscious about spreading the spores: don’t touch GH tomatoes if you’ve been in the field, don’t use same harvesting equipment, etc.



Rose Boyko



Tomato Harvest & Storage



When was the crop was ready for harvest? How did you know? -Harvested when ripened or a little under-ripe. We harvested green tomatoes off the blighted plants before they were removed. How was it harvested? -Handpick into crates, could also use 5 gallon buckets.



Actual Yields and Sales CSA Week #



Unit



Date 2-4?



Amount Per share



Total



As many as they wanted



Green tomatoes that were picked before we pulled the plants



We harvested the green tomatoes into cardboard boxes and left them to turn in the office. I believe about half turned pink/red but that was about it. Not too much rotting/damage. Retail Markets Market Price Farmers market



Unit



$2.00 for a half pint of cherry tomatoes



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? Tomatoes were a special case because of late blight! We lost everything except the blightresistant tomato plants which never ripened anyway. What worked really well and should be continued? We should continue to attempt to grow regular varieties but also plant blight resistant varieties as well. They could be grown in the hoop house next year to extend the season and to protect them from blight conditions. What changes would you recommend for next year? Build a bio-dome that the student farmers will live in for the year and then no late blight can get in. Keep using resistant varieties, more scouting to catch late blight early, use copper sprays to protect plants.



Winter Squash1



Melanie Black Crop: WINTER SQUASH Scientific Name: (Cucurbit asp.) Estimated Harvest Goals Market Total Yield Goal CSA 100 lb. CSA 50 lb. CSA 200 lb. CSA 150 lb. CSA, EF 280 lb. CSA 55 lb. CSA, EF 335 lb. CSA 205 lb. CSA, EF 335 lb. CSA, EF 235 lb.



Dates Sept. 14 Sept. 21 Sept. 28 Oct. 5 Oct. 12 Oct. 19 Oct. 26 Nov. 2 Nov. 9 Nov. 16



Cultivars/ Varieties and Seeds Cultivar Source Amount Cost Pinnacle Johnny’s 1 oz. $11.75 Spaghetti Burgess Johnny’s 1 oz. $6.20 Buttercup Delicata Johnny’s 1 oz. $7.30 Waltham Johnny’s ¼ lb. Butternut Acorn Jet Local Store 2-3 packets n/a Black Reasons for Selecting Cultivars:  Spaghetti: High yielding, high density planting  Buttercup: High yields, storage  Delicata: High yields, no curing  Butternut: High yields, stores well  Acorn: Early and high yields Expected Yield/Ft.  1.2 lb/row ft. with 20% loss (Excel sheet) Field Preparation  Field: A2  Field History: Kale (2011), no info on cover crops  Soil amendments: Broadcast  Weed management: grown on black plastic



Notes Delicata Acorn Buttercup Butternut Butternut Butternut Butternut DTH 70-85



Organic? No



80-95



Yes



85-100 90-105



Yes Yes



85-100



No



Winter Squash2



Melanie Black Planning Information In-row spacing: 18” Between-row spacing: 5 ft. Number of rows per bed: 1 Total Row Feet and Bed Feet needed:  Buttercup: 88 ft.  Delicata: 88 ft.  Spaghetti: 132 ft.  Butternut: 176 ft.  Acorn: n/a



Mature plants needed: 8 Buttercup, 58 Delicata, 88 Spaghetti, 117 Butternut Seeding Cultivar



Greenhouse



Seed date



Tray Size



Number of Trays



Buttercup Delicata Spaghetti Butternut Acorn



East East East East East



5/30 5/30 5/30 5/30 Early June



48 48 72 72 72



2 2 1 1 1



Transplanting Planting # Seed Date



Cell Size



Buttercup Delicata Spaghetti Butternut Acorn



48 48 72 72 72



5/30 5/30 5/30 5/30 5/30



Number of Cells Seeded 48 48 72 72 72



Notes (germination success?) 



Transplant Date 6/22 6/22 6/22 6/22 7/3



WEEDING: 6/1: Black plastic laid. 6/26, 8/21: Rototilled between squash rows/ in A 7/10, 11, 24: Weeded edges and ends of black plastic 8/21: Rototilled between rows in A IRRIGATION: Drip irrigation under plastic 6/22: Set up irrigation for squash in A2 6/29, 7/6: Irrigation ran in A & C ADDITIONAL FERTILITY: 5/29: A2 disked, fertilizer applied for 63’ (5 ½ center beds for squash) total applied: 860 lb. chicken manure, 64.5 lbs KSO4



Notes (losses in GH?)



Planted w/ 16” spacing



Winter Squash3



Melanie Black



DISEASES OBSERVED: 8/16: Fusarium found on Spaghetti squash, removed from field  End of Season: Powdery mildew found INSECT PESTS OBSERVED: none Harvest & Storage When was the crop ready for harvest? August 28 Maturity Indicators: Larger size, hardened rind. Got out of the field before the woodchuck got them. Important to get out before first frost. Harvest Methods: Step on vine close to squash, pull up on squash. You don’t want a nub on the squash because it can dent other squashies in storage in greenhouse Curing: Cure squash for 3+ weeks in greenhouse (got out of the field in case of woodchuck nibbling) Washing: We didn’t wash any of the squash. Storage: Greenhouse, on tables. We had some butternut curing on a remay layer on the ground and something began to nibble away at them (we lost about 15-20). We moved to the table and that helped. Retail Markets & Sales Market Date Big Y 9/14 9/28 10/5 10/12 10/19 11/2 11/9 11/16 Earthfoods 11/6 11/13 Farmer’s Market Bulk Sale Auxiliary Services



All CSA days 11/30 10/24



Pounds 15 30 20 19 25 20 22 40 15 30



~5 50



Price $1.10/lb



Unit Butternut



Total $210.10



$1/lb



Butternut



$48 (in records we had $3 extra for this sale)



$1/lb



Butternut, extra varied Butternut Butternut



$1/lb $1/lb



~$5 $50



Winter Squash4



Melanie Black Actual CSA Offering Date 9/14 9/21 9/28 10/5 10/12 10/19 10/26 11/9 11/16



Week #



Unit



Total



Acorn Buttercup & Delicata



Amount Per share 2 2



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10



Delicata & Acorn Mixed leftovers Butternut Butternut Butternut Butternut Butternut



2 1 1 1 1 1 1



90 lb. 45 lb. 45 lb. 45 lb. 45 lb. 45 lb. 45 lb.



90 lb. 90 lb.



Review and Recommendations What was different between what was done and what was planned? All of the squash was planted almost three weeks earlier than I had planned, which was good. The spaghetti squash also didn’t survive in the field, so we were offering one less variety than I had planned. We also had one less market—we never sold to the University Club. What worked really well and should be continued? Planting earlier (seeding was done for all on 5/30) was easy and worked well for nearly all of the crops. Black plastic was a good tool for growing and avoiding weeds. Spacing was good, and varieties worked great except for the Pinnacle Spaghetti. What changes would you recommend for next year? I wouldn’t plant the sweet potatoes and winter squash next to each other, since their vines intertwined a lot and made it slightly challenging to harvest. I’d either forgo the Spaghetti squash or find another variety. Butternut came out great—we had so much extra. One of our CSA members pointed out, though, that in such an agricultural area, so many people grow Butternut and he wanted to see more variety. I’d still grow it, though—lots of our CSA members enjoyed the Butternut from the feedback we got. I’d recommend that we might grow a little less and put our resources towards something else, though I’m sure lots of people are still enjoying the butternut as storage veggies. A note about Fusarium: Don’t plant cucurbits in A2; while it only spread to the spaghetti squash (not sure why…seedborn?), don’t take the risk of spreading to other species.
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